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No. 239 Broadway,
HYDRAULIC WORKS,
BROOKLYN, L. I.
New York, July 1, 1876.
EORATIO ALLEN, Esq.,
Chairman of Judges of Group 20,
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, PHILADELPHIA.
Dear Sir:
I beg to lay before you a circular letter
received in February last, from Chas. E. Emery, Esq.,
Chairman of Sub-Committe VI, of the American So
ciety of Civil Engineers, who is now acting as one of
your associates ; together with my answer thereto.
It has occurred to me that the information con
tained in my reply may assist the Judges, in your de
partment, in their investigations, and I would therefore
respectfully ask you to present a copy of the corres
pondence to each one of the gentlemen referred to.
Very truly, yours,
HENRY R. WORTHINGTON.

jkiip

Society

of

Civil

Emnps

Sub-Committee VI.— Hydraulic Motors and Machines.

4 East Twenty-Third Street,
New Yobk, February 16th, 1876.
Sir:
The American Society of Civil Engineers has appointed a
Commission, from the members of the Society, to aid in obtaining, at the
Centennial Exposition, a proper representation of the progress and practice
of American Engineering.
A very desirable room, in the Main Exhibition Building at Philadelphia,
has been assigned to the Commission, in which it is proposed to arrange
models, drawings, photographs, and descriptions of the same, together with
such manuscripts, manufacturers' and engineers' books and records, printed
matter, etc., as will furnish a complete exposition of the development of
American Engineering, and the distinctive features of present practice. The
room will serve, also, as the headquarters of the members of the Society and
invited guests.
The Commission proposes to aid in distributing information, in relation
to particular objects of interest in the main Exhibition, by permitting cards
to be affixed thereto, referring, for further information, to the rooms of the
Commission; and albums, illustrating special manufactures, will be circu
lated, when the same are sufficiently complete to. be valuable to the profes
sion, and not mere advertising circulars.
With a view of furthering the objects of the Commission, various sub
committees have been appointed, each to take charge of a special topic,
make arrangements for its proper representation, and prepare a memoir in
relation thereto.
The sub-committee on Hydraulic Motors and Machines hereby specially
address you to ascertain what action, if any, you will take to aid in carrying out,
in this particular branch of engineering, the purposes of the Commission of the
Society.
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This portion of the Exposition will comprise:
Turbines and other Water Wheels;
Hydraulic Engines;
Hydrostatic Presses, and adaptations of same for various purposes;
Hydraulic Testing and Weighing Machines ;
Hydraulic Jacks, Cranes, and Elevators ;
Hydraulic Valves;
Pumping Engines;
Pumps; centrifugal, rotative, and reciprocating, operated directly by
steam, or indirectly from any prime mover, and used for drainage, for high
lifts, or great pressures for water, holding in suspension or transporting
gritty and other materials ; for oils, pulp, and semi-fluids, and those adapted
for particular locations or uses;
Fire Engines;
Water Meters;
And in general, any apparatus which may properly be classed as Hy
draulic Machinery.
It should be understood that the Exposition does not relate to simple
inventions, but to apparatus which has actually been constructed and put
in public and useful operation.
It is desired to obtain :
1. Information as to decided advances which have been made in rela
tion to any branch of the general subject, with accurate details of the nature,
of the developments or improvements and models, drawings, photographs,
or prints illustrating, so far as possible, the successive stages of development.
2. Models, drawings, photographs, cuts, and written or printed des
criptions of interesting hydraulic apparatus now in use in this country.
3. Authentic records of the performance of hydraulic apparatus, and
particularly of careful tests of pumping engines, turbines, and the like ; the
records to completely illustrate the construction of the apparatus and give
the full details of the trials.
An early response will greatly oblige, as the time is short for necessary
preparations.
Respectfully,
CHAS. E. EMERY,
Chairman Sub-Committee VI,
No. 7 Warren Street, New York.
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CHARLES E. EMERY, Esq., Chairman Sub-Committee of Centennial
Commission, American Society of Civil Engineers, No. 4, East 23rd
Street, New York.
Dear Sir :
My answer to your circular letter asking for information on the subject
intrusted to your committee, will not be carefully arranged, as I suppose
you want only the facts, to be used in your own way and set forth in your
own language. I shall endeavor to sketch my labors in hydraulic engineer
ing from the very first, hoping thus to set before you their growth from an
insignificant beginning to a condition of importance and usefulness.
Somewhere about the year 1840, I was engaged in experiments with a
steamboat designed for canal navigation. It frequently happened that the
boat was suddenly stopped by unexpected impediments in navigation or de
tention at locks. This often brought a hand pump into lively requisition
for keeping up the boiler supply, and naturally turned my thoughts toward
a labor-saving method. The result was the independent feeding pump, pat
ented on the 7th day of September, 1844, and which I will now describe, re
ferring to drawing No. 1 in illustration. It is shown as attached to a boiler,
and is a simple form of steam pump, with a single-acting plunger and ordi
nary conical valves to the pump proper. The steam cylinder is supplied
with steam through a pipe, which has a valve at the other end within the
boiler. This valve is controlled by a float, which by its rising or falling
supplies more or less steam, and allows the pump to run faster or slower ac
cording to the height of the water. I made many of these, and their action
was satisfactory to a surprising degree, maintaining an almost absolute uni
formity of water level without alteration or adjustment. But it proved to
be dangerous, just in proportion as it seemed to be reliable. It would per
form its duty so long and so well as to lull the attention of the attendant to
sleep and almost insure an accident, if perchance some one of the numerous
infirmities of machinery should render the apparatus inoperative. It was
here I learned to dread and condemn all automatic contrivances for super
seding the attention and responsibility of attendants. As applied to boilers
I am convinced that they tend to danger.
The drawing shows a spring which acts upon the steam valve. Its
effect is thus described and claimed in the patent :
"My improvement in the auxiliary engine consists in the manner of
rendering the action of the slide valve certain, without its being necessary
to depend upon the momentum of the engine therefor. The momentum is
frequently insufficient for this purpose, and the valve is then liable to stop
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in such position as to cover both of the steam ports or openings into the
steam cylinder. By my improvement the danger of the stopping of the
valve in such a position as to prevent the motion of the engine, is obviated."
The claim of the patent is in these words :
"What I claim as new and desire to secure by Letters Patent, is the em
ployment of a spring in combination with the steam valve of an auxiliary
engine for supplying a boiler with water, so arranged, substantially as here
in described, as to admit of its being properly armed or compressed by the
action of the engine upon an intermediate piece or lever, while the steam
valve remains at rest until, at the proper time, by the further motion of the
engine, the spring is released and acts to draw said valve independently of
the momentum of the engine, in the manner and for the purposes above set
forth."
This, so far as I know, was the beginning of that numerous class of fol
lowing inventions for storing power to act upon the steam valve, when the
momentum of the moving parts was insufficient to throw it through its full
distance of travel. In the course of my experience I made many arrange
ments for using the spring, other than that exhibited in the patent of 1844.
One was the employment of a tube in place of the valve rod, with a spiral
feather acted upon by an arm on the piston, which in its motion back and
forth compressed the spiral spring within the tube. In this case the steam
valve instead of working in line with the piston rod, passed in a transverse
direction over the openings. For the ordinary arrangements, the B valve,
shown in Fig. 3, was invented and used.
The step from this spring motion to the use of a small steam piston for
driving the valve, was obvious enough, and very soon made. The first and
simplest arrangement is shown in drawing No. 2. They have since been
constructed in almost every conceivable way. In my first arrangement a
rod protruded from the main steam valve as well as from the auxiliary.
The object of this was either to compel the full motion of the main steam
valve, or else the stoppage of the engine in case the auxiliary piston failed
to work promptly. An obvious difficulty resulted from the large size of
piston required to handle an ordinary slide valve. This suggested the bal
ancing of the slide valve, which was accomplished in the way shown in Fig.
4, while retaining the general arrangement of the auxiliary piston.
In this balanced valve the direction of steam was changed, so as to have
it entered at the exhaust port and escape into the steam chest, which was
thus converted into an exhaust chest. Plates were fitted over the blocks,
or cheek pieces at each end, thus forming a- tight cavity or dash pot,
wherein the steam valve would be brought up by the compression of steam
within the cavity. A small valve was so arranged as to be opened at the
proper time and destroy the tightness of the dash pot, so that the valve could
be withdrawn more readily. In the course of my protracted experience
with auxiliary pistons, I adopted numerous arrangements not necessary to
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exhibit in this narration, involving numerous forms of steam, water, and
air dash pots for restraining their motion. I have still in my possession an
old steam pump used on the steamer "Bay State" for some years, commenc
ing in 1849, and afterwards replaced by one of more modern form. I offer
a sketch of it in Fig. 5, exhibiting an arbitrary water valve motion, com
bined with the steam valve, and moving simultaneously therewith. This,
while operating as a water dash pot to arrest the motion of the steam valve,
also made the movement of the pump valve positive and certain. I have
since adopted the same form of valve upon air pumps, notably in the case
of the war vessel " Dunderburg." There is much to be said in favor of this
arrangement, although for many reasons I am not prepared to advocate its
adoption upon ordinary pumps. A fine example of an arbitrary water valve
motion was given by Engineer Erastus W. Smith, on the large engines
designed by him for the New Orleans Waterworks in 1847.
An interesting and efficient modification of the auxiliary valve throw,
and which I call the exhaust valve throw, was made the subject of a patent
in 1856. It is illustrated in drawing No. 6.
The steam valve was constructed in the form of a piston working in a
small cylinder constituting the steam chest, the steam being admitted at the
center and escaping at either end. A brief extract from the patent will
fully explain this modification :
"As represented in the drawing, the main piston has just completed a
stroke from left to right, the steam, admitted through the central opening
C, is just on the point of passing to the right hand end of the cylinder
through the opening A 1, while the exhaust from the left hand side, already
commencing to escape through the port A 2, fills the space D, but from this
space or cavity it has no escape until, by its elastic force, it crowds or forces
the piston valve A, towards the right, far enough to uncover the opening
D 1, which communicates with the escape pipe or condenser. By this time
the steam port A 1 of the main cylinder is also open for steam. Thus the
necessary motion of the steam valve is produced by the effort of the steam
to escape from the small cylinder or valve chest so called."
I should weary you by undertaking to set forth any considerable part
of the numerous engines made on the general basis here indicated. I be
lieve almost every change was rung upon a steam valve throw, but in those
days the amount of refinement and complication attending their construc
tion and management seemed to be an insuperable bar to their rapid intro
duction. Upon the smallest provocation the use of a steam pump would be
abandoned and the old well-tried arrangements resumed ; for no work was
fitted up with reference to the exclusive use of a steam pump—it was
always secondary. Even so good an authority as the late Mr. James P.
Allaire nearly reduced me to hopeless inaction, by saying he considered it
his duty to tell me that I was trying to invent a machine that was not
wanted ; that no part of the machinery, either of steamboats or for factory pur
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poses, was more satisfactory and complete than that for pumping. And this
appeared to be the opinion of almost every engineer. Another opinion ex
pressed by a prominent engineer of the day, Mr. Alfred Stillman, of the
Novelty Works, was sufficiently discouraging at the time, yet of great
value, as compelling me to look still further. He came to my works one
day to inspect the last and best arrangement of piston valve throw. After a
careful and quiet consideration of the case for a few minutes, instead of the
approval which I not only expected but needed, he said: "This is all very
well and very ingenious, but, if you expect to bring these things into gen
eral use, you must contrive to have a man see something he has seen before
in his life, when he takes the cover off from a steam chest." There was no
appeal in those days from the decision of the Novelty Works, and this one
might well be called conclusive. I was then working with Mr. Wm. H.
Baker, as a partner, and we sat down together to achieve the desideratum
of a direct-acting steam pump with a simple ordinary slide valve This we
at last accomplished, and from its discovery may date the real introduction
and popularity of a class of machines which now covers the length and
breadth of the land. We called it the relief valve motion. It was patented
April 3d, 1849, in the name of H. R. Worthington and Wm. H. Baker, and
afterward extended to H. R. Worthington for seven years, from the 3d of
April, 1863, Mr Baker having died before that time. I here offer you, in
drawing No. 7, the original arrangement as presented at the patent office,
combined with a pump fitted with radial water valves. Its modifications,
preserving the characteristic of relief, have been numerous in my practice.
In this arrangement the momentum and expansion of the steam are
made to conspire to carry the valve through its full distance in the following
manner :
"Two openings may be made into each end of the cylinder, coming
together in one as seen in the drawing, Fig. 1, at A A. When the piston
moving from right to left arrives, as shown, nearly at the end of the stroke,
the resistance is suddenly reduced, for the reason that the piston passes
between the two openings and allows the fluid pressed before it to pass, with
little or no obstruction, behind it in the direction of the arrow. The resist
ance being thus suddenly relieved, the momentum of the moving parts and
the expansion of the steam in the cylinder acting through the arm B, serves
to push the steam valve C with quickness and certainty entirely over the
opening. Several ways of thus relieving the resistance will occur to a
mechanic. For example, the cutting of longitudinal grooves or recesses in
the pump cylinder over which the piston may pass; or connecting the two
ends of the pump chamber together by a pipe, in which a cock shall be
opened and shut at the proper time by the motion of the engine ; or a valve
may be put in the piston itself; or when the water valves are so constructed
as to be moved by the machine in an arbitrary manner, independent of
gravity, this valve may be so made as to allow the water to pass around it.
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The claim is for thus reducing or removing the resistance and operating the
steam valve."
A subsequent patent for a particular way of accomplishing this effect
was granted me, July 31st, 1855, the claim being restricted to the described
mode. Steam pumps involving this principle were extensively introduced
and received with much favor. Their elementary simplicity, facility of
repairs by the most inexperienced hands—in a word, their exemption from
any derangement or trouble tending to produce permanent stoppage, give
them so many points of advantage as to induce me still to offer them for
many kinds of service in preference to any other pumping machine I
construct.
I would now call attention to a principle of construction first adopted
in a pump used on board the steamer Washington in 1850. Up to that time
my practice, and I believe the concurrent practice of the day, was to make a
large water valve with considerable lift. A moment's reflection will show
that when the motion of a pump changes, the valves are in the wrong rela
tion thereto, and must be immediately changed. For an instant of time, •
therefore, the resistance is suspended much as in the case of a gear suddenly
reversed and producing back lash. My idea was, by the employment of a
large number of diminutive valves, each one insignificant, and with but a
small fraction of an inch of lift, but aggregating in an ample water way, to
reduce this lost interval and keep the valves nearer to their seats, thus ena
bling them to get home in less time. The valve adopted was a a plain indiarubber disk, half an inch thick, and working upon a central stem over a
series of half-inch holes, with a lift of not over a quarter of an inch. There
were nine of these in each chamber of the Washington pump, making 36 in
all. I offer a drawing of this pump with its valve arrangement, not only as
marking the time of its introduction, but because it represents my present
views in the construction of all pumps designed for important purposes.
(See plate 7.)
I come next to a point in my experience of great importance, involving
new considerations and justifying much greater cost and complication of
engineering than any hitherto called for in my business. I refer to the
department of waterworks for cities and towns. My first connection with
any important enterprise of this kind was at the city of Savannah, where
the second compound condensing engine, under the patent of Worthington
and Baker, was erected in the year 1854. There were three in all, arranged
to deliver water into a wrought iron tank of 35 feet in diameter, placed
upon mason work about 80 feet from the surface of the ground. And let
me say that this arrangement seems to be a valuable compromise between
the direct pressure system of supply, so-called, and that of a large and costly
storage reservoir. The duplication of the pumps gives reasonable warrant
for their uninterrupted performance, and the contents of the elevated tank
allows the storage of a night's supply, or for a sufficient quantity to be drawn
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upon, in case of a sudden fire, without calling upon the pumps. I can say
that, for all the years ensuing, no complaints from Savannah have reached
me, but on the contrary their order for a much larger pump, given two years
ago, when they decided to enlarge their supply, was accompanied by a letter
of unqualified commendation of what had hitherto been done. The works
were erected under the personal supervision and direction of Mr. James O.
Morse, C. E., and in accordance with his designs and plans. A very inter
esting modification of this idea of tank supply is now being carried into
effect by J. D. Cook, Esq., C. E., Constructing Engineer of Sandusky
Waterworks. He employs a stand-pipe 25 feet in diameter and 200 feet
high.
I append a sectional drawing of the engine employed at Savannah. The
valve is thrown by relief motion, and the compound cylinders are annular in
their arrangement. A single slide valve performs the somewhat complicated
function of giving steam to the high pressure piston and of making a com
munication with the expanding piston on the one side, and with the con
denser on the other. This valve is balanced, or rather the superincumbent
pressure upon it is reduced by a piston, working in a small cylinder upon its
back, and attached by a suspension bar to a permanent point in the dome of
the steam chest. (See plate 8.)
It will be seen at a glance that this arrangement does not balance the
valve in any proper sense of the term, but only suspends as much weight as
is received on the area of the piston, which swings back and forth as the
valve travels. All the weight thus suspended costs but little in the way of
friction, as the motion at the point of support is scarcely appreciable. I
patented this manner of relieving the valve of pressure, in 1856, and have
used it ever since upon all my large engines. The arrangement of pump is
that before referred to, as first introduced upon the steamship " Washing
ton." It has also been the basis of my subsequent practice, and for the fol
lowing important reasons :
First.—It offers large area for the accommodation of the water valves
above and below it, and. thus allows the use of the numerous small valves
before referred to, and which I still continue to use in preference to large
valves for the reasons already given.
Second.—The ample recess which surrounds the plunger constitutes a
subsiding chamber into which foreign and hurtful material may settle out of
the way of the plunger packing.
Third.—The constant protrusion of the plunger into the forcing side
tends to carry out and away from the packing-joint any foreign substance
which would otherwise be forced therein by the pressure, and act to
abrade the surfaces. The difference between its action in this respect and
that of an ordinary piston is important. The piston tends to run over and
hold the particles of dirt or foreign matter that may be in its way, while the
plunger tends constantly to eject them.
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Fourth.—This construction makes it easy to renovate the working parts,
at short notice, or, within reasonable limits, to change the size of the
plungers with no inconvenient delay. The change is accomplished by the
withdrawal of the plnnger and packing ring, and the substitution of
another. The withdrawn plunger, if it happens to need repairs, can be
trued off in a lathe and fitted with a new ring, conveniently and inexpen
sively. The packing ring is very deep, without elasticity or provision for
adjustment; being merely a solid ring carefully fitted to the plunger. Let it
be noticed that engines, of the character we are considering, have little or
no momentum to help out the stroke, they therefore will not allow of
any inequalities or tight places in the packing. Now, as a cylinder,
or plunger, always wears fastest at the middle of the stroke, if the packing
were adjusted to fit the middle, it would bind enough at the ends to embar
rass the motion. I have, moreover, at times detected a tendency in elastic
pump packings to collapse upon a plunger, or expand against a cylinder,
with such force as to produce much unnecessary friction. After a diversi
fied experience with pump packings, I have concluded, for large and im
portant services, where the water is supposed to be reasonably clear, to
depend exclusively upon well-fitted inelastic surfaces, except for glands and
outside boxes.
Fifth.—The deflection of the water currents, or their change of direc
tion, is less in this arrangement of double-acting pump, than in almost any
other ; notably less than in the single-acting Cornish Pump. The force
valves lie directly above the supply valves, and the water passes from one
through the other, only slightly deflected around the plunger. Numerous
experiments with gauges show that the losses due to friction through this
pump, when working at its proper speed, are practically inappreciable.
Sixth.— In this arrangement, the valves are unusually accessible, either
for repairs or inspection.
Seventh.—The system of small sub-divided valves, working over a close
grating, forms a strainer in construction, and offers a barrier to the passage
of any foreign substance of sufficient size to produce mischief.
Eighth.—The temporary or permanent interruption of the functions of
one, two, or even three valves, although producing irregularity of motion,
to a greater or less degree, is not sufficient either to destroy the whole action
of the pump, or all of the resistance to its motion, so that no danger of a
breakage is thereby produced. The case is very different if a large valve
happens to fail.
Resuming the description of the Savannah Engine, please observe that
the exhaust passed through the side shears into a condenser located above
the force valves and making part of the force main. All the water deliv
ered by the pumps was thus carried around the condenser or through the
pipes with which it was perforated. It thus became a surface condenser,
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and obviated the use of a considerable part of the injection water ordinarily
required.
The Air Pump is shown attached to the end of the pump, and its con
struction has a passing interest as being the only horizontal pump I had
heard of at the time which could be called efficient or reliable. The princi
ple upon which it acted was the alternate elevation and depression of verti
cal water columns formed at each end of the pump chamber. As the piston
receded from one end, this vertical column followed ; while on the driving
side it was elevated. The piston, in this arrangement, did not need to be
tight, as no aeriform fluid ever touched it. Its leakage was only water from
one side to the other. The water columns were, in effect, two pistons work
ing with almost absolute tightness.
The practical efficiency of the Engine, was due, in no inconsiderable
part, to the efficiency of its condensing apparatus. While adverting to con
densing apparatus, let me record the fact that, in the year 1850, I furnished
a steam pump for raising the water from a deep well at Oatlands, L. I., the
estate of De Forest Maurice, Esq. In order to avail of the partial vacuum
due to the height of the pump above the supply, the exhaust of the engine
was connected to the supply chamber of the pump, thus converting the en
gine into a condensing one with considerable increase of power, and this
I have done several times since, although—as the arrangement is only effi
cient when applied to pumps working on a high supply column—it is not
always, nor indeed often, applicable. It is, however, sometimes desirable to
get rid of the exhaust steam in a quiet way, as in mines, which would just
ify the arrangement, even if no increase of power resulted.
A duplicate of the Savannah Engine was erected at Cambridge, Mass. ,
in the year 1856. Its dimensions were :
High Pressure, Cylinder 12 inches diameter.
Low
"
"
25
Plunger,
14
Length of Stroke,
25 inches.
Its contract guarantee was to deliver 300,000 gallons in 24 hours, one
hundred feet high. Another of similar size was soon afterwards placed be
side it. This Cambridge engine has some importance as having been con
cerned in one of the most important and extensive trials of duty made, up
to that time, or perhaps since, in this country. It was conducted by Messrs.
C. W. Copeland and W. E. Worthen, under the direction of Jas. P. Kirkwood, Esq., Chief Engineer of the Brooklyn Waterworks. The results
were published in 1860, by order of the Brooklyn Water Commissioners,
entitled, Reports of Mechanical Engineers on trials of duty made in 1857
and 1859, upon the Brooklyn, Hartford, Belleville, and Cambridge Pumping
Engines. The proposals for engines for that city, while calling for those of
the Cornish type, stipulated that any other plan of engine might be submit
ted which would perform the same duty as efficiently and economically.
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Under this clause the contractors offered to build any other engine selected
by the Commissioners, who for their own information, proceeded to make
the protracted, thorough, and extensive tests referred to.
The Cambridge engine was first tested by Messrs. W. E. Morris and
Samuel McElroy, with the result of 70,463,750 pounds duty. A subsequent
impeachment of his own report by Mr. McElroy, led to the appointment of
another committee of experts, Messrs. F. Graff and E. W. Smith, for the
testing of the same engine. They reported a duty of 71,278,486 pounds.
The results of all the different trials were tabulated in a preface to the main
report signed by Mr. James P. Kirkwood, Chief Engineer's Office, Brook
lyn, Feb. 1860. To meet his own views, Mr. Kirkwood made some discreet
deductions for losses in pumps, etc. These allowances amounted to 5 per
cent. in the case of the Cambridge engine. With these deductions it stood
at the head of the list. I present the table for your inspection :
Date of
Experiment.
April,
June,
January,
July,
tt
January,
June,

NAME OF ENGINE.

1877. . Worthington Engine, at Cambridge
tt
tt
tt
"
1857..
tt
1860. .
1856. .

tt

tt

DUTT IN
Foot
Pounds.
669,411
675,746
628,233
646,994
614,426
601,407
589,903

The result of these duty trials induced the Water Commissioners of
Brooklyn to nominate my engine as the one to take the place of the Cornish
engine called for in the contract, they having meanwhile agreed to accept
the modification of the Cambridge engine, called the Duplex engine, which I
was just then perfecting and endeavoring to introduce into important works.
I soon, however, abandoned the attempt to agree with the contractor, who
made absurd demands in regard to time and fulfillment. Compelled to
relinquish this desirable opportunity to place the engine in an important and
conspicuous location, I waited for the next one, which occurred -at Charlestown, Mass., in the year 1863. The engine was there adopted under full
guarantee of performance, at least equal to that of any engine in the United
States, under penalty of removal in one year, in the event of failure. It
succeeded, and was followed by another of five millions capacity in 1867, and
by still another of eight millions capacity in 1872.
From that time of its first introduction, the progress of this engine
toward its present popularity has been steady and rapid. They are now
found in more than fifty waterworks stations in this country and Canada,
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numbering eigty-seven engines, and aggregating, in a delivering capacity,
275,000,000 gallons per day. It may be said, without fear of contradiction,
that they have been successful and well approved. Nothing approaching
even an inconvenient stoppage of a water supply has yet been traced to their
failure. While trivial breakages, or the necessity for larger or more perma
nent repairs have occurred, no breakdown or disaster has ever taken place.
The nearest approach to anything of the kind was the fracture of a piston,
produced by shrinkage in the casting. It followed an attempt to use a new
form of box piston, which proved a failure. The remarkable exemption of
these engines from the numerous accidents to which ordinary pumping
engines are liable, leads to a consideration of the philosophy of their action
and cause of this immunity. It soon became evident to my mind, that the
small engine at Cambridge, economical in the use of coal, and durable as it
proved itself, was fully as large as it was desirable to build an engine of its
character. The sudden reciprocation produced a jar and recoil, which,
while comparatively insignificant on this small engine, threatened to be dis
tressing if not destructive upon a larger one. The problem was plainly
indicated. How should a pumping engine be made to reciprocate quietly?
A careful consideration of the causes at work, suggested the answer. To
think of the difficulty was almost to find the remedy. It required no large
departure from ordinary practice, no great invention, no remarkable exhi
bition of mechanical skill, to apply it. Very little was to be done, but that
little was of vital consequence. Like a leak in the ship, it was a small thing
to obviate, but a destroying agent if neglected. Let us for a moment follow
a stroke of a double-acting pump piston, from one end of its cylinder to the
other—one single stroke and no more. Behind it is an open supply valve
through which the water is pouring, to meet the demands made by the
receding piston. Before it an open force-valve, through which the water is
pressed by the advancing piston. It reaches the end of its stroke and stops,
for we are only dealing with one single stroke. What follows? The water
continues to press by its momentum into the chamber, filling every inch of
space. As the current gradually ceases, the supply valve gradually and
quietly settles to its seat; at the same time the delivery valve falls quietly
through the water, which fails to keep it lifted. Both valves are now at
rest, having fallen by their gravity through the gradually subsiding currents
which tended to open and hold them open, while the chamber behind the
piston is thoroughly supplied with water. After this interval of time let us
make the return stroke. The piston, met by its full resistance, takes up its
work quietly, while the delivery valves before, and the supply valves behind
it, open under gradual pressure. We need follow the motion no further to
see that the remedy for concussion is rest for the piston at the end of the
stroke. Contrast this with the action of a pump compelled to reciprocate in
the manner common to most engines. There the reverse motion takes place
.so suddenly that the supply and delivery valves of the preceding stroke are
caught almost at their highest lift, not having had sufficient time for closing.
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The water of supply has not been able to fill up behind the rapidly retreating
piston, which, as a consequence, meets a vacuous space at the instant of
return, with every valve in wrong position. Before one set can be seated
and the other lifted, the engine by a sudden jump, strikes the water heavily,
and pounds the valves to their seats. Hence the noise, which always has,
and always will, to a greater or less degree, mark the self-destructive action
of an ordinary reciprocating pump. I claim that it should be accepted as
proved, that the cessation of motion at the end of the stroke, for a length of
time sufficient to allow the seating of the valves by gravity, instead of by the
action of the return currents, will completely obviate this noisy, imperfect,
and injurious action. To this extent, the desideratum is accomplished.
Another requisition remains, and that is for uniform, unbroken movement of
the water into and through the delivery pipe. The Cornish engine most
conspicuously exhibits the bad effects of not fulfilling this requisition. Ex
cept for this, it might perhaps still stand upon the eminence it so long
occupied, but from which of late years it has been slowly and inevitably
descending. As, in the comparison you are now called upon to make, the
claims of this celebrated engine will undoubtedly receive complete atten
tion, allow me to say why I venture to make the declaration that its
supremacy as a pumping engine is by no means undisputed at the present
day, as it was but a few years ago. Within the last ten years, the cases of
its adoption as the preferable engine for waterworks purposes, have been so
few as to be scarcely noticeable. And this declaration is true, not only of
this country, but for the one of its nativity and development, where for
many years, since the time of Watt—whose great genius as a mechanical
philosopher was conspicuously marked upon it—this engine was the expo
nent of the highest triumphs in the use of steam as a motor, achieving results
which, until recently, were considered unattainable in any other department
of w.ork, or with any other form of engine. This celebrated engine still has
its intelligent advocates, and is, perhaps, unrivaled as yet for deep mine
pumping. It originated in this department, and owes many of its mechan
ical peculiarities to the peculiar demands of this service. Its honors were
never qualified until it was transplanted from the home of its usefulness
to do duty in a service where the water was to be discharged through
a long main to a great height above the pump, and under the requisition
of continuous and uniform delivery. This was the very requirement,
which, from its nature, the Cornish engine was unfitted to meet, and a
stand-pipe was the outgrowth of this inability. It has proved to be an ex
pensive and in many cases a troublesome expedient for relieving the main of
the shocks consequent upon repeated stopping and starting of the column
of water. Its alleviating effect was remarkably exhibited at the Jersey City
Waterworks, where, without the stand-pipe, the Cornish engine erected
there, would only make five strokes per minute, and even that with difficulty ; with it, the strokes were increased to eight per minute, and the gen
eral running of the engine in every way improved.
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The Cornish engine is, moreover, an expensive engine. Its movements
are very slow, and it has but one effective, for every two working strokes.
This brings great enlargement,with increased weight and cost of parts per
horse-power. It is, also, a lofty engine, requiring massive beam supports,
at a great height from the ground. The arrangement of its pumps entails
great depth of foundation ; so that it is not unusual to find the cost of the
mason work 'greater than the cost of the engine itself. And it is a compli
cated engine. Its valve motion, though beautiful, and expressing the
thought and practice almost of a century, is intricate, composed of many
parts, and difficult for an ordinary person to adjust, or even to thoroughly
understand. The motions are more or less harsh, being of the tappet, or
striking character. The principle upon which it operates, at once confirms
and explains the declaration that it is a precarious engine. The steam acts,
not directly upon the pump, but upon a weight, which, by its descent, is to
accomplish the pumping. It is startling to see a weight of eighty or ninety
tons lifted ten feet, and then deserted by the steam which upheld it, with
nothing to insure its safe descent but the resistance offered by the water
within the pump chamber. And safe it will be, so long as all parts of the
machine properly perform their functions, for then the mass will be deliber
ately lowered to the bottom. But not so, in case of fracture, imperfect
working of valves, or failure of water supply. Then the unopposed weight
descends with velocity, producing effect more or less disastrous. Accidents
of the kind indicated, and varying only in severity, are numerously re
corded.
It is, however, an economical engine, as regards fuel, and herein lies its
great renown. Strange to say, however, the peculiarities of construction to
which this economy is due, constitute the most important objection to its
use as a waterworks engine.
The use of steam under high rates of expansion, obligates the employ
ment of the large mass of metal, before mentioned, which shall receive the
excess of pressure and power at the commencement of a stroke, and again
communicate it, when, by reason of expansive action, the pressure at the
latter part of the stroke becomes feeble.
This system of giving and taking, through the agency of inertia and
momentum, generates irregularity of motion, which increases as the higher
economic values of expansive steam are approached. In the Cornish
engine this irregularity is all thrown into the inactive stroke, during which
the power is stored in the uplifting weight, which by its equable and grad
ual descent, is made to act upon the water column. But these long inter
vals of inaction are objectionable for several reasons. In an economical
point of view, the resulting demand for a stand-pipe and the necessity of
employing a very large engine, as compared with its pumping capacity,
more than neutralizes the saving of the fuel. With our modern ideas, it
seems surprising to read as we do in Pole, Wicksteed, and other authorities,
that engines of fifty inches in diameter and nine feet stroke, were tested for
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high duty when exhibiting a power of only twenty-six and one-half
horses.
The celebrated Fowey Consols engine, whose record is still quoted as
conclusive and almost unapproachable, with a cylinder of eighty inches di
ameter, and a stroke of ten and one-half feet, was only exhibiting sixty-two
horse-power, when accomplishing its remarkable duty.
A glance at the condition of this engine in the mines where it origi
nated, will explain the otherwise unaccountable fact that a pumping engine
without a rival in one place, has an equivocal or failing reputation in
another. "At the mines the engine is located at the surface, near to the shaft,
down which the long rods, connecting the steam cylinder to the pumps, are
carried sometimes to a depth of 2,000 feet. The necessary weight involved
in this connection, becomes a natural part of the engine as weight to be
raised, and the lift is divided into several intermediate ones of comparatively
insignificant height. This subdivision almost completely protects the engine
against disastrous failure of resistance. The water is also delivered at the
surface with no forcing main, and no demand for uniform flow. The en
gines are inordinately large for the work, making a casual stroke now and
then, as demanded by the flow of water into the mine. Their history is not
only that of a good engine, but of one of the very best adaptations ever
made to a peculiar requirement. Their record of "duty," as it is technic
ally called, high, as it properly should be, has, without doubt, been the fre
quent subject of error or exaggeration ; at any rate, the engines built here
(and nobody will claim that they have not been most carefully designed and
constructed), have not yet reached a duty of seventy-five millions in any
well authenticated trial.
In 1837, Mr. Wicksteed decided to transplant a Cornish mine engine to
the East London Water Works. It was started in 1838, and the results are
thus recorded by Mr. Wicksteed:
"The engine worked very satisfactorily, a great saving in fuel being im
mediately effected. The pump-valves, however, being of extraordinary di
mensions, caused so great a blow upon closing, that the concussion shook
the whole of the engine house. Several valves, variously modified, but sim
ilar in principal to those in use in the Cornish mines, were made at great ex
pense to the contractors, but without remedying the defect. At last, however,
Messrs. Harvey & West invented the self-acting double-beat valves, which
were made and set to work in July, 1839 ; the blow caused by the shutting
of these valves is so much less than that caused by the former ones, that
there is no necessity of the admission of any air under them, no loss of
water through them, and consequently a great saving by the use of them."
One of Mr. Wicksteed's tests was of the Holmsbush engine, which I
give in his own words :
. "The diameter of the cylinder was fifty inches, and of the pump eleven
inches, lifting water 535J^ feet. The chief points to which my attention
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was directed, were the quantity of coal consumed, and the actual quantity
of water lifted. I saw ninety-four pounds (a Cornish bushel of coals) weighed
and had the stoke-hole cleared, and the coal bins and stoke-hole doors sealed. In
addition to these precautions, beside my own observations, I had one of my
young men stationed in the boiler house during the trial ; so that I am quite
satisfied that not more than ninety-four pounds were used. At the end of
two and one-quarter hours, the ninety-four pounds of coal having been consumed,
the engine was stopped, and the counter again taken. It had made 622 strokes.
The weight multiplied by the height in feet, is equal to 102,721,322 pounds
of water, lifted one foot high with ninety-four pounds of coal. The result,
however, does not show the duty of the engine which would be 117,906,992
pounds (equal to 125,500,000, by American standard of 100 pounds of coal)."
The honest way in which the precautions taken to guard that "ninetyfour pounds of coals," are set before the reader, and the deduction of an un
paralleled duty from an experiment of two and one-quarter hours duration,
with a fifty-inch cylinder, eight foot stroke, exhibiting only twenty-three
horses power, would be amusing, had it not introduced false conclusions,
which, even to this day, are not eradicated. The trial of a steamship for a
quarter of a mile, to prove speed and boiler capacity, would be sensible, as
compared to the foregoing.
It is but just to Mr. Wicksteed to say, that in the year 1861, he candidly
admitted the impropriety of his conclusions, in the following words :
"When I first undertook these experiments, I imagined that several
trials of short duration would answer the purpose, but I soon found that no
reliance whatever could be placed upon them."
Again he says :
"When a mining engine is first erected, the load to be lifted is very
trifling in proportion to the capabilities of the engine, and consequently,
the steam may be cut off, even at one-tenth of the whole stroke, as I am in
formed has been the case. In some instances, under such circumstances,
the duty performed by the engine would be very great. The obvious rea
sons for the falling off of the large duties after some years working of the
engine, is not that the engine itself has deteriorated, but that its actual
power, when working so very expansively, is so small in proportion to the
size, that the interest upon the outlay and cost of working, and increased
number of engines that would be required to preserve the same rate of duty,
would counterbalance, if not far exceed, the value in the saving of fuel. It
must be remembered that the trials made at Holmsbush, and with the
Fowey Consols, were upon engines that had not been long erected, and
where the load to be lifted was light, in proportion to the size of the
engine."
Without pursuing the question of Cornish duty, through its almost
interminable statements and counter-statements, it may very safely be
assumed that Waterworks practice with the engine in this country, has been
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as good as it ever has been, or can be, anywhere else. This celebrated
engine is fully before the world for its final opinion. It can expect little or
nothing from future inventors. If its practical status were equal to its theo
retical one, its preeminence would still stand undisputed ; but when it is
reduced to reasonable dimensions, its advantages, in point of economy, are
not great, and there is, therefore but little to compensate for its dangerous
tendencies. No one stroke can with certainty, be relied upon to be the
same as its predecessor. It may be short and waste steam, or over-long and
make injurious contact. The arrangement of ponderons buffer-beams to
catch the engine when it overruns; the Engineer's hand constantly upon the
throttle, his eye following the motion with incessant vigilance; and the sig
nificant admonition, "no conversation allowed with the Engineer," speak
plainly of conditions too precarious for the Waterworks of the present day.
It is not to be wondered at, that these manifestations on the part of the
Cornish engine induced numerous attempts to produce an engine, which,
while emulating its economy, would be positive in its motions, and safe in
its character. The crank and fly-wheel engine, the first and most obvious
alternative, may be said to stand to-day as the most acceptable one in the
minds of a large number of experienced engineers. It is therefore in con
trast and competition with this form that I think the claims of the Worthington engine are to be compared. Let us briefly notice one or two intermedi
ate attempts in this country to construct new forms of pumping engines,
which had their short day and speedy condemnation. The Cornish Bull
engine, applied to the Buffalo Waterworks, in the year 1850, was arranged
with the cylinder directly over the pumps, working without the intervention
of a beam, and possessing the defects of its prototype, with a good many
additional ones peculiar to itself. It would be hard to find a recent example
of this engine.
In the year 1856, Messrs. Dickerson & Sickles erected a very peculiar
and ingenious engine, at the Hartford Waterworks. It was a crank engine,
with single cylinder, cutting off at about one-twelfth of the stroke, and with
four sets of pumps, two in each set, driven by cams so arranged as to equal
ize the natural irregularity of the crank motion, and produce a steady
delivery of water, such as might be expected from a rotary pump. It was
described as follows :
"The engine was a crank and beam condensing engine, cylinder thirtytwo and three-eighth inches diameter; stroke five feet, with Wright's patent
adjustable cut-off; fly-wheel twenty-two feet in diameter and unusually
heavy. The power was communicated through a pinion on the crank-shaft,
engaging with a spur-wheel on either side of it. On each spur-wheel shaft
were two cams: each cam gave motion to a set of pumps, by means of
bell-cranks; each set of pumps was composed of two pistons, or boxes, in one
chamber, or cylinder, one above the other, and moving independently of
each other. The piston rod of the lower box passed through the upper
piston rod, which was made tubular. By the cam motion they were so con
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trived that each piston commenced before the other had completed its
motion. They commenced the stroke slowly, increasing to the uniform
velocity, and then decreased for a little distance before stopping."
This was a very ingenious, and at the same time a very hopeful and
interesting attempt to rectify the inequality of a crank motion as applied to
pumping. Here were eight water pistons distributed through the circle of
rotation, and acted upon by cams of peculiar shapes, in a manner that
seemed almost sure of producing the desired result. That it did not, may
be attributed in part to the fact that the high rate of expansion used in a
single cylinder, produced a greater irregularity than could be subsequently
corrected by any mechanical subdivision, and adjustment of the total resist
ance. The indicator card shows at once the satisfactory character of the
cut-off gear, and the high rate of expansion. Practically, the action upon
the water column proved to be percussive and irregular, making it difficult
to connect it with an unthrottled gauge or indicator. The duty of this
engine was not by any means as high as the advocates of great expansion
expected. It stands in the record at 55,000,000 and 62,661,000, the power
exerted upon the steam piston being 67,171,000 and 71,889,000. This engine
was never duplicated, but a modification of it was built for Detroit, in the
year 1857; Messrs. Dickerson & Sickles being the contractors. Their offers
were based on the trial at Hartford, the same kind of pumps being employed
in both cases. The arrangement of steam cylinders was, however, very dif
ferent. The duty guaranteed was 100,000,000. Considering this an extra
ordinary proposition, the Board authorized their Chief Engineer, Mr. Jacob
Houghton, to visit Hartford and such other places as might be necessary, to
obtain reliable data of different pumping engines. His report was unfavor
able to the Hartford engine, but Mr. Dickerson reviewed this communica
tion, claiming "that by the use of his pump the water could be raised in a
continuous current in one direction, with uniform and equal velocity, to
great heights, and through long mains, without the use of stand-pipes or air
vessels, there being no concussion, and less friction, than with any other
pump." I quote this to show that already the battle was begun for the true
principle of pumping. They finally got the contract, which resulted in an
utter commercial if not an engineering failure ; a complete condemnation and
abandonment of the engine, and a suit at law against the contractors. I
must go back somewhat in my dates to state that in the year 1847, Erastus
W. Smith, Esq., then Superintendent of the Allaire Works, of New York,
designed an engine for the New Orleans Waterworks, involving the very
important and unusual modification of arbitrary motion to the valves in the
pump. The engine was erected and performed successfully.
In the year 1861, a non-rotating pumping engine of unusual size, having
a capacity of 800,000 gallons per hour against a head of 170 feet, was
erected at the Cincinnati Waterworks, from the design of Mr. George Shields,
Chief Engineer in charge. This engine was very bold in its designs, and, as
it proved, uncertain, if not dangerous in its operation. It is yet in its place,
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a most imposing piece of enginery, and finished in the highest style. Many
improvements have been made since its erection, which make it tolerably
serviceable. But it has proved enormously expensive, not capable of high
duty, and liable to accidents. It has never been repeated or even imitated.
Another almost startling plan of pumping engine was tried in Brooklyn,
at the commencement of their Waterworks, about the year 1857. The Board
proceeded circumspectly in making selection of an engine, and if they did
not succeed in getting even a tolerably good one, as they certainly did not,
it should be taken as proof that even, so few years ago, the subject was still
undeveloped, and the minds of Engineers at fault as to the merits of that
kind of machinery. This is an instructive incident and worthy of some
elaboration. Some reference has been made to the doings of this Brooklyn
Board in my remarks about the Cambridge engine. As therein stated, their
contractors began under a contract to furnish the Cornish engine, which,
up to that time, was the standard object of preference for all important
works, with scarcely a dissenting voice. But, before reaching the end of the
work, the Board consented to the adoption of some other engine, if, after
investigation, they could find one which they would be willing to accept in
place of the Cornish. This produced the celebrated trials made in 1857, on
the Cornish, Belleville, Hartford, and other engines before referred to, and
published in reports on pumping engines, 1858 and 1859. It happened,
however, that the contractors were able to carry their point, despite the con
clusions of the commissioners, and furnished the engine known as the
Brooklyn direct-acting pumping engine. Its paternity was never exactly
decided, but this point is of small consequence as it did not prove a child
to be proud of. Its dimensions will be found in the aforesaid report with
a plate showing its construction. Considering its pretensions, and the time,
care, and money bestowed so lavishly upon it, no engine could have failed
more completely than did this one. If it involved any idea, it was that of
endeavoring to make a double-acting Cornish engine. In fact it was fre
quently thus styled by its advocates. The bare statement is so absurd as to
require no comments. As might have been foreseen, the steam not having
adequate weight interposed between it and the pumps, as in the Cornish or
fly-wheel engines, for storing and distributing energy, could not be worked
expansively to any extent.
One of the make-shifts was the interposition of a diaphragm below the
air-chamber for producing an increase of the resistance, but, as the fallacy of
creating work in order to overcome it was soon manifest, the diaphragm was
abandoned, and a vibrating quadrantal arc of a fly-wheel was appended to
the engine. After two or three years' experience and fruitless experiment,
the Board put in still another engine, of almost the same kind and size, and
at last they contracted for a vertical crank and beam engine, which was
erected by Messrs. Hubbard & Whittaker, in the year 1869, and has since
proved itself a first-class engine in all respects. The Board then altered one
of the two direct engines, by attaching it to a crank and fly-wheel, and with
greatly improved results. The other may still be seen in its original shape.
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We have now glanced at the more prominent experimental engines
which have been tried and found wanting. So uniform was the failure
of all attempts to introduce a new type of pumping engine, that it became
almost a proverb that a pumping engine was a machine without a duplicate.
During this period of costly experiments and signal failures, the city of
Philadelphia, which might be styled the home of American Hydraulics,
alone kept the even tenor of her way, moderate, conservative, and safe in
her practice, with but few exceptions, the most prominent one being a pair
of Bull-Cornish engines similar to those in use at Buffalo, which were
always troublesome and unsatisfactory. While their arrangements at Fairmount for the use of water-power had been gradually brought to a satisfac
tory point of efficiency, their extensive steam practice at the four or five
different stations, was distributed among Cornish engines and different forms
of crank and fly-wheel engines. Their present equipment comprises a
double cylinder compound engine ; a side lever Cornish engine ; and old style
Cornish engine ; a high pressure engine ; another Cornish engine at Roxborough ; a crank engine at Chestnut Hill ; and six Worthington engines.
Let us return now to consider what may be called the more recent de
velopments in pumping machinery, consisting mainly of compound engines
under various modified forms. From this classification, however, the novel
and interesting engine, constructed by George H. Corliss, Esq. , for the high
service works at Providence, should be excluded. In his arrangement no
less than five steam cylinders surround a single central crank, upon which
they act in concert through radial connecting rods, no fly-wheel being used.
It exerts a steady, propulsive energy upon the water, with capacity to run
at remarkably slow speeds. As it is required to deliver water directly into
the mains, in quantity to suit the varying demands of the consumption, this
peculiarity becomes important. The engine was subjected to public test on
the question of fulfillment of contract, the decision being in favor of Mr.
Corliss. The duty exhibited was unusually low, but on this point it has
been properly claimed by Mr. Corliss that no engine capable at steady work
of elevating five millions of gallons, can be expected to stand idle for a good
part of the time, now rnnning and now stopping, as the casual demands of
a direct service may require, without losing so much by radiation and in
other ways, as to put economic results out of the question in comparison
with reservoir service. Yet with all respect for the great reputation and
successful practice of Mr. Corliss, I venture to say that the engine in ques
tion presents an inordinate amount of frictional, leaking, and radiating sur
face, compared to the power exhibited. Its great beauty and interesting
character of movement, make it, however, well worth inspection.
Returning to compound engines, we find the first most important
example thereof erected at the Schuylkill Works, Philadelphia, in the year
1872, from designs by Frederic Graff, Esq., Chief Engineer of Water
Department. This gentleman had visited the English and other principal
pumping works on the continent, and this engine expressed the result of his
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investigation. It merits particular description, as being the first American
example of the class of compound engines, which have lately attracted
much notice for having achieved a very high rate of duty. They were first
erected by Messrs. Simpson & Co., of the Grosvenor Works, Pimlico,
England, at the Bristol and Richmond Waterworks in 1848, and have since
been occasionally repeated, both in England and in this country. They may
be considered the most prominent, if not the standard pumping engine of
the present day. It is not necessary to describe the general arrangement for
using steam expansively in two cylinders. More particular description of
the pump may be desirable. It is now well-known under the name of the
Thames-Ditton pump, at which pumping station they were erected by
Messrs. Simpson & Co. They may be called bucket and plunger pumps ;
single-acting as regards the supply side, but double-acting on the delivery.
This last effect is produced by the displacement of the pole or plunger,
which on the down stroke enters the chamber and displaces its bulk. The
chamber is therefore supplied intermittently, but delivers continuously.
A comparison of the frictional surface in this pump as compared to its
capacity, will be to its disadvantage, for it may be said that the friction is
that of a double-acting pump, while the action is that of a single one, inas
much as it only delivers the contents of the pump chamber once in a revolu
tion. This intermission in the flow of the supply is undoubtedly a hurtful
characteristic. The introduction of the pole or plunger is a valuable correc
tion of the same trouble which otherwise would occur in its delivery. On
one side it secures, as closely as can be done with a crank engine, the uni
form flow of water which the case demands, but on the other, it is entirely
intermittent. This may be one reason for the imperfection of their perform
ance, as regards smoothness and sweetness of motion. The first of the kind
erected in this country at Spring Garden Waterworks, Philadelphia, has
always been objectionable on this account. More recently a very fine engine
of the kind has been erected at Lowell, Mass. Apart from the massiveness
and thoroughness of this engine in design and construction, it does not
depart noticeably from precedent. It was tested by a board of experts, and
was credited with a duty of 93,000,000. It has since been in regular per
formance, exhibiting a total yearly duty, according to report of the Board of
Water Commisioners, of 72,935,000.
In the year 1873, a modification of this engine was erected at the town
of Lynn, Mass., under the patent of E. D. Leavitt, Jr., which, in its theoreti
cal condition, is nearly the same, but conspicuously different in its mechanical
arrangements. The steam cylinders are brought close together at the lower
end, and inclined at the proper angle for attachment to the working beam
on each side of its center. This arrangement is considered, by the inventor,
to distribute the steam, upon the moving parts, to better advantage. He also
claims, as the result of the peculiar arrangement of the steam cylinders, a
shortening of the passage between the high and low pressure cylinder,
which he deems of much advantage. In view, however, of the practice
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with tanks placed intermediately between these two cylinders, it may be
doubted whether this is, in all respects, as great an advantage as it has
heretofore been considered.
Before adverting to the performance of this class of engines, a word as
to the value of results obtained by special duty trials, as offering a basis of
comparison between engines of the present and past times, may not be mis
placed. A special duty trial has lost much of its value. At the best, they
have been more or less unreliable, either from the difficulty of getting accu
rate results or from the possibility of distorting them. To illustrate this we
may advert again to Mr. Wicksteed's celebrated trial of the Cornish engine,
only lasting
hours, with the consumption of ninety-four pounds. But
the resulting duty of 118,000,000 bids fair to endure indefinitely in the
minds of men as a reliable result, for it is not unfrequently quoted at this
day.
The growing importance of this subject makes it of imminent necessity
that some standard rule should be adopted for trials of this kind, which
might also be applied as corrections to cases already upon the record; thus
producing fair comparison between one engine and another, or between the
results of the same engine at different times. Superadded to this there
should be some agreement as to the way in which the yearly records of a
waterworks engine are to be kept, so that a simple tabular statement of
annual results would immediately declare the true state of the case without
the numerous deductions and allowances at present required.
Returning, after this digression, to the duty of the compound crank
engines, we would state that the engines at Lynn and Lowell have an excep
tionally high record, perhaps equal, if not superior to that made in England.
The English engines at Stoke Newington, were first credited with a duty of
113,000,000 on 112 pounds of coal, and several other similar high duties
are on the English records. The Lynn engine stands credited with a
special duty of 103,000,000 on 100 pounds of coal, and with a current
annual duty of more than 75,000,000.
The claims, therefore, that I hope to establish upon your attention, for
the invention and introduction of a pumping engine entitled to a permanent
place and value, seem to be narrowed down to a comparison with those of
the compound crank engine in some one of its modified forms, on the points
of first cost, economy of operation, few repairs, simplicity of construction,
durability, and exemption from serious accidents, and character and cost
of buildings required.
I appeal to the record as being unequivocally in favor of my engine.
As yet, I have neither achieved so high a trial duty nor so good a yearly
result in point of mere coal consumed, as have been credited to the compound
crank engines. Let me now, however, enter my objection to the expert
trials at Lynn and Lowell, not as materially bearing upon my argument,
which I prefer to base upon the established results of years; but as not being
consonent with the ordinary rules of a duty trial, and therefore unjust to all
concerned.
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I will not stop to say how much this departure from established rules
alters the result ; suffice it to say, the reports should not be taken as standard,
and for the following reasons:
First. —The resistance against the pumps was not estimated according to
the usual rule, proved by the fact that the pressure allowed, was superior to
the total indication of the water card. This is corroborated by the fact that
the allowance for friction of water in the main exceeds all precedent.
Second.—The coal was selected and picked over by hand, thus reducing
the percentage of refuse at least six per cent. lower than that contained in
ordinary merchantable coal, such as is used on other duty trials.
Third.—An amount of air was admitted into the pump chambers, which
could not in the nature of the case be properly allowed for, and which might
or might not have been constant in quantity.
Fourth. —The steam taken (at Lynn) for driving the steam pump which
fed the boilers, was not charged to the experiment. There are other ques
tionable circumstances attending the trial at Lynn, and, by implication, that
at Lowell (although the particulars of this last have not been made public),
as the same parties superintended both trials, and have stated that they were
both conducted on the same basis. A recent careful investigator, Mr. Theron
Skeel, has published a communication (see Engineering and Mining Journal,
March 11, 1876), in which he has undertaken to show the effect of these false
allowances upon the duty, which, by his calculation, is reduced from
103,000,000, as rendered by the experts, to 87,500,000. I have long been
convinced that the only way to eliminate the errors which seem unavoidably
to creep into short duty trials, is to get long average records. Moreover, it
is necessary to include in the charge against the engine, every pound of fuel
used at the engine house, whether for heating, kindling, banking, firing, or
running, either the principal engine or its auxiliary, in order to cut off every
opportunity or temptation for improper divisions under different heads.
This way of estimating performance has the advantage of mercantile value,
as it takes notice of elements of gain or loss which a short duty trial does not
involve. As the comparative value of different forms of engines, in a com
mercial and practical view, is the object of all our investigations, allow me to
set forth my views as to the proper way of making such comparison.
The question of interest in cost is one of paramount importance, and
yet most strangely neglected. To put the case in plain phrase, a dollar and
one-half in interest is often spent in endeavoring to save a dollar's worth of
fuel. As my engines do not aspire to extraordinary duties, I am much
interested in having this part of the subject very thoroughly presented. It
is not unusual for me in some cases to advise the use of a plain high-pres
sure engine in preference to a more expensive and refined form, simply
because the saving in fuel will not compensate for amount of interest on
extra investment. It would be startling to present the frequent contraven
tions of this rule of good sense, in some of the most important Waterworks
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constructions in this country. Will a better time ever come for the presen
tation of this question to the minds of the public than is offered by the
Centennial Exposition? May we not hope to reach, through your candid,
thorough consideration, rules for estimate and comparison which no engi
neer can afford either to gainsay or disregard? The result of my special
and protracted experience presents no point of more importance. The pro
mulgation and adoption by the Society of American Engineers of plain,
practical views on this subject, would in my opinion do much to reform and
perfect our practice. The time must be nearly at end when we are to be
allowed to build monuments of ingenuity or engineering skill without regard
to the cost of investment. With this preamble, which I make in the earnest
hope of commanding your attention, I would offer one or two cardinal prin
ciples underlying the calculation.
For illustration, let us take the case of two engines of equal size, one
exhibiting an annual duty of seventy millions, the other of fifty. Their
working capacity, five million gallons each, in twenty-four hours, against a
working head of 200 feet. The amount of fuel used, is the first point to be
considered ; and we assume that all other expenses of running, attendance,
etc., are the same, and that the boilers have equal evaporative value.
If we look at records it will appear that, for sundry practical reasons, no
well appointed Waterworks relies upon an engine for more than forty per
cent. of its capacity, a duplicate being needed before that point is reached.
Admitting this, the saving of coal is to be calculated, not upon five millions
per day, but upon a delivery commencing with perhaps one million per day
and terminating with forty per cent. of the maximum, or two millions.
This somewhat unusual view receives unbroken corroboration from the
records. It obviously qualifies the calculation in a very important manner.
Again, there is a large percentage of inevitable, loss in the management
of any Waterworks pumping station liberally organized and provided to
meet contingencies. The engines cannot be moving all the time, nor at best
speeds. This percentage of loss cannot be saved by adopting a more
economical form of engine. Let me illustrate this by one or two examples
afforded by the careful records of the celebrated engines at Lynn and
Lowell. At Lynn, with a capacity of 5,000,000 of gallons in twenty-four
hours, the engine in the third year of its existence, was called upon to pump
an average of 1,307,000 gallons per day. It ran 190 days, at an average of
11% hours per day, with a total consumption of 789,820 pounds of coal; of
this 184,500 pounds, or 23/5";, per cent., was inevitably lost in firing and
banking, thus reducing the duty which the engine would have claimed on a
special duty trial, 26,220,000, or from 112,250,000 to 86,000,000. In 1875,
at Lowell, 273,062 pounds were consumed in firing and banking, out
of a total of 864,860, or 31 per cent. This is also a 5,000,000 engine,
running nine hours per day for 275 days—an average of 1,220,000 gallons
per day. This engine was started about four years ago. But we need not
expatiate on the patent fact that the saving due to higher duty is to be made
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on the amount of coal utilized in pumping, and not on the gross amount
consumed. We will now go a step further. Our 70,000,000 engine cost us
$60,000.00, and our 50,000,000 engine cost us $40,000.00, both erected
with everything furnished and ready to run. We have therefore an extra
investment of $20,000.00 to be justified by the saving in fuel.
And now comes the important question of percentage of interest to be
charged on this extra investment. Much discussion has arisen on this point,
and I beg to present it in the most conclusive form which occurs to my
mind.
Suppose that, being about to build a pumping engine for your own use,
you apply to a capitalist for a loan of the necessary money. He asks upon
what security, and you offer him the boilers and engine. He asks if you
will keep them in repair, and you tell him that he is expected to pay for
repairs himself. He asks you if you will give him guarantee against acci
dent to engine and boilers. You answer, No. He asks how long you will
want the money, and you answer for as long as the engine is useful to you.
He asks if, at the end of that time, he is to pay himself out of what he can
find remaining, and you tell him that he is. He asks if, during its lifetime,
the engine may not be superseded by improved forms which will put it out
of date, and reduce its value, and you say it is possible. He asks if this
may not happen within ten or fifteen years, and you say, that, judging from
experience, you think it may.
With these questions and answers before us, it does not need much
financial skill to say at once that six per cent. will not produce the loan,
although some recent important calculations in this direction have been
based upon it. Now let us try to approximate to a fair rate for a loan made
on such terms, assuming six per cent. as the yearly value of money loaned
upon good security. Take first, a percentage to cover such repairs as may be
necessary for maintaining the engine in good working condition. I have
been in the habit of taking this at four per cent. per annum, as the lowest
assessment that will suffice, when distributed through the lifetime of an
engine, before the expiration of which new boilers will be required, as also
large engine repairs amounting almost to renewals. And even this proceeds
on the hazardous assumption that no accident will occur meanwhile to either
engine or boilers. If the risk of such accidents were to be taken fairly into
account, I believe that for the majority of engines at least two per cent.
should be added to the above. Let us, however, retain the rate of four cent.
and escape cavil.
It is plain that, in addition to this, a sinking or renewal fund must be
established, which, when added to the value of the old machinery at the end
of its usefulness, shall equal the original amount invested. Without arguing
for its absolute correctness, I suggest thirty years as a liberal lifetime for
machinery of this class, and doubt if the lender could calculate upon finding
more than fifteen per cent. of original value at the end of that time. Thirty
years would equal three and three-tenths per cent. per year. Deduct the
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fifteen per cent. as the value of material remaining, and this percentage will
be reduced to two and eight-tenths, or say three per cent. To sum up, there
fore, we have 6+4+3=13 per cent. as the lowest rate of interest to be
charged on money invested in such property. Returning to the case sup
posed, and making a summary on the preceding bases, we have—2 Engines
delivering 2,000,000 of gallons per day to a height of 200 feet, one show
ing an annual rate of duty of 70,000,000, and using 870 tons of coal per
year; the other showing 50,000,000 and using 1,218 tons. This saving of
348 tons of coal is all we have to compensate for an annual expenditure
of $2,600 on extra investment. In many cases, however, the bare allow
ance of simple interest is sufficient to carry the argument, as shown by
the following prominent illustrations:
Under the date of January 1, 1876, the annual report of the city of
Lynn Water Board published the following statement of total fuel used and
water delivered by the Leavitt Compound Engine during the year 1875 :
715,650 pounds coal for pumping.
5} cords = 11,500 "
wood for kindling. .
64,168 "
coal for heating.
791,318 "
total, delivering
458,249,741 gallons to an average height of 164.485 feet. This equals a
total yearly duty of 79,428,000. Let us suppose a Worthington Engine to
be doing the same work and exhibiting a total yearly duty of fifty-eight mil
lions, which is not in excess of its well authenticated performances. At
fifty-eight millions duty, the above amount of utilized coal would be
increased from 715,650 to 980,000 pounds, or 132 net tons. At $7^ per
ton, the price paid, this would have cost the works $957, which only justi
fies an investment of $13,680, at seven per cent. interest. We will now
apply the same calculation to the Compound Engine at Lowell, using their
report, dated 1876, in which the engine is charged with 864,860 pounds of
fuel, delivering 445,017,090 gallons to an average height of 163jV5 feet,
which equals a total yearly duty of 70,015,801. At fifty-eight millions duty,
the amount of utilized coal, by which I mean the proportion of total coal
used for pumping only, would be increased from 556,625 to 671,903 pounds,
equal to 574 tons. This, at $7T8(l0<) per ton, the price paid, would equal
$449Ts5% per year, justifying an investment of $6,418, at seven per cent.
The Lowell Engine was delivering an average of 1^ millions gallons per
day, the Lynn 1J million. Their capacity is five millions, so that the
assumption of forty per cent. is not quite realized, but it is near enough for
corroborative testimony in any case where the differences are so large as in
the present.
The Cornish Engine need not be brought into the calculation, for the
yearly records at the Jersey City Waterworks, where the comparison is
most thoroughly and accurately made between the two engines, on the same
service, show the Worthington Engine achieving a total duty of fifty-six mil
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lions in one year and sixty millions in another, as against forty-six and fortyfour of the Cornish. An examination of the numerous annual records will
show, that it is as easy for the Worthington Engine to attain an average
annual duty of sixty millions, as for the crank engines above mentioned to
exhibit the duties for which their reports give them credit. We have the
facts therefore before us, and can easily make the required comparison. It
is known that the extra cost of either one of those engines was much more
than the above calculations warrant, and here I leave the subject to your
decision. I have endeavored to touch upon every point upon which I de
pend to prove that I have made an important, radical, and permanent
improvement in the hydraulic machinery, upon which towns and cities
depend for their water supply. If the question were only to decide between
a durable and reliable engine, or one of opposite characteristics, it would be
without doubt speedily answered in favor of the first-named engine, regard
less of relative cost. On these points, I trust I have shown that the engine
which bears my name has taken and maintained the highest ground, and
unless the calculations which I have offered as to cost of investment be im
peached, I may claim to have further shown that the engine is also superior
in point of economy, commercially and practically considered.
In addition, the size and cost of the requisite buildings are reduced at
least twenty-five per cent., and the cost of foundations in much larger pro
portion. The necessity for stand-pipes, or similar provision for softening the
shock, is obviated.
In a word, I am able to point to a record of almost unqualified success
in the performance of more than seventy large andimpor tant Waterworks
stations, unbroken by disaster or change. No Waterworks engine of mine
has yet been superseded by one of another form of construction, either for
fault, or by the demand for increased supply.
I therefore respectfully ask that my case may be considered with care
and candor, hoping that you will substantiate my claim to the high honor of
having originated a pumping engine worthy to be mentioned as constituting
a part of American progress in this most useful and arduous department of
mechanical engineering.
HENRY R. WORTHINGTON,
239 Broadway,
New York.
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EXTRACT FROM REPORT
ON
HYDRAULIC EXHIBITS AT THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION,
PHILADELPHIA,
Made by Charles E. Emery, Consulting Engineer, New York,
ONE OF THE JUDGES OF GROUP 80.

"The largest and most expensive hydraulic exhibit was the pumping
engine for supplying the entire Exhibition grounds with water, which was
furnished by Mr. Henry R. Worthington, of New York, and was located on
the west bank of the Schuylkill, just outside the inclosure—the stand-pipe,
120 feet high and 208 feet above the river, being within the grounds near the
Art Gallery. The engine was of the Worthington Duplex type, with a
capacity of six million gallons daily. An exterior view of the same is shown
in Fig. 1 and a sectional view in Fig. 2. There are two horizontal doubleacting pumps with plungers 22^ inches in diameter, arranged side by side
on the same frame, each operated directly by a compound engine with
steam-jacketed cylinders, 29 and 50}£ inches in diameter, the strokes of
engines and pumps being four feet. The smaller steam cylinder is attached
to the front head of the larger, and has a central piston rod connecting with
pump rod through a cross-head, and two piston rods from larger cylinder
pass outside the smaller and connect with the cross-head. There are two
single-acting air pumps, each 29J inches in diameter, with 24 inches stroke,
which are operated from the ends of a horizontal beam, with vertical lever
attached, receiving motion from one main cross-head. The main valves are
plain slides operating over double cylinder ports, as described hereafter.
" The valves for both cylinders of each engine are arranged on the same
stem by raising the chest of the smaller, and each valve is provided with a
balancing piston. The valves of one engine are operated by bell cranks
directly from the reciprocating parts of the other, and no rotative move
ments, with accompanying details, are required. As previously stated,
double cylinder ports are provided. The outer ones receive steam past the
ends of the valves and admit same to the cylinder in the usual way. The
inner ones communicate with the exhaustive cavity of the valve only, and
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enter the cylinder at such distances from the ends that when steam is ex
hausting through one of the ports, the main piston will run over and close
it, and cushion upon the vapor thereby inclosed, the outer port being at the
time shut off by the main valve. Valves are provided to put the two cylin
der ports at each end in communication to regulate the extent of cushioning.
The pump valves consist of rubber disks arranged in chambers above and
below the plungers. Each plunger runs without packing in a long grooved
ring in a central diaphragm. In operation, one engine, while in full action,
moves the valves of the other, when the pistons of the latter gradually begin
to move and finally attain full velocity, as those of the first are checked by
the steam cushions, and gradually come to rest, the pump valves meantime
seating quietly.
" The first engine pauses a moment till the second engine admits steam,
when it commences a return stroke, and the second comes to rest—the action
of one blending into that of the other as each alternately takes up the load—
the result being that the discharge is uniform, a uniform pressure is main
tained in the main, and the pumps under heavy or light pressure operate
without jar or noise.
"The remarkable contrast between engines of this type and the wellknown Cornish Engines, both in construction and operation, will be appre
ciated from the above, in connection with the engravings. In Cornish and
other Engines, non-rotative and rotative, in order to practically use steam
with considerable expansion, it is necessary to attach to the moving parts
heavy masses of metal, which, being accelerated when pressures are high,
absorb work which is yielded up with a corresponding reduction in velocity
as the operating pressures decrease. In the Worthington Engines the weight
and friction of moving parts are reduced to a minimum, and the elastic
force of the steam practically acts upon the water column directly, whereby
is secured simplicity of construction and smoothness of working, with a
material reduction of frictional resistance; also freedom from the danger
incident to hanging the heavy weights in the original form of non-rotative
Engines. The expansion of steam in the Worthington pumping Engine is
determined principally by the difference in the size of the compound cylin
ders, and is sufficient, in connection with the freedom from jar, and the low
resistance of Engines and pumps, to secure duties which are quite high,
when it is considered that the maximum steam pressure so far employed is
only 40 pounds.
"The official test of one of those Engines at the Newark Waterworks,
New Jersey, showed a duty of 77,358,478 pounds of water raised one foot
with 100 pounds of coal. . The Engines show regular average yearly duties
as high as sixty millions, in which fuel necessarily expended on account of
stoppages is included.
"In Philadelphia, a number of Engines of different kinds are employed
at the different pumping stations. The following is extracted from the
annual reports:
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Same of Pump
ing Engine.

Type of Engine.

Cost of raising One Million Gallons one
foot high.
1878. 1873. 1874. 1875. 1876.
Cents. Cents. Cents, Cents. Cents.
7.08 7.68 7.84 7.07
7

Roxborough... 1 Full Cornish and 1 Worthing9.9
1 High and 1 Low Pressure Ro
tative, and 1 Worthington
Engine, 8 Full Cornish
13.2
Schuylkill. - 1 Double Cylinder Rotative, 1
Bell Crank Rotative
11.2
Germantown . .
36.2

9.92

9.19

10.30

9.51

18.14

14.35

12.98

12.69

17.36

16.97

17.05

13.40

Delaware

"On the whole, the evidence appears to be that the Worthington
Engines give higher average performances than any other class of pump
ing Engines in use in the United States, except those specially designed
to secure economy of steam, and in comparison with those it is proper to
consider differences in interest on first cost of Engines, and of their founda
tions, and also, in some cases, questions as to the ease of management and
reliability for extended use under practical conditions.
" It is stated that when the load is thrown off from a Worthington Engine,
as has happened by the breakage of a pipe, the steam cushion prevents damage
during the first stroke, and afterward the action of the duplex valve gear is
to so shorten the strokes that no injury can occur. In the same building with
the pumping Engines was exhibited a Worthington pump similar to the
Engine, except that each pump plunger was operated by a single cylinder.
"Mr. Worthington exhibited also in the rooms of the American Society
of Civil Engineers, in the west gallery of the main building, models, draw
ings, and descriptions of considerable historical interest.
' ' He undoubtedly originated and introduced the first direct-acting steam
pumps ever constructed (the Cornish and other pumping Engines, without
rotating parts are, of course, excepted), and by his success created a demand
for pumps of all kinds. A specimen was shown complete of his first form
of pump, as developed in the years 1840-44. In this pump, the steam valve
is partially reversed by tappets and levers connecting with main piston rod,
the throw being completed by a spring and arrow-headed bolt. The general
features of this plan have been repeated many times since. Mr. Worthing
ton afterwards constructed several pumps in which the main valve was
operated by an auxiliary piston, as in the more improved modern forms, a
portion of one of this kind being exhibited. These pumps are said to have
worked well, but were ahead of the times, and in 1849 the Worthington and
Baker pump, with relief valve motion, was brought out, which was very
favorably received, and created the demand now so well supplied by many
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manufacturers. To this pump, it is believed, the B or double cavity steam
slide valve, now universally used in steam pumps, was first applied. It is
employed with the ordinary arrangement of cylinder ports on an elevated
face, but steam enters under the end of the valve at the end of the cylinder
opposite that supplied by an ordinary single cavity valve, when moved in the
same direction. The pump consisted simply of a steam cylinder and
plunger pump, with an arm on the piston rod, extended upward to operate
tappets on the valve stem. As the pump neared the end of the stroke, open
ings in the pump plunger were uncovered, thereby admitting water from
one side of the plunger to the other, and relieving the Engine of load, when
the stroke was completed by the expansion of the steam in the cylinder
with such velocity as to insure the operation of the steam valve by means of
the tappets. Ericsson is reported to have said of one of these pumps, that
it represented greater efficiency for a given number of parts and quantity of
marterial than any machine he had previously seen. The largest pump con
structed with this valve gear had a capacity of 300,000 gallons per day, and
was erected in 1854 to supply the city of Savannah with water. It was pro
vided with an annular compound steam cylinder, and was running regularly
two years since. The sudden reversal of motion at the end of the stroke
with this valve gear made its application to larger Engines not desirable.
"The plan of using a large number of small pump valves was first
applied in the year 1850, substantially as shown in Fig. 2, and the system in
various forms is being adopted by manufacturers. As compared with the
heavy double beat valves usually employed in pumping Engines, the small
valves require less lift, produce less jar, and offer less resistance to the pass
age of the water.
" The Worthington Engine was perfected about the year 1859, and from
1860 to 1876 no less than eighty were erected in different parts of the United
States and Canada, with capacities varying from 500,000 to 15,000,000
gallons daily. For Engines of moderate size the two pumps are severally
operated by cylinders of different sizes, the steam exhausting from one to
the other through an intermediate receiver."
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The Worthington Pumping Engine,
AS APPLIED TO WATER-WORKS.
The leading characteristic of this Engine, in its simplest form, is that it is
a direct-acting, non-rotative Engine; there being two steam cylinders, each
with its proper steam and exhaust valves, its proper piston and piston rod,
and pump-plunger attached to the piston rod; the piston rod of each Engine
being made, in the course of its stroke, to operate the steam and exhaust
valves of the other Engine, through suitable connections, without the inter
vention or control of any crank-shaft, or other device for producing rotatory
motion. To this construction I gave the name of "Duplex" early in the
history of my invention, and it has ever since been commonly known by
that name. But as several manufacturers have lately chosen to adopt this
designation for pumping machinery of various kinds, I have been compelled
to abandon it. The machines will therefore be called the Worthington
Pumping Engine, or Worthington Steam Pump, in my circulars and other
publications.
Its value consists in its providing the means of pumping heavy columns
of water with ease and safety to the machinery employed; effecting the ap
plication of any amount of power required to lift the water column,
without such violent or abrupt action upon the water, as, in the case of
earlier Engines, had been the source of many destructive accidents. It has,
accordingly, been chiefly applied to the Water-works of cities and towns, a
heavy pumping service, for which the Cornish Engine was formerly pre
ferred, and for which, also, crank or other rotative Engines are employed.
In 1844, I made and patented my first invention in Steam Pumps, and
since that time have been constantly employed in that department of
engineering, having taken out eleven patents in this country for inventions
in that class. Among them was a single-cylinder direct-acting Pumping
Engine, patented in 1849, and at one time manufactured largely.
Observing the difficulty which attended the use of this and other
Engines, growing out of the concussive character of their action, I applied
myself, about the beginning of the year 1856, to construct a Pumping
Engine, the principle of which should admit of its successful application
to the heaviest pumping service.
In order to set forth clearly the basis of my practice, I must begin by
stating wherein the Cornish and Rotative Engines have been found defect
ive, or objectionable, as regards the acknowledged demands of a pumping
service.
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The first requirement is, that the rate of movement of the water column
through the forcing main shall be, as nearly as possible, uniform, so that no
considerable alteration of pressure shall be shown therein at any time while
the pump is working. The Cornish Engine, with all its great merits, fails
in this respect, being single-acting and intermittent, absolutely requiring
a stand-pipe, into which the water can be thrown, to avoid the destructive effect
which follows the attempt to put the water column in motion through a long
main after every stroke. The crank or rotative Engines also fail in uni
formity of propulsion, because the speed of a piston driven by a crank must
always vary according to its distance from the center.
The next requirement is, that the propulsion of the water shall be pro
duced by the use of the smallest practicable amount of moving material for
transmitting the force of the steam to the column of water, in order to
reduce to the lowest point the momentum of moving parts, and the hurtful
effects due thereto in case of derangement of the valves or pipes. The Cor
nish Engine, depending entirely upon the descent of a heavy weight to move
the column of water, is the most defective in this respect, and consequently
the most liable to destructive accidents. A similar defect and a similar
liability exist in less degree in rotative Engines, where the heavy fly-wheels
are depended upon for controlling and continuing the motion.
Another requirement is, that there should be time allowed at the end of
each stroke, before the piston takes up its return motion, to allow the water
valves to seat quietly, and also to allow the incoming supply to pack solidly
behind the plunger; otherwise the piston will jump through a part of the
return stroke, forcing the valves violently to their seats, and impinging
upon the water in the partly filled chamber with the violent concussion well
known as the "water-hammer." The Cornish Engine provides partially
against this difficulty; but as its action is intermittent, its general effect
upon the water column is well known to be more less concussive. The
Rotative Engines, controlled by the fly-wheel, change the motion imme
diately from one direction to the other, giving the valves little or no time for
seating, and also producing greater or less concussion, according to the
severity of the service and the speed of the engine.
Lastly, the engines should be, in the greatest practicable degree, com
pact and self-contained, requiring only small and cheap foundations and
cheap houses for their accommodation. In this respect, both the Cornish
and the Rotative Engines have long been subjects of complaint.
The following list gives the places at which Worthington Engines are in
use, for Water-works purposes, the year in which they were delivered or put
under contract, and their contract capacity per day of 24 hours:
1860. Greenwood Cemetery
One Engine, J million gallons.
1860. Harrisburgh, Pa
"
2
1861. Mount Auburn, Boston
"
i
"
1864. Wilmington, Del
"
i
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1872.
1863.
1867.
1872.
1866.
1868.
1869.
1869.
1869.
1869.
1870.
1874.
1875.
1869.
1874.
1870.
1873.
1870.
1871.
1871.
1871.
1873.
1872.
1870.
1872.
1872.
.1873.
1870.
1872.
1873.
1874.
1874.
1873.
1874.
1874.
1874.
1876.
1875.
1875.
1874.
1876.
1873.
1872.
1875.
1875.

"Wilmington, Del
Charlestown, Mass

One Engine,
"

Annapolis, Md.
Burlington, Vt.
Prospect Park, Brooklyn.
Norristown, Pa
Newark, N. J

Cambridge, Mass.
tt
tt
Salem, Mass
i<
tt
Philadelphia, Pa..

Hudson River Hospital
Providence, R. I
Rahway, N. J
Jersey City, N. J
Portland, Oregon
Bowling Green, Ky
Conshohocken, Pa
Baltimore, Md
"
"
Phccnixville, Pa
"
Iron Works
Toledo, 0
Toronto, Canada

2, each li =
2,
" 8 =
One Engine,
2, each 5 =
One Engine,
"
2, each 5 One Engine,

Montreal "
tt
a
Buffalo, N. T.
(c
tt
New Bedford .
Zanesville, O. .
Bristol, Pa

2, each i =

5 million gallons.
5
5
8
i
i
a4
1
1
5
5
8
8
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
8
8
2
1
5
8
16
1
1
1
10
3
U
21
10
5
10
10
1
10
15
3
2
3
1
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1872.
1875.
1875.
1875.
1875.
1875.
1875.
1874.
1873.
1873.
1875.
1875.
1875.
1875.
1876.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y
Brookline, Mass
Natick,
"
College Point, L. I
■■
"
"
Savannah, Ga
Fall River, Mass
Montgomery, Ala
Woburn, Mass
Waltham, "
Danville, Va
Staunton, "
Bloomington, 111
Racine, Wis
Jamaica Pond, Mass

One Engine,

1876.
1876.
1876.
1876.
1876.
1876.
1876.
1876.
1876.
1876.

"
"Water "Supply
Centennial
"
"
"
Sandusky, O
"
"
Lowell, Mass
Cleveland, O
Springfield, HI
Danvers, Mass
Newton, "

1876.
1876.
1877.
1877.
1877.
1877.
1877.
1877.
1877.
1877.
1878.
1878.
1878.
1878.
1878.
1878.
1878.
1879.
1879.
1879.

"
" N. J
Bordentown,
Syracuse, N. Y
Mt. Holly, N.J
Pittston, Pa
Kalamazoo, Mich
Bridgeton, N. J
Norwalk, Ohio
"
"
Boston High Service
Burlington, N. J
Paterson, N. J
Peru, Indiana
"
"
Jacksonville, 111
Lancaster, Pa
Haverhill, Mass
Houston, Texas
New York
Edgar Thomson Steel Works

.
"
"

3 million gallons.
2
H "
H
1
;; . ;;
3
"
5
1
2
" .
U "
1
H JJ
1
"
1
1* "
61
1
3
2
5
10
3
2
5

2i
10
i
2
2
1
*i
1
3
i
3
1
"
2
2
3
» *i
2, each li — 3
2,
" 7i — 15
2,
" 3i — 7

"ti"
"
"
"

""

"t

"
"
[[

"
"

"
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1879.
8i million gallons.
tt
tt
1879.
3
tt
tt
tt
1879.
H
ti
(t
1879.
8
"
1879.
1
6
tt
tt
1879.
a
tt
tt
1879. Jersey City, N. J
High Service, 8
tt
tt
1879.
8
tl
<t
1879.
1
tt
tt
1879. Norfolk, Va
7
tt
tt
1880. Wheeling, W. Va
8
Many of these Works have published annual reports of their perform
ance, the correctness of which I have no reason to doubt. But, after exam
ining them carefully, I am satisfied that for the most part they afford no sat
isfactory ground for a close comparison of the economy of working. The
accounts are kept in a different way at almost every place. Items of expen
diture are omitted in one which appear in another. Very few of them make
any statement of the annual cost of repairs. The cost and quality of coal
varies very much in different years and at different places. No statements
are given of frictional resistance through the mains, and in many cases the
surveyed heights are not given. I am convinced that an accurate compari
son on all the points involved, can only be made when the different kinds of
Engines compared are of the same class and quality, are all in use under the
same management, subject to the like treatment, and with results set forth
in one report side by side.
It happens that at Philadelphia there are large Water-works Engines of
the same class and of nearly every approved type. Being under the same
management, their yearly results are comprehended in one report, and they
furnish the most correct comparison that, in my judgment, can be obtained.
I therefore submit from the reports of the Water-works department of
Philadelphia for 1871, 1872 and 1873 the following statement:
In the year 1871 the cost in cents and fractions of a cent of pumping
one million gallons one foot high was, at the respective stations in that muni
cipality, as follows :
Schuylkill,
using 2 full Cornish, 1 low-press. Rotative
Roxborough,
" 1 full Cornish
12^
Delaware,
" 1 high and 1 low-pressure Rotative
19^
Germantown,
" 1 high-pressure Rotative
26^
Belmont,
" 1 Worthington Engine
08^5
In the year 1872 the cost was as follows:
Roxborough, using 1 full Cornish and 1 Worthington Engine
09T"5
Belmont,
" 2 Worthington Engines
07
Schuylkill,
" 2 full Cornish, 1 double-cylinder Rotative,
1 bell-crank Rotative
11TV
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Delaware, using 1 high and 1 low-pressure Rotative and 1 Wprthington Engine
Germantown, using 1 high-pressure Rotative
36 x*jjFrom the above statements, the saving at Belmont, by the use of the
Worthington Engine, as against the next best engine in the department, was
in 1871, 2T*ff cents per million gallons lifted one foot high. The lift being 212
feet, the saving would be for each million gallons delivered into the reservoir
212 x 2T«„:=$5.08T8ir. This, multiplied by 1054£ millions, the number of gal
lons pumped during the year, gives annual saving of $5,264.02.
In 1872 the cost of pumping one million gallons one foot high at Bel
mont station was 7 cents. This would increase the saving per million gal
lons from $5.08Ta to $8.30r''(;. The quantity pumped into the reservoir being
1456J millions of gallons, makes an annual saving over the next best Engine
of $12,101.22.
The Jersey City Report for 1873 also records an interesting comparison
between the Worthington and Cornish Engines. They are of about the
same capacity, and applied to the filling of the same reservoir. The Cornish
Engines at this station are remarkable for their excellence. Especially the
one last built, under the direction of John F. Ward, Esq., and involving the
improvements indicated by his extensive practice with this variety of
Engine. They are managed with the greatest skill and attention, giving
standard and unsurpassed results.
The yearly performance is thus stated by Chief Engineer Culver in his
official report to the Board of Public Works:
Worthington, total yearly average duty
57,901,000
Cornish,
"
"
"
44,592,900
A first-class Worthington Engine, put up and set at work, usually costs the
purchaser at least 33 per cent. less than either the Cornish or Rotative Engine
of the same class and suitable for the same service. This is because the
foundations are of small size„ and the buildings required much less in area
and height. The stand-pipe, a necessary and expensive appendage to some
forms of Engines, is dispensed with in the Worthington, and many working
parts are saved.
By way of confirmation, I will add the following : The Jersey City Report
of 1858 gave $88,347.11, as the cost of engine-house to accommodate two
Cornish Engines, pumping nine and one-half million gallons per day. In
1872, a Worthington Engine was erected at the same station, of the pumping
capacity of nine millions per day, the permanent buildings for which will
cost less than $25,000. The stand-pipe and tower for the Cornish Engine,
recently erected at the same place to replace one which fell, cost more than
$100,000.
The money value of the immunityfrom accident which the Worthington
Engines have always enjoyed is, from the nature of the subject, incapable
of exact estimation.
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I will, however, mention one accident occurring to a Cornish Engine, due
directly to the severe concussive action, which it is the prime object of my
invention to avoid. In the year 1871, the induction valve of a new Cornish
Engine, at Jersey City, was disabled and failed to admit the water of supply.
The plunger, suddenly relieved from resistance upon its return stroke, fell
with great velocity, and with its gravity of 35,000 pounds, aided by the
gravity and momentum of the beam, weight box and plunger—aggregating
225,000 pounds additional—struck the cylinder head with such force as to
completely wreck the Engine. It cost, as I am informed by engineers in
charge of the Works, over $20,000 to repair this disaster.
The first Worthington Engine of importance was erected at Charlestown,
Mass., in 1864. I quote the guarantee under which it was furnished, to prove
that, at the outset, it took the high ground which it has since maintained :
" The party of the second part agrees to furnish and put in operation
the above-specified machinery, on the following stipulation and guarantee;
viz., That the practical performance ' of the same shall be equal to that
of any Pumping Engine now in use in the United States, in point of
economy in the use of coal, oil, &c., cheapness of attendance, exemption
from liability to accident, and excellence of material and workmanship."
" If, upon trial made by disinterested and experienced mechanical engineers,
the said first furnished Engine should fail to perform in accordance with the
guarantees herein given, then the parties of the first part have the right to re
ject the same and throw it back upon the hands of the party of the second part,
being further entitled to the free use of said Engine for one year, to enable
them to get another in its place, without compensation. "
As the foregoing remarks refer to Engines only, and not to systems of
supply, I have not referred to one which has been extensively adopted within
the last five or six years, particularly at the West. This is a system chiefly
applicable to small services, and where the conformation of the ground makes
it difficult or impossible to get an elevated reservoir. It is known as the"direct supply," in which the motion of the pumps must be constant, the
supply to the town ceasing when the pumping ceases.
Engines thus far applied to this service make no pretension to high
duty, being, in most cases, the ordinary form of condensing, or high-pressure,
Crank Engine, combined often with Rotary pumps which are depended upon
for making pressure through the main sufficient to throw a stream upon a
fire.
Perhaps as good an exhibition of the system as can be found at this
time, is made at Columbus, Ohio; of which the third annual report of the
superintendent ( 1873) is printed. This report says, " It will be seen that we
have pumped, during the year, 300,563,799 gallons. The average cost of coal,
for the year, has been $9^ per day, making the cost of each million of
gallons of water pumped fll^,. As a natural consequence of the perpetual
motion of the Engines, we are fast hastening their wearing out, and increas
ing greatly the chances of a sudden break-down."
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The Direct-supply pumps work against a pressure which, on account of
the peculiarity of the service, is constantly changing; but certainly the aver
age of it is less than what would be represented by 125 feet of lift. I there
fore assume that amount for the calculation I am about to make.
We have, in the Report quoted, 300,563,799 gallons raised 125 feet, with
3,651,924 pounds of coal. This, expressed in the usual formula for duty,
gives a little over 8,800,000 pounds of water lifted one foot with 100
pounds of coal.
The Worthington Engine at Charlestown, according to the report of the
Water Board for 1872, gave the following results : Total coal consumed,
5,907,600 pounds; total water pumped against 156^ feet resistance,
2,463,748,840 gallons; giving a duty of 54,697,100 pounds of water raised
one foot with 100 pounds of coal.
The Cornish Engine at Jersey City, according to the report for the year
1872, gave the following results: total coal consumed, 10,018,750 pounds;
total water pumped against resistance of 160 feet, 3,502,333,494 gallons;
showing a duty of 46,722,335 raised one foot with 100 pounds of coal.
The system of Direct supply does not, in fact, come into competition with
the Worthington Engine on the score of economy in pumping, it being more
properly an expedient for saving the expense of a fire department, and get
ting along without the use of a reservoir or stand-pipe. The Worthington
Engine can manifestly be applied to the same service, as it has been in several
cases.
Omitting, for the above reasons, Engines used in the Direct supply, I have
to state that I believe there are not more than thirty first-class Water-works
Pumping Engines, other than the Worthington, now in use in this country ;
and that, of these, not more than twelve have been put up within five years
past.
The following affidavits were obtained for the purpose of procuring an
extension of my patent. I present them as expressing the opinions of sev
eral well-known hydraulic engineers, and other persons connected with
Waterworks :
AFFIDAVIT OF GEORGE H. BAILEY.
George H. Bailey, of lawful age, being duly sworn, says:
I reside in the city of Newark, New Jersey, and am by profession a
hydraulic engineer. That has been my exclusive business and subject of
study since 1846.
I have been, ever since the year 1860, chief engineer and superintendent
of the Newark Water-works, where a Worthington Pumping Engine was set
up in 1869, and another in 1870, and have continued in use since, each being
of the pumping capacity of five million gallons per day.
From 1855 to 1860, I had similar charge of the Jersey City Water
works, where we had one Cornish Engine. It was a first-class engine, and
was considered to be the finest Cornish Engine in the country.
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I have never had actual charge of Water-works in which Rotative
Engines were used, but am familiar with them of various kinds from fre
quent observation.
I have noticed in all Rotative Pumping Engines which I have examined,
that the action of the plunger and the water column was abrupt and harsh,
producing considerable jar of the machinery, and slamming the water
valves violently to their seats, instead of suffering them to seat themselves.
This I consider to be a great practical evil in a Pumping Engine, particularly
for heavy service, where such severe concussions, constantly repeated, can
not fail to peril the working condition of the engine, and expose it to
derangements which, in such an engine, working with such heavy momen
tum, must be very apt to be followed by disastrous consequences.
The Cornish Engine is not so much subject to this difficulty of violent
action upon the water column in its regular operation, but is, as I will explain
more fully hereafter, liable to accidents of the most serious character. The
stand-pipe, into which the water has to be pumped at every stroke, that it
may, by its gravity, keep the column of water moving in the main during
the return stroke, is an objectionable feature of the Cornish Engine, being
expensive and liable to accident.
The Worthington Pumping Engine is, so far as I know, the only pump
ing engine in which we have a continuous movement of water through the
main, without the use of any stand-pipe, and also the easy action upon the
water column and the capacity of quiet seating of the valves, which I have
referred to as so important. These characteristics of the Engine show their
value mainly in economy of fuel and other regular running expenses, and in
its remarkable security from the accidents to which the Cornish and Rota
tive Engines are subjec .
I attribute them to the peculiar organization of the Worthington Engine,
which consists in this, that each engine's piston rod, in the course of its
movement, operates the steam and exhaust valves of the other engine, the
connexion for this purpose being through suitable levers, without any crank
shaft or other rotary-motion device; the result of the whole arrangement
being that the water is kept continuously running through the main, because
always under the full action of one, or the other, plunger; the plungers take
up their work upon the water column, not under the momentum of heavy
moving parts, such as a crank and fly-wheel, but only under the elastic
force of the steam, so that if any derangement of parts, or of the water col
umn, should occur, no material harm would result; and opportunity is
afforded, by properly timing the opening of the steam and exhaust valves of
either engine, for the water-valves of the pump belonging to that engine to
come quietly to their seats, and, so avoid the slamming, or "water-hammer,"
before referred to, and which is, on every account, objectionable.
I will add that the absence of hurtful momentum of moving parts in
the working of the Worthington Engines, provided, as they are, with means
of arresting the piston on a cushion of steam at the end of the stroke,
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enables these engines to run nearer to contact with the cylinder heads than
any other form of Pumping Engine with which I am acquainted; thus sav
ing, in this respect alone, a large percentage of expense in daily and usual
practice. I have known heavy Worthington Engines to run for thirty-six
hours continuously, within 1-8 to 3-16 of an inch of the cylinder-head. On
the other hand, the Cornish engine is apt to overrun, unless critically
watched, and to guard against this, the valves are set to lose six inches to a
foot, at the end of the stroke.
In connection with what I have said about the uniformity of action of
the Worthington Engines, I may add the following explanation : It is the
habit of engineers to use what are called "water cards" for the purpose of
demonstrating the degree of perfection of the working of a Pumping Engine
in this respect. A water card is a diagram described on a card by a suitable
instrument attached to a Pumping Engine, which delineates the changes of
pressure within the waterchamber during a stroke of the Engine. The
nearer it approaches to a straight line with rectangular corners, the more
perfect it is. Imperfect closings of the valves, and consequent lost motion
at the end of the stroke, is shown by round corners or oblique angles, and
oscillation in the water column is shown by wavy or jagged lines con
necting the corners. Such a card is depended upon by engineers as the
most accurate indication possible of the performance of a Pumping Engine.
I annex below what is known to me to be an exact copy of a water card I
saw taken from a Worthington Pumping Engine of five million gallons per
day pumping capacity, at Belmont Water-works, Philadelphia. I attended
the test as an expert. (Card inserted hereafter.)
It will be observed that it shows no rounded corner nor wavy or jagged
connecting lines whatever. This proves the perfect seating of the valves
after every stroke, and complete filling of the chamber for every stroke, and
the practical uniformity of motion of the water column. This card was
taken under the usual conditions of such a test, viz., with a strict account
of fuel consumed, of rate of evaporation of the boiler, and of quantity of
water absolutely delivered into the reservoir during a period of forty-eight
hours,—all attested by a corps of experts.
I have never known or heard Of an approach to such a perfect result
under the water card test, on the part of any other Pumping Engine, as is
thus shown to have been yielded by the Worthington. In my judgment, it
demonstrates of itself the great practical superiority of that Engine to any
other Pumping Engine known.
The duty performance of first-class Pumping Engines is a matter to which
I have given close attention. I have superintended and been concerned in
several of the most important comparative trials made in this country, and
am familiar with the results obtained at recorded public trials. I have re
peatedly made careful trials of the Worthington Engine, of which I will
specify one made at Newark in 1870, in my capacity as chief engineer for
the city, to decide whether the contract under which the Engine was furnished
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to us had been fulfilled. The duty then obtained I believe to be higher than
any recorded duty of any other kind of Pumping Engine in the country,
tried by the accepted rules for duty trials. It was 77,358,478 pounds of
water raised 1 foot with 100 pounds of coal. The next best recorded duty
of which I have any knowledge is that of the Cornish Engine at Belleville
Station, Jersey City, upon a test made under similar conditions to those of
the Newark, and made in behalf of the city while I had charge of the Belle
ville Works.
This duty was 70,195,744 pounds of water raised 1 foot with 100 pounds
of coal. The next best duty of which I have knowledge, is that attained by
the Hartford Crank Rotative Engine (a good example of that sort of Engine),
viz., 59,412,793 pounds of water raised 1 foot with 100 pounds of coal.
The inferiority of the Rotative Pumping Engines alone, and without
reference to other questions of economy, as a class, in point of duty, puts
them, in my opinion, really out of competition with the Worthington, whose
only competitor, practically, is the Cornish Engine.
The figures I have before given, show a saving of nine per cent. of fuel
used by the Worthington, as compared with the Cornish. We used at
Newark last year 1400 tons. Six dollars per ton is a fair average of the cost
of coal. We thus enjoyed a saving on coal alone of $756 for that year.
This superiority in duty of the Worthington Engine is, in my judgment,
the consequence of the smoothness and uniformity of its action by reason of
its peculiar organization of two Engines; the piston rod of each, through
lever connections, operating the steam and exhaust valves of the other;
which organization I have more fully explained above.
I have also found, by actual measurement, that the loss of water due to
imperfect action of the Engine, was, in the case of the Worthington, only
about one per cent., which is three or four per cent. less than that usually
found or allowed in the case. of the Cornish. I consider this accurate
delivery due (assuming, of course, accurate workmanship) to the fact that,
by the repose allowed to the piston at the end of the stroke, the space be
hind the plunger was allowed to be completely filled with water, and the
valves properly seated, before the return motion commenced. A corrobora
tion of this result was obtained at Philadelphia in a trial in which I took
part in 1872. The water in both cases was accurately measured as it was
delivered in the reservoir.
In regard tofreedom from liability io accident, I consider the Worthington
Pumping Engine worthy of the highest estimation, and that its superiority
in this respect is directly due to the patented features of its organization, to
which I have already twice referred.
As to Rotative Engines, I know, as an engineer, that they must be very
liable to serious accident ; and I know, by report, of many disasters
which have happened to them by reason of their concussive action upon the
water. But my own personal experience has been mainly with the Cornish
and the Worthington, and it is in regard to them that I now state what I
know.
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The liability to accident of the Cornish Engines under my charge at the
Belleville station of the Jersey City Water-works, made them a constant
source of anxiety to me. Scarcely a week passed without breakage or inter
ruption of some kind. To illustrate the sort of accident to which the Cor
nish Engines are subject, I will mention the following facts : The constant
concussion of one of our Cornish Engines injured and finally broke the
chamber containing the water valve, allowing the water to escape from
beneath the plunger or weight, which fell rapidly and caused considerable
damage, requiring the replacing of the valve chest (a casting of two or three
tons' weight) and several weeks' disuse of the Engine. The same accident
afterwards occurred to our No. 2 Cornish Engine, damaging the Engine very
badly, breaking the pump barrel and lifting the cylinder from its founda
tion; and two or three months were occupied in repairing the damages at a
cost of not less than fifteen or twenty thousand dollars.
The Cornish Engine is in its nature precarious, requiring constant watch
fulness on the part of the engineer, and cannot safely, be trusted for a
minute without this care and supervision.
As contrasted with this, I can truly say that the Worthington Pumping
Engine requires absolutely no care, when once put in operation, beyond that
necessary to keep its parts in proper working condition and supply it with
steam. The item of repairs on the Newark Engines since they have been
running has been nominal; and I can but express my sense of the character
and reliability of the Engine by repeating what I have said in the various
reports made to the Aqueduct Board of Newark, that they are the best
Pumping Engines of which I have any knowledge.
I may add that the observed objections to the Cornish and Rotative
Pumping Engines increase with the increase of lift. This is not the case with
the Worthington, which acts equally well at a high or low lift.
The cost of buildings andfoundations for Cornish and Rotative Engines is
the next thing of which I am desired to speak.
The action of the Cornish Engine, by reason of those features of its con
struction and operation to which I have herein repeatedly referred, is very
trying to the machine and its foundations. The Cornish Engine at Belleville
sits on a foundation of cut stone which extends 25 feet below the ground,
and about the same distance above ground. I have watched this foundation,
and seen the joints of the stonework compress an eighth of an inch at every
stroke of the Engine.
The foundations of a Crank Engine must also be weighty and strong and
deep, especially if the vertical (which is the most approved) form be used.
This requires a heavy beam overhead, with expensive supports. The Engine
acts in indirect lines, and by the movement of its heavy moving parts (fly
wheel, crank, &c.) in these lines, brings severe strains on the foundations.
The Cornish Engine, with its necessary appurtenances, requires a build
ing as high as an ordinary three-story house; and the building needs to be of
stone or of other substantial material in order to stand the jar.
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The cost of buildings and foundations some years ago (labor and mate
rial not costing more than half as much as now) for two Cornish Engines at
Jersey City was, according to their report for 1868, about $88,000; and the
work was not extravagant. I would, at present prices, undertake to provide
suitable buildings and foundations for Worthington Engines of the same
class and magnitude for $30,000. I speak with some confidence, being
accustomed to making such estimates in the case of Engines of various
kinds.
The power of these Engines is exerted in straight lines, without oblique
strains or tendency to dislocation of parts, such as is produced by the motion
of the crank and fly-wheel of Eotative Engines, and the beam of the Cornish
Engine. The Worthinton Engine requires only a permanent floor on which
to lay it. Except for architectural effect, nothing would be required
for the accommodation of the two Worthington Engines at Newark but a
common wooden building 40 feet square and fifteen feet high.
I regard the Pumping Engine of Mr. Worthington as completely meeting
all the requirements of heavy pumping work, economy, durability and safety.
No other Engine, in my opinion, ever did it before.
I have no pecuniary interest in this application.
GEO. H. BAILEY.
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN P. CULVER.
John P. Culver, of lawful age, being duly sworn, says:
I reside in Jersey City, New Jersey, and am, by profession, a civil
engineer.
In April, 1871, 1 was appointed chief engineer of the Jersey City Water
works, and since that date have given close attention to the subject of
hydraulic engineering.
In the year 1872 the Water-works board had made partial progress with
the buildings intended for the accommodation of three more Cornish Engines.
The great reputation of the Worthington Pumping Engine induced the Board
to reconsider their plan; and I was appointed, in conjunction with Erastus
W. Smith, to investigate and report upon the whole subject of Pumping
Engines, including the Worthington.
We made a very full investigation and report accordingly, and recom
mended the Worthington Engines; which recommendation was adopted, and
two of the said Engines were obtained and set up at Bergen ; one completely,
the other partially.
The bad condition of the Cornish Engines at the lower Belleville station
threatened the stoppage of the Works, and induced me to move one of the
Worthington Engines from Bergen to that station. It was there erected"
under a temporary shed, and has been running since February last on pre
cisely the same service and under the same management as the Cornish
Engine at the same station, being of the same capacity as the largest and best
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Cornish Engine. My opportunity for comparison has been unusually good ;
and I can testify that the Worthington has shown its superiority, not only in
economy of coal, but in great facility of management, general excellence and
smoothness of action, and freedom from any interruption or stoppage. It
requires no peculiar skill in its management, nor any watchfulness to avert
accident. I scarcely see how a serious break-down could happen to it.
On the other hand, the Cornish Engine (which I believe to be the next
best Pumping Engine to the Worthington, and the only one, so far as I know,
whose results approach it nearly enough to make any comparison worth
while) is not to be relied upon. It is constantly exposed to severe accidents.
Many of them have already happened in my administration; and the danger
of their occurrence has made my duties most anxious and trying.
I have knowledge of the accident described in Mr. Worthington's
"account " filed in this case as happening to a Cornish Engine at Jersey City
in 1871. It is correctly described. I give, as follows, an extract from my
report for 1871, as chief engineer of the Board of Public Works of Jersey
City, embracing my account there given of the said accident. I adopt the
statements in that extract as true, and make them part of this affidavit, viz. :
" On the 22d November the new Engine, No. 3,was disabled by the break
ing of the web or arms of the foot or induction valve seat. The plunger,
suddenly relieved from resistance, upon its return stroke fell with great
velocity, crushing the guard block between the pump and weight box, the
iron brackets supporting the weight box and the pump stuffing box. The
cylinder end of the Engine was more seriously damaged. The piston, weigh
ing 35,000 lbs., aided by the gravity and momentum of the beam, weight
box and plunger (aggregating 225,000 lbs. additional), struck the cylinder
head with such force as to utterly sever it from its flange, fracturing the
false cover, and entirely wrecking the contiguous valve gearing. The piston
was entirely ejected from the cylinder, and so lodged on the return as to
prevent its falling; otherwise the cylinder end of the engine might have been
entirely destroyed.
" The piston rod, although bent, may possibly be straightened so as to
be used again.
"The Engine, at the time of the break, was making nine strokes per
minute (the average number of the other Engines being twelve); the
length of stroke about ten feet eight inches.
"The engineer in charge, as well as his assistants, are entirely trust
worthy and competent, having run similar Engines at the Works for many
years, and are in no wise blamable.
" The accident is attributable solely to the breaking of the induction
valve, the seat of which was made with three concentric rings, held together
by eight arms between the rings. I am not able to state positively the
primal cause of the accident; the metal of the fractured valve seems to be
sound and of good quality, and it does not appear probable that any foreign
substance of a gravity to float, and small enough to pass the meshes of the
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screens, could have aided in the disaster. It is possible that the sectional
area of the arms was too small to sustain the hydrostatic pressure of the col
umn in the stand-pipe, the concussion to the seat, in the impact of the valve,
affecting the tenacity of the metal and destroying its cohesiveness. The
safe working of the Cornish Engine is dependent upon the proper opening
and closing of the induction and eduction pump valves; and any derange
ment thereto, either by impediments getting into them or fracture, not only
interferes with the stroke, but is apt, notwithstanding the closest attention
of the operative engineer, to result in the destruction of parts of the
Engine."
This accident cost twenty-five thousand dollars to repair.
Another accident happened to the No. 2 Engine in 1872 ; and I give the
following extract from my report for that year, describing the said acci
dents, and adopt the statements therein as true, and make them part of this
affidavit, viz. :
"Engine No. 2. As in 1871, so during the past year this Engine has
performed more work than either of the others, although stopped two months
by accident. At 10.15 p.m. on 18th May, the air-chamber was fractured,
the casting breaking around its entire circumference, and the upper portion
dislodged by the violence of the shock. The plunger was broken at the ears
and the well-room floor crushed, the debris dropping into the conduit.
" But a short time prior to the accident your Honorable Body, in com
pliance with my solicitation, visited the works, and your attention was
directed to the foundation on which the water end of this Engine rested.
My fears concerning the danger of the situation were unhappily soon proved
well founded.
" The water supply was endangered by this break, as the repairs on
Engine No. 3 were not completed, and Engine No. 1 could not be depended
upon for more than a third of the water required for use. The water in the
distributing reservoir was drawn off to a lower level than at any time subse
quent to the falling of the stand-pipe.
" New beams and floor were put in the well-room, a new valve chamber
(with the old valves) set, a false flange (iron ring with projecting ears) bolted
on to the plunger, and the Engine started on the 17th July, since which date
the Pump has been in almost constant use. These repairs, while essential to
the working of the Pump, cannot be regarded as safeguards, as with the
existing foundation a recurrence of the accident is liable, similar causes
being apt to produce like results."
These two accidents were especially notable among a considerable num
ber that have occurred during the past two years.
No such accidents can, in my opinion, happen to the Worthington
Engine; first, because it has light moving parts, and therefore no dangerous
momentum, there being no fly-wheel or beam or heavy weights, whose mov
ing force must expend itself upon the machinery in case of any irregularity
in the water supply; secondly, at the end of each stroke, by the mechanical
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contrivance of the valve motion, the piston comes to rest upon an elastic
cushion of steam, and there rests until the pump valves are closed quietly ;
it takes up its return stroke with a full chamber, and without the least shock
or blow upon the water column. The difference in the case of the Cornish
is remarkable. Every change of the stroke is distinctly felt through all the
building, causing a tremor of the foundation and building itself. These
repeated shocks eventually destroy the cohesion of the strongest parts, and
cause unexpected accidents.
I am requested to speak also in regard to the comparative cost of the
construction and equipment of the Worthington Engine, and its only real
competitor, the Cornish.
I can say, from my knowledge of construction and previous expenditure
in this department, and from estimates I have had official occasion to make,
receive and act upon, that it would cost nearly, if not quite, as much again
to reconstruct the Cornish establishment we are now depending upon, that it
would to do the same work with the Worthington Engine. This conclusion
T base upon prices actually paid for the Worthington Engine now in use, and
from official records of expenditures for Cornish Engines, with their necessary
buildings, stand-pipes, and other structures. The stand-pipe is absolutely
necessary to the running of the Cornish Engine. The one in use when I took
charge of the works, froze up, and fell soon afterwards. It was at once
re-erected and surrounded by a permanent tower of masonry, which, without
being any more costly than was necessary to insure safety, cost not less than
one hundred thousand dollars.
The peculiar construction and operation of the Worthington Engine, or
rather pair of Engines, to which, in my opinion, its above-described superi
orities are owing, is that the plunger which is attached to the piston rod of
each Engine is started by the operation of the steam valve of that Engine by
the motion of the piston rod of the other engine, connected with the valve
gear for that purpose by convenient levers; not through a crank shaft or
other means of giving a rotary motion, which would compel the Engine to
work under a momentum of heavy parts, violent in its best action, and highly
dangerous in the case of any of the disarrangements of water-valves, to
which Pumping Engines are always exposed.
I have no pecuniary interest whatever in the granting of Mr. Worthington's application for extension.
JOHN P. CULVER.
AFFIDAVIT OF ALEXANDER L. HOLLEY.
Alexander L. Holley, of lawful age, being duly sworn, says:
I reside in Brooklyn, N. Y., and am by profession a civil and mechanical
engineer; I have been especially employed during the last ten years in
designing, constructing and managing works for the manufacture of Bes
semer steel ; I am now consulting engineer to the Bessemer Steel Works,
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Troy, the Cambria Iron Works, the Bethlehem Iron Works, the North
Chicago Rolling Mill, the Joliet Iron and Steel Works, and the Edgar
Thomson Steel Works.
In all Bessemer works, Pumping Engines for throwing large volumes of
water under Heavy pressure—300 to 400 lbs. per square inch—are required to
actuate cranes, hoists, converters and other hydraulic machinery. The
hydraulic machinery is the most expensive and the hardest worked part of
the plant; and the constancy and steadiness of the pumping power is the
most vital feature of the whole system of machinery. Any delay or serious
fluctuation in its operation, in handling fluid masses of iron and steel, is
fatal to the commercial success of the Bessemer process.
In all these Works, when in full operation, the Pumping Engine runs
from twenty to twenty-four hours per day, rarely excepting Sundays. The
strain on the Engine is constant, but the velocity is momentarily and suddenly
varied, by the demand for water, from a low to the highest speed. Yet the
pressure on the cranes, &c., is, and for safe working must be, nearly constant.
The heavy pressure, by itself, puts the machinery under a severe stress; but
when this pressure is also associated with great volume, requiring very large
parts, the conditions of service are more severe than any others with which
I am acquainted.
After an extensive acquaintance with the Worthington Engine, and with
all such other forms of Pumping Engines as have been applied to the pur
poses mentioned, I have adopted it exclusively ; and, to my knowledge, it is
adopted in every Bessemer Works running or building in America. I con
sider it, in the present state of the art, indispensable to safe and regular
working ; [and I believe that we should suffer more damage from break
downs and from delay in carrying on the conversions, by dispensing with
this Engine than by dispensing with any other improvement in the Bessemer
plant.
The reason why this Pumping Engine stands this severe service without
extraordinary repairs, and the reason why it imposes no extraordinary stress
on the machinery it actuates, is, that the system on which it is constructed—
the movement of the steam valve of one engine by the piston of the other
engine—permits the water pistons to stop momentarily at the ends of their
stroke, thus allowing the water valves time to seat without slamming; all
this being associated with a uniform velocity of piston, and hence a uniform
pressure on the water pumped, instead of a varying pressure, such as is
caused by an irregularly moving piston attached to a fly-wheel. The water
flows through the Worthington Pump, and to the cranes, in a constant and
noiseless stream. In all other Pumps with which I am acquainted, when
applied to such service, there is violent concussion of the water, slamming
of the valves, and jarring and straining of all parts, and consequently, fre
quent break-downs of the Pump and of hydraulic pipes and machinery.
I have also, for the same reasons, adopted the Worthington Pump, after
extensively comparing it with various other Pumps for feeding boilers; and
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I find its advantages very marked, although not so conspicuous as in the
service above described.
I have no pecuniary interest in this application for extension.
ALEXANDER L. HOLLEY.
AFFIDAVIT OF ERASTUS W. SMITH.
Erastus W. Smith, of lawful age, being duly sworn, says :
I reside in the city of New York, and am a mechanical engineer. I
have been engaged in mechanical engineering for over thirty years. From
1844 I was, for four years, chief engineer of the Allaire Works, New York.
I have been the chief resident engineer of several lines of ocean steamships,
and am now serving several steamboat lines in the same capacity. I have
repeatedly acted as consulting engineer of Water-works, and as expert in
ascertaining the duty of Pumping Engines, and am familiar with that branch
of engineering, and have considerable special knowledge of heavy Pumping
Engines. I designed a set of two heavy Crank and Fly-wheel beam Engines
which were set up at New Orleans about twenty-five years ago, and a second
set about twelve years ago. I have for about two years held the position
of consulting mechanical engineer for the Jersey City Water-works.
Some thirteen or fourteen years ago I was called upon as expert to
make a close examination and duty trial of the single Engine of Mr. Henry
R. Worthington (the petitioner) at Cambridge Water-works, Mass. The
duty was as high as any before reached by any Engine in this country to
my knowledge, but its action was concussive. Its sudden reciprocation,
producing a jar of the machine, together with the thud or blow, known as
the "water-hammer," showed, in my opinion, the inapplicability of this
Engine on a much larger scale. Its pumping capacity was 600,000 gallons
per day.
I have frequently had occasion, before being employed by the Jersey
City Water-works, to examine Cornish and Rotative Water-works Engines,
and understand their merits and demerits, and their peculiarities of construc
tion and action. Soon after accepting that position, I was employed, in
conjunction with Mr. Culver, the chief engineer of the Jersey City Water
works, to examine and report to the City Board of Public Works in regard
to the best kind of Pumping Engines to be provided in addition to the Cor
nish Engines which this city was then and is now using. We visited various
cities and Water-works, and obtained the best means of forming the desired
judgment. The result was that we united in recommending the Worthing
ton Pumping Engine.
I desire to give the following extract from our report, which embodies
in general terms what I have to say about the Cornish and other Engines
with which our comparison was particularly made. The report was dated
June 5, 1871, and I adopt and affirm all its statements now as true :
"The Cornish Engine, one of the first forms of Steam Engines, is only
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properly adapted to the peculiar service in which it originated, the lifting of
water from deep mines. As the Engine was placed on the surface, and the
Pumps deep in the bowels of the earth, long and heavy rods were essential
to their connexion. Power was naturally employed in lifting the weights,
and their gravity in falling raised the water to the desired elevation. In
such service any intermitted action was of little consequence, and economy
in fuel a desideratum. The establishment of a system of annual reports
excited emulation, which resulted in improving the designs of the Engine,
and they gradually assumed the point of perfection at last obtained. Their
high duty finally became celebrated, and in after years, as the demand for
Pumping Engines for Water-works developed, it was natural that the Cornish
Engine should be selected, the more particularly as the service was in many
respects similar, the water being obtained from pits or shafts sunk through
the chalk formations until the apparently inexhaustible reservoir that under
lies so much of England was reached. Once used as pumping engines for
the Water-works of towns, modifications adapted them to the condition in
which we are now using them, and, so far as economical use of fuel is con
cerned, they maintain their reputation, and although equalled, have never
been excelled. Experience tends to show, however, that in many other
respects, as essential as economy in fuel, they are inferior."
"The efficiency of the Pumping Service of a city underlies the pros
perity, comfort, safety and health of its inhabitants, and such efficiency is
dependent to a great extent upon the durability of the Engines and their free
dom from accidents, and on these points the Cornish Engines are defective.
They are, in fact, the most precarious form of Engine known, requiring not
only the utmost skill upon the part of the attendants, but also liable to acci
dents against which it appears imppossible to guard, and the immunity we
enjoy is no evidence that the works may not be disabled at any time; in
proof of which it may be said that there is scarcely a Cornish Engine in the
country but what has been the subject of dislocations and fractures more or
less extensive, which, being due to their form and action, scarcely admits of
a remedy.
" The intermittent action of the Cornish Engines is a serious argument
against their adoption, entailing as it does, the necessity for a stand-pipe, a
contrivance whose objectionable features do not appear to require much
comment, as we have so lately realized the danger incident to such a device
and are about to experience the cost of its maintenance in the construction
of the tower at Belleville.
"An immense and weighty column of water in the stand-pipe alternates
from a state of comparative rest to one of motion at every stroke of the
Pump, accompanied with very great and irregular strains upon the Pump,
and contiguous valve chambers and pipes, which, when augmented by a
slight irregularity in the movement of the valves, liable to occur from acci
dental causes, become so percussive as to cause serious and disastrous breaks.
"Various attempts have been made to construct new forms of Engines
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in place of the Cornish, notably by the Hartford, Conn., Engine, the Shield
Engine at Cincinnati, and the so-called Double-acting Cornish Engine at
Brooklyn. But none of them met with such success as to warrant their
introduction, and we believe they have not been duplicated. A failure of
considerable magnitude was also experienced at Detroit.
" The Worthington Engine appears to be the Engine destined to supplant
the Cornish, and from the date of its introduction has grown and increased,
until now its superiority is generally acknowledged by those most compe
tent to decide.
" Seventeen years ago three Worthington Engines were put up at Savan
nah ; others of the same kind were erected at Cambridge in the year 1856,
which, under careful trials, excelled every other Engine in the country, our
own Cornish engines at Belleville included.
"The Charlestown Engines, being the first of the present form, were
erected in the year 1864, and their performance is asserted to be the best on
record.
"At Cambridge, they have recently put in a second Engine of five
million capacity; also one at Salem, of same size. One has been running at
Harrisburg, Pa., almost constantly for ten years, with almost no repairs.
" The Worthington Engine is also to be used at Providence, Poughkeepsie
and other points. Two are running at the Newark Water-works, and sev
eral others could be enumerated, if necessary; but we deem the foregoing
sufficient to convince your Honorable Body that in using the Worthington
Engine you would neither be elucidating vague or crude theories, nor testing
an untried experiment. A noticeable feature and valuable characteristic of
the Worthington Engine, is the noiseless way in which it performs its work;
there is no concussion, nor even an appreciable jar, in the Engine or its
attachments. The piston acting directly on the water, without the interven
tion of vast moving masses of metal, reduces, if it does not obviate, the
danger of fracture or dislocation to which the Cornish Engines are liable.
The water flow, through the delivery main, is so equable as to scarcely
disturb a sensitive gauge placed thereon, and the discharge into a reservoir
is so uniform as to be without perceptible pulsation.
" The location of two Worthington Engines on Bergen Hill will serve
equally to render the supply for the upper Service plenteous, and to feed the
storage reservoir when it shall be constructed.
" Considering the foregoing, and that the present foundations of the new
Engine-house can be utilized, while there will be no necessity for the erection
of a stand-pipe and enclosing-tower, and that the beam walls and second
story of the Engine-house will not be required, it is manifest that the simplest,
safest, most durable and inexpensive Engine should be selected.
" So that, from motives of economy, believing that a great saving can
be effected, and the work done as well, if not better than in any other man
ner, we would give our most emphatic preference to the Worthington Engines,
and recommend that they be used in the new Works on Bergen Hill."

I
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Two Worthington Engines were procured in conformity with our report,
having each a pumping capacity of eight million gallons per day.
One of these Engines has been constantly running for the last six months,
and its records show, as I am informed, superior economy in fuel, wages of
men and necessary supplies, over a first-class Cornish Engine running on the
same service, under the same management and conditions.
This Worthington Engine is running as yet under a temporary wooden
shed, and on a foundation laid upon wooden piles; but I can, from my know
ledge of such subjects, state that, when permanent accommodations for it
are completed, the cost of the whole plant for service, just the same as the
Cornish. Engine at the same station, will be about fifty per cent. less. This
advantage in cheapness of buildings and foundations is due to the self-con
tained character of the Worthington Engine, there being no remote and heavy
parts moving, some of them, in oblique lines, such as the crank and fly-wheel
of the Rotative Engines, and the beam and weight-box of the Cornish, which
in their action produce heavy strains, and also (as regards both strength and
size of buildings and foundations) the absence of necessity for providing for
the elevated plunger of the Cornish.
I have found our Worthington Engine to have a very easy action on the
column of water, and a perfect freedom from the jar and concussion which
attends the working of the Cornish, and even more of the Rotative Engines ;
its organization allowing, what is of great importance, a pause of each
plunger at the end of its stroke, such as may be required to enable the water
valves to come gradually to their seats. It is to this organization, viz., that
the piston rod of each Engine operates in its progress the steam and exhaust
valves of the other Engine, through levers, and without being under the con
trol of a crank-shaft and fly-wheel, that I attribute the exceedingly easy and
quiet and uniform action of the Engines, and their consequent high degree
of economy in working, as well as the practicability of running them with
the use of comparatively small and cheap houses and foundations.
They have run, thus far, without accident, or any appearance that I can
see of any liability to accident. I have known of repeated instances of dis
astrous breaks of Crank Engines, involving very large expense and weeks of
delay and disuse of the Engine, owing to the violent concussive action upon
the water column resulting from the crank and fly-wheel.
The Cornish Engine, which is very much superior to the Rotative Engines
in economy of regular running, is even more liable to very destructive acci
dent by reason of the enormously heavy weight descending by gravity,
which is the chief means of propulsion of the water through the main.
I have personal knowledge of the accident which is described by Mr.
Worthington on page 13 of his "Account," &c, filed in this case, as hap
pening to one of our Cornish Engines. He describes it in all respects cor
rectly.
All Pumping Engines known to me, except the Worthington, work more
and more laboriously, and with increased danger of accident, as the lift is
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increased. But my observation of the running of the Worthington Engine
at various stations, is that it is uniformly smooth and satisfactory, whatever
be the amount of lift.
I consider this smooth, easy and noiseless working of the Worthington
Engines to be also very important in the use of the smaller Engines, such as
go into hotels, hospitals, &c. Here their practical superiority to the smaller
Rotative and Single Engines is very marked, and, in my opinion, sufficient to
justify the high reputation they have obtained, and the prices which they
command.
I have read carefully that part of Mr. Worthington's "Account," &c,
in which he sets forth the conditions of the best heavy pumping, and com
pared his own Engines with the Cornish and Rotative, as to their respective
fulfillment of these conditions. Without going through the form of repeat
ing here, with or without mere change of phrase, what he has there said, I
desire to adopt it as my own statement, finding it, as I do, to be entirely cor
rect.
I have no pecuniary interest in this extension.
ERA8TUS W. SMITH.

AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN P. TREADWELL.
John P. Treadwell, of lawful age, being duly sworn, says:
I reside in New Milford, Connecticut. I was a proprietor of the St.
Nicholas Hotel, New York, from 1853 to 1863.
When I opened that house, in 1853, I supposed that our own arrange
ments for supplying the hotel with water were most complete. But as we
had to supply the building above the second story by Steam Pumps, I soon
found that while we could elevate the water, we were creating a great dis
turbance with our guests by using the Pumps in the night, as we were
obliged to, in order to furnish a sufficient supply. There was a continual
"thump," which extended along the whole line of the building, on the south
side, for six hundred feet in length.
In order to remedy this evil, I tried other Pumps then in use, but had no
better success, until finally I had to order the Pumps shut off at nine o'clock
at night, and take the risk of a supply until the morning. But that did not
answer, as the supply would give out before we could start the Pumps in the
morning. I finally called on Mr. Worthington, and he made for me one of
his Pumping Engines, which was set up in the hotel in the fall of 1857, and
relieved me of all my troubles. When it was put in position, it was set right
to work and run all night, and I never heard a word thereafter of complaint
from the guests of the house. You could stand alongside of this Pump when
in operation, and, if not looking at it, you would not know it was working.
It is noiseless.
Knowing, as I do by experience, its merits for hotel use, I would sooner
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pay the price of it twice over than not to have it, as compared with anyother Pump I know of.
I have no interest in the subject of this application.
JNO. P: TREADWELL.
AFFIDAVIT OF A. B. DARLING.
A. B. Darling, of lawful age. being duly sworn, says:
I reside in New York, and am a proprietor and manager of the Fifth
Avenue Hotel. In this capacity I require to use Steam Pumping Engines of
various sizes, for supplying the upper rooms of the hotel with water and for
extinguishing fires. For these purposes I have never seen a Pumping Engine
that I consider equal to the Worthington. It is sure in its operation and
practically noiseless. Many other Pumps that work very well otherwise, are
so noisy as to keep guests awake in that part of the house through which
the pipes run. I am not a mechanic, and do not know to what these valuable
effects are owing; but I can say that the action of this Engine is superior to
that of the numerous other Pumps I have been acquainted with, so much so
as to more than justify the higher price which it commands.
I have no interest in the subject of this application for extension.
A. B. DARLING.
AFFIDAVIT OF EDWARD LAWRENCE.
Edward Lawrence, of lawful age, being duly sworn, says :
I reside in Charlestown, Mass., and am President of the Mystic Water
Board, which has the charge of the Water-works of that city, and have held
that office since the establishment of the Water Board in February, 1865. The
construction and equipment of the Water-works was under the charge of
Water Commissioners from January, 1862, to February, 1865, and during that
time I was their chairman.
When the question arose of contracting for the Pumping Engines for our
Water-works, the Water Commissioners, three in number (including myself),
and our principal engineer, Mr. C. I. Stevenson, and consulting engineer,
Mr. Geo. R. Baldwin, were entrusted with the duty of selecting such Engines
as seemed to us best for the interest of the city, and making all necessary
arrangements for having them constructed and set up.
We examined a Worthington Pumping Engine at Cambridge. We also
examined Cornish and Rotative Engines at Brooklyn, Jersey City and Phila
delphia, and a Worthington Engine at Harrisburg. We got all the informa
tion in the shape of the official reports of city Water Boards, and by personal
consultation with engineers and others, that we could obtain, in order to
enable us to make our decision. We also advertised for proposals of Pump
ing Engines, stating the work required to be done.
As to the Rotative Engines we were unfavorably impressed by them, on
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account of their high first cost of Engines and foundation, their ascertained
liability to accident and their low duty. The Cornish Engines, which had
then the highest reputation for duty, chiefly commanded our attention as
contrasted with the Worthington.
We found a great difference in first cost as against the Cornish; the cost
of the mere foundation required for that Engine being equal to the cost of
the Worthington Engines with appropriate foundations and buildings.
We ascertained also that the Cornish Engine, by reason of its enor
mously heavy moving masses of metal, was liable to accidents of a most des
tructive character from more or less slight causes, and my own observation
of the Engine at its pumping work showed me how constant and how serious
this liability was.
On the other hand, our examination of the Worthington Engines at Cam
bridge and Harrisburg, gave us a very favorable impression from their econ
omy in first cost and in running expense, and their marked smoothness and
steadiness of working. The great question was whether the principle of the
Engine would bear to be extended to as large a scale of work as we required,
namely, a pumping capacity of five million gallons per day. On this ques
tion the almost universal opinion of engineers whom we consulted was
adverse. But as we could see no good reason for their judgment, and Mr.
Worthington made us a very liberal proposition, to be stated more fully
hereafter, we decided at last to accept his offer, although aware that in intro
ducing into our city a Pumping Engine never before tried on so large a scale,
we were assuming a heavy responsibility.
Our contract with Mr. Worthington provided that the practical perform
ance of the Engine should be equal to that of any Pumping Engine in use in
the United States, in point of economy in running, including fuel, and that
if it failed to come up, in its work, to his guaranty, we should have the
right to keep it a year without compensation, so as to have time to supply
ourselves with something else, and then that the Engine should be taken
back by him without charge to us of any kind.
The Engine was built accordingly, and was setup about the end of 1864.
It proved to completely fulfill the guaranty, and the price was paid to him
according to contract, he bearing the expense of the foundations, which was
not over two thousand dollars.
I give the following extracts from the report of our chief engineer for
the year 1865, his statements being correct according to my own observation,
and adopted by me now as part of this affidavit :
"I am gratified to be able to state, at this early day, and before the
Engines have been completely fitted as intended, that this guarantee has been
fulfilled, as will be seen by reference to the tables of performance of other
Engines, and of that of the Worthington in January and February, 1865.
" The construction of the Worthington Engine is such as not to require
massive and expensive foundations. Being extremely compact and work
ing horizontally, they require but little more than sufficient to support their
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weight ; and the entire cost of our Engine and Pumps will not equal that
required for the foundations of the Jersey City Works for Engines and
Pumps of a less capacity. The appurtenances of the Engine, boilers, feed
pumps, hot-well, pipe-work, &c, are all of a character that reflect great
credit upon the builders, being of a high order of workmanship and of
ample capacity."
It is also stated in a note: " Up to the present time the peculiar form of
Pumping Engine known as the 'Cornish,' has constantly maintained its
superiority; and were it as applicable to the service of supplying towns as
it is to deep mining, the question of the best form of Pumping Engine would
scarcely have been raised. Being, however, intermittent in its action, a
stand-pipe becomes necessary to avert the evils incurred in constantly start
ing and stopping the long column of water in the forcing main. It is also
liable to dangerous irregularities of motion, and to concussions which con
stantly threaten the safety of the Engine, and require the most anxious and
constant attention on the part of the engineer.
" With these and other defects it still stands in great favor with many
eminent authorities, and always shows a high rate of duty. The Crank
Engine, under various modifications, has been its chief competitor, but as
yet, so far as exhibited in this country, without reaching its economic
excellence."
A second Worthington Pumping Engine of the same pumping capacity
(five million gallons per day), was built and put up for us, by him, in 1867,
with equally good results.
Requiring still further service, we afterwards ordered from Mr. Worth
ington a Pumping Engine of a pumping capacity of eight millions of gallons
per day; although doubts were again expressed by engineers, whether such
an extension of the principle of the Engine was practicable. The eight
million gallon Engine was set up in 1872. The result of its working is
stated in the report of our superintendent for that year, from which I make
the following extracts, and adopt here as in accordance with my own
observation:
" The capacity of the Pumps was to be eight million gallons in twentyfour hours, which requires a minimum of forty-four strokes per minute.
The average number of strokes has been about forty-six per minute, which
gives eight and a-half million gallons in twenty-four hours; the Engines will
pump nine million gallons in twenty-four hours easily, and could (if occa
sion should require), I think, be made to pump ten millions.
" These results are not only creditable to the builder, but must be very
gratifying to the Board, as the Engine not only equals in capacity the terms
of the contract, but greatly exceeds it; while the average duty shows, that
in economy of pumping it will compare favorably with the best Pumping
Engines in the country.
"Engines No. 1 and 2, which have been in almost constant use since
they were first started, are now being thoroughly repaired throughout. The
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old boilers have been turned around and reset in a line with and after the
same plan with the new ones. I think that the Board can now safely con
gratulate themselves, not only of having three of the best Pumping Engines
in the country, but also of having as convenient and commodious an Engine
room and boiler room as can be found anywhere."
Our experience with these three Worthington Pumping Engines has been
in the highest degree satisfactory. The cost of repairs upon them has been
very little. Down to the time of putting in the third Engine, the repairs on
the first and second Engines had not cost, I should think, over fifty or
seventy-five dollars a year for both. I do not know any reason why they
should not continue to do equally well. The smoothness and quietness with
which they do their heaviest work is remarkable. You can stand in the room
where the engine is pumping five to eight millions of gallons per day, and,
except by looking at it, you would hardly know it was at work. Nobody
who ever stood by a Cornish or Rotative Engine, when at work, could fail to
be struck with the difference in this respect.
When Mr. Worthington applied to us to give him the contract for our
first Engine, he said that he found it hard to convince people that his Engine
would work on a large scale as well as it had done on a small one, and that
he was anxious to get a five million gallon Engine built which would afford
a demonstration of the value of his invention. I can easily believe that he
had to work long and patiently to overcome the reluctance of Water-works
engineers and superintendents to accept a new kind of Pumping Engine
against one of such established reputation (notwithstanding the acknowl
edged objections to it) as the Cornish.
After we got our first Engine up and at work, it was visited by a large
number of persons from all parts of the country. Most of them came with
an avowed prejudice against the Engine (I will specify Mr. Graff of Phila
delphia, a man of the highest reputation in hydraulic engineering) ; and I do
not think there was one who went away without expressing his satisfaction
at the working of the Engine.
EDWARD LAWRENCE.
AFFIDAVIT OF FREDERICK GRAFF.
Frederick Graff, being duly sworn, says :
I am a civil engineer by profession ; a citizen of Philadelphia, Penn. ; I
have been principally employed as hydraulic engineer, and, with some
intervals, have been chief engineer of the Water-works of the city of Phila
delphia for fifteen years. Extensive steam works are required for the supply
of the city, and my attention has been steadily directed to the improvement
and increased certainty of such steam powers. In 1856 the first Cornish
Engine used in the city was started, but could be run only two or three
strokes a minute, and in a few hours met with a disaster by the bursting of
the main. This accident occurred several times, when it was decided that a
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Cornish Engine could not be run with safety without a stand-pipe; and
accordingly the Engine was not again run until a stand-pipe had been erected
at a cost of six or seven thousand dollars. This result has been repeated
with all the Cornish Engines since erected in the United States, as they can
only be run safely by the use of very 'large, expensive, troublesome airchambers, or the very expensive stand-pipe, 'towers and fixtures. Even then
the Engine is always run at a very considerable risk of accident, from im
pediments getting under the valves of the Pumps, causing the plunger to
fall, mashing the buffer blocks, and doing more or less damage to the whole
machine. During the drought of 1869 an accident of this kind resulted in
the destruction of the upper valve-chamber of the Cornish Engine at the
Schuylkill Works, which led to very disastrous results, and plunged the city
into litigation of the most expensive and vexatious kind. The attention
required to drive the Cornish Engine with any degree of safety is excessive,
requiring first-class, conscientious engine drivers, who should not be ten feet
away from the hand-gear of this Engine whilst she is running. These facts,
together with the great first cost of the Engine, foundations, stand-pipes and
appliances, led to a search for some form of Engine free from such difficul
ties. Several forms have been tried of the fly-wheel Rotative type, but the
result was not satisfactory. Much annoyance was experienced by attempts
to use steam expansively and economically, owing to the antagonism exist
ing between the momentum of the fly-wheel and the water, causing shocks
of a more or less disastrous character, and impairing the economy and
efficiency of the machine. My experience now extends to the use of five
Cornish Engines, four fly-wheel Engines, and four Worthington Engines.
I have now had four of these last-named Engines running under heads
varying from 117 feet to 337 feet lift. One has been running under a press
ure of 212 feet for three years and eight months, without a particle of
detention from accident or any other cause, and requires but the ordinary
attention of an intelligent engine driver. Its immunity from accident has been
severely tested in two cases by the bursting of the ascending main, in one
case at a point within fifty feet of the Engine ; an accident which would probably
have led to the almost total destruction of a Cornish Engine, but which pro
duced no unpleasant results upon the Worthington Engine. From the
experience I have had with this form of Engine, I consider it the very best
of which I have any knowledge. Its ease of motion, freedom from all shock,
certainty of action, immunity from accident, advantages of mechanical
application, small spaces covered, the comparatively small amount of foun
dation required, make it, in my judgment, the most desirable Engine in
existence; and, as regards its economy in working expenses, it compares very
satisfactorily with the most economical known Pumping Engines. In support
of which statistics are herewith given, stating actual saving produced at our
works by the use of Worthington Engines over those formerly employed, and
which are taken from Reports made by me officially for the years 1871 and
1872, as superintendent, and were known to me then to be, and I affirm them
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now to be, correct. They will be found at the end of this affidavit under
heading of "Statement of performance of the Worthington Engine at the
Philadelphia Waterworks."
For nearly a century the Cornish Engine maintained a supremacy as a
mine Pumping Engine; its peculiarity being that the water, forced by a
descending weight, was gradually accelerated in its speed to the terminus of
the stroke, and that a marked pause was given at the terminus of each
stroke, which allowed time for the complete closing of the pump-valves ; and
this is still effectual with mine Engines. But, when you come to apply the
same Engine to Water-works, a different condition of affairs is obtained. On
a mine Engine there is no force main, so to speak; the water being discharged
at the surface of the ground, which is ordinarily near the level of the Engine;
but the function of a Water-works Engine is to fill a reservoir at a consider
able height above the level of the Engine, and sometimes at considerable dis
tance therefrom, involving the use of a free main. Then comes the trouble
of recoil between the single strokes of the Engine, and the inevitable
resort to the stand-pipe as a relief." Then, in our climate, the stand-pipe
is impeded by ice in winter, which puts it in danger, and next, it must be
built in with a brick or other tower at increased cost.
Now Mr. Worthington has combined all the advantages of the Cornish
Engine in his duplex plan. The essential pause to admit of the quiet and
full closing of the pump-valves is perfectly produced, the accelerating
motion of the water is perfectly carried out; but it is not permitted to come
to rest as in the Cornish Engine, but by the timely assistance of one Pump to
the other, the stream of water is not permitted to come to rest for a moment;
there is, therefore, no recoil, no shock and no necessity to supply a standpipe to guard from disaster. Hence the Engine can almost be retained in
place by its own weight. In my view, no Pumping Engine has ever been
invented which so completely fills all the requirements of theory and prac
tice as the Worthington Engine, and therefore none of as much importance
to the growing Water-works interest of the country. In it we have the
requisite of lowest annual running expenses, lowest first cost, lowest cost for
repair, with an entirely reliable machine. The certainty with which this
Engine can be relied upon to do its work is worth thousands of dollars annu
ally to every Works where it is employed; for in Water-works matters, one
half-hour's failure of supply might cost millions.
The superior operation of the Worthington Engine, as I have above
explained it, is that it is not only direct-acting (as the Cornish is) without
any crank or other rotary-motion device, but that it is duplex in construc
tion; i. e., consists of two Engines, the piston rod of each terminating in a
pump plunger, and so connected by levers with the valve gear of the other
Engine, that the piston rod of each Engine, in the course of its travel, oper
ates the steam and exhaust valves of the other Engine. Perfect control of
the period of starting the plungers is thus obtained, and an ease and steadi
ness of action upon the water column, in the heaviest service, secured, such
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as together have never been enjoyed before that I know of, and constitute
what I regard as an unexceptionable Water-works Pumping Engine.
There are no Engines within my knowledge that can compare with the
Worthington, in the inexpensiveness of the foundations. One instance,
showing how great this difference in cost is likely to be with Cornish Engines,
was at Roxborough, Philadelphia. There a splendid specimen of full beam
Cornish Engine and Pump was erected. The total cost for Engine and
necessary foundations was, in round numbers, $104,000 ; her capacity was
stated at 2,000,000 gallons per day, but she never reached that quantity,
therefore, the cost of this Engine and foundation was equal to $52,000 per
million gallons raised into the reservoir per day. Now immediately
adjoining this Engine, and pumping through the same ascending main,
into the same reservoir as the Cornish, was erected a Worthington Engine,
which has pumped daily 5,000,000 of gallons. This engine and foundations,
complete, cost the sum of $55,000, equal to $11,000 per million gallons per
day, instead of $52,000 as in the case of the Cornish Engine at the same
Works. I do not consider this an extreme case where Cornish Engines are
put in the scale against the Worthington, for, in the above case, a very large
air chamber was used instead of a stand-pipe, which, therefore, reduced the
cost of the Cornish.
Statement of performance of the Worthington Engines at the Philadelphia
Water-works.
In the year 1871, the cost in cents and fractions of a cent of pumping one
million of gallons one foot high, was at the respective stations in that muni
cipality, as follows : Schuylkill, using two full Cornish, 1 low pressure Ro
tative, 10ft cents ; Roxborough, using 1 full Cornish, 12ft cents ; Delaware,
using 1 high and 1 low pressure Rotative, 19ft cents ; Germantown, using 1
high pressure Rotative, 26ft cents ; Belmont, using 1 Worthington, 8ft
cents.
In the year 1872, the same cost was as follows : Roxborough, using 1
full Cornish and 1 Worthington, 9ft cents ; Belmont, using 2 Worthingtons,
7 cents ; Schuylkill, using 2 full Cornish, 1 double cylinder Rotative, and 1
bell crank Rotative, 1ift cents ; Delaware, using 1 high and 1 low pressure
Rotative and 1 Worthington, 13ft cents; Germantown, using 1 high pressure
Rotative, 36 ft cents. From the above statement the saving at Belmont, by
the use of the Worthington, as against the next best Engine in the depart
ment, was, in 1871, the difference between 10ft and 8ft cents = 2ft cents,
per million gallons lifted one foot high. The lift being 212 feet, the saving
would be for each million gallons delivered into the reservoir, 212 x 2^ =
15.08ft. This multiplied by 1054\ millions, the number of gallons pumped
during the year, gives annual saving of $5,264.02. In 1872, the cost of
pumping one million gallons, one foot high, at Belmont station, was 7 cents.
This would increase the saving per million gallons from $5.08ft to $8.30ft.
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The quantity pumped into the reservoir being l,456f millions of gallons, makes
an annual saving over the next best Engine of $12,101.22 This rate of saving,
taking the average of the two years, would give $8, 682. 62 for this station alone
per year. At Roxborough station the cost of pumping was reduced, by the use
of the Worthington, 12^, cents in 1871, to. 9 & cents in 1872. The height here
being 334 feet, the saving per million gallons delivered into the reservoir would
be 2X8„ cents multiplied by 334 — $9.35TV This, multiplied by the number
of million gallons pumped, 459^ millions = $4,299.10, the saving resulting
from the use of the Worthington Engine at that station for not more than
half a year. At Delaware station, the cost of pumping was reduced, by the
use of the Worthington for a part of the year only, from
cents in 1871,
to 13T25 cents in 1872. The height being 100 feet, the saving on every million
of gallons lifted into the reservoir was 6i'B cents x 100 = $6.70. This, mul
tiplied by 1474J millions of gallons lifted = $9,879.15.
I have no pecuniary interest in this application for extension.
Witness,
FRED. GRAFF.
Charles H. Graff.

AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL H. JOHNSON, Jr.
Daniel H. Johnson, Junior, of lawful age, being duly sworn, says:
I reside in Salem, Mass., and am superintendent of the Water-works of
that city.
I superintended the construction and equipment of our Water-works in
all its departments, and have superintended the running of the Pumping
Engines ever since our Water-works were started, which was in the fall of 1869.
Before ordering any Pumping Engines, I went, at the request of our
Water Commissioners, upon a tour of inspection to examine the various
approved Water-works pumping engines in different parts of the country,
with a view to determine which was the best.
Accordingly I visited Charlestown, Cambridge, Lowell, Brooklyn, Jer
sey City, Philadelphia and other cities, and examined carefully at those
places Cornish Engines, Rotative Engines and Worthington Engines, and con
sulted the engineers and others who I thought could give me any informa
tion bearing upon the subject.
The result was, that on the score of first cost of Engines, cost of founda
tions and buildings, expense of running for the work done, repairs, and
especially apparent safety in the running of the Engine, the Worthington was
clearly and decidedly to be preferred.
Upon my report the Commissioners ordered from Mr. Worthington a
Pumping Engine of five million gallons per day pumping capacity, which
was set up and to work in the fall of 1869, and has supplied the reservoir
ever since, without any accident whatever, except that on two occasions a
small bolt broke, interrupting the working of the Engine perhaps an hour
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each time. In each case the Engine stopped itself perfectly, quietly, and
with no further damage whatever.
A similar accident occurring to either a Cornish or Crank Engine must,
in my judgment, have been followed by very disastrous results, owing to the
great momentum of heavy parts under which those Engines do their work.
The cost of repairs, all told, on our Pumping Engine down to this time, has
been trifling. I think a hundred dollars would cover it.
In comparison with the hard and jarring action of the Cornish and
Crank Engines, the smoothness with which our Engine works is very remark
able. When standing by its side while it is pumping to its full capacity,
you will hear no sound but a sound at each stroke like a man's heavy
breathing, and there is no jar or blow or concussion of any kind.
Our Engine has no special foundations at all. It sits right on the floor
of the cellar, which was concreted at a cost of about two hundred dollars.
Our water is delivered into the reservoir by a thirty-inch pipe, the mouth
of which is exposed, so that the stream pouring into the reservoir, can be
examined at pleasure. When the Worthington Engine is pumping water
through this pipe into the reservoir at its highest rate (and although its guar
anteed capacity is but five million gallons per day, we sometimes run to the
rate of six millions or six-and-a-half), no one can detect any irregularity in
the delivery of the water. It pours out of the pipe into the reservoir in as
absolutely steady a stream as if it was a natural brook.
I have repeatedly examined the delivery of the water pumped by Cor
nish and Rotative Engines. It comes out in distinct masses, corresponding
with the strokes of the plunger.
Our experience with the Worthington Pumping Engine has been so com
pletely satisfactory, that we ordered, last March, a duplicate of it, which is
to be set up and in running order next August.
I have no pecuniary interest in this case, or in its results.
DANIEL H. JOHNSON, Jr.
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The Worthington Compound Engine,
WITH INTERMEDIATE RECEIVER.

This modification is an application of the plan of expansion attributed
to a German engineer named Ernest Wolff, whose patent was dated 1834. A
confusion of names might very easily occur here, as by a remarkable coinci
dence the plan of expansion involved in the ordinary compound Engine,
originated in 1804 with an engineer named Woolf.
The application of the Wolff (not Woolf) principle of expanding to the
Worthington Engine, involved certain modifications which were made subjects
of a patent granted to the undersigned in 1871. Thus far, for reasons con
nected with its peculiarities of movement, this Engine has only been
employed, in the writer's practice, in special and somewhat exceptional cases,
it having not yet appeared worthy entirely to take the place of the older and
more expensive form of construction.
But alterations, tending to its improvement, are now the subjects of
trial, with results that already indicate a probability that in its thoroughly
developed condition it may yet rival the other form.
Its superior simplicity and cheapness is apparent upon mere inspection.
Two steam cylinders of different diameters, with a boiler plate or cast-iron
intermediate receiver, take the place of four steam cylinders with their
numerous attachments. The steam admitted to the smaller cylinder from
the boiler, does its work by direct and uniform pressure throughout the
stroke, no expansion being herein attempted. This cylinder exhausts into
the intermediate reservoir, which is of considerable capacity, say, perhaps
eight or ten times that of the steam cylinder. Within this receiver the steam
expands to a pressure much lower than its recent working pressure upon the
steam piston. From this receiver or tank, so called, the second and enlarged
steam cylinder draws its supply of steam exactly as from a boiler. The
relative capacity of the tank is so large that the contribution of the small
cylinder to its contents, or the withdrawal of steam from it by the large
cylinder, are not sufficient to vary its pressure in any considerable or trouble
some degree.
This, therefore, secures in a very simple way a uniform propulsive
energy upon both steam pistons, and fulfills the first and most important
requirement of the Worthington arrangement. The condensing apparatus is
attached, of course, only to the larger or secondary cylinder. It is well to
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say, in passing, that this arrangement applied to Engines that do not con
dense, has been lately used with very good results, furnishing a compara
tively cheap form that staftds intermediate in point of economic results
between the high-pressure and condensing Engines.
A careful consideration of the working conditions under which this
Engine is found, will show that it must be accurately proportioned as well
to its work as to the proposed pressure of steam, in order to secure anything
like an equal division of the resistance between the two pistons. And it is
necessary to do this with some reasonable degree of exactness, as upon it
depend that uniformity of water flow and stability of pressure, which give to
the Worthington its advantages as an hydraulic motor. It is hardly necessary
to enlarge upon the conspicuous simplicity of this Engine, the fewness of its
parts, their complete accessibility and compactness. If the practical points,
heretofore adverted to, can be satisfactorily adjusted, its extensive adoption
in the future is well nigh secured.
The engraving which heads this article, exhibits 'the Tank Engine now
working at the high service station, Newark, New Jersey. The difference in
the size of the steam cylinders can be seen, but the tank is below the floor
and out of sight.

Different Forms or Classes of the Worthington Engine.

In a preceding article the declaration is made that the writer has some
times advised the use of a cheap high-pressure Engine, simply because the
saving in fuel would not compensate for interest on the extra cost of a more
refined form. In this view, the selection of the class of Engine is a point of
importance, and the object of this article is briefly to describe them and give
some idea of their comparative cost and economic rank.
FIRST CLASS.
In this is placed the four-cylinder, compound, expanding and condensing
Engine. The steam is first used upon the smaller or high-pressure piston,
expanding upon the larger, and is then condensed. An Engine of this class
is furnished with balanced steam valves, steam jackets, and other appliances
for securing the highest economic results of which the Engine is capable. It
is fully described and illustrated in Mr. Emery's Report, page 31, of this
pamphlet. Its duty under the most favorable circumstances is between
70,000,000 and 80,000,000, and its regular performance, under proper man
agement, may be taken at 65,000,000. (See article, "Duty Trials," page 150;
also, " Annual Reports," page 76.)
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Under this heading may also be placed the Tank Engine, illustrated and
described on page 71. The difference between it and the one just de
scribed, consists in the use of but two steam cylinders, the smaller of which
takes steam from the boiler and exhausts into an intermediate reservoir or
tank, from which the larger, or expanding cylinder, draws its supply of
steam. Economically, this Engine holds about the same position as the
four-cylinder Engine, and costs somewhat less. It is not. however, univer
sally applicable, for reasons heretofore givem (See page 72.)
SECOND CLASS.
An Engine of this class may be described as a four-cylinder, expanding,
non-condensing Engine. It is not usually furnished with steam jackets, or
balanced steam valves. Its duty may be taken at 30,000,000 to 35,000,000,
and its cost at 25 to 30 per cent. less than that of a first-class Engine.
In this classification may also be placed the condensing, non-expanding
Engines, having but two steam cylinders. They have the advantage of
being entirely quiet, as the noise of the exhaust steam is suppressed. They
cost 20 to 25 per cent. less, and require 35 to 40 per cent. more fuel than the
first class. They are more available than the non-condensing form, where
steam of moderate pressure is used.
THIRD CLASS.
This is the plainest, simplest, most elementary form into which the En
gine can be put. It is usually known as a high-pressure Engine, working
without either expansion or condensation. It is extremely simple, durable,
cheap, and easily managed; but at the same time, much less economical in
the use of fuel, and, therefore, of restricted application to any important
service, such as Water-works. As a spare or auxiliary Engine, it an
swers an excellent purpose, or even for small or intermittent services ; but
it has no respectable place as a primary dependence in any important work.
In this, as in other cheap forms, it must be remembered that larger boilers
are required, just in proportion to the decrease in economy. This increased
expenditure will sometimes go far to neutralize the saving in first cost of
Engine.
Engines of this class cannot be depended upon for more than 20,000,000
of duty ; but their cost is not much more than half that of a first-class En
gine.
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The Worthington Engine
APPLIED TO
HYDRAULIC LIFTS, CRANES, OIL-PIPE

LINES, COTTON

PRESSES, DEEP MINING AND SIMILAR WORK
DEMANDING GREAT WATER PRESSURES.

On the opposite page an arrangement of a first-class Engine for large and
important services of the kind above specified is shown in section elevation
and plan.
The construction of the steam cylinders is exactly that of a first-class
Water-works Engine, heretofore described. For small sizes, or for less im
portant purposes, they are usually non-condensing, either plain or com
pound, as may be required. Instead of the interior double-acting plunger
used in Water-works and other Engines where the working head does not
exceed 150 to 200 pounds to the square inch, plungers with exterior packings
are substituted, working into each end of a cylinder divided by a partition.
They are connected together by yokes and exterior rods, causing them to
move together as one plunger, so that while one is drawing, the other is
forcing the fluid, thus making the pump double-acting.
The valve boxes are also modified for the purpose of subdividing them
into separate small chambers, capable of resisting very heavy strains. The
valves are metallic, with low lifts and large surfaces. The arrangement
shown in the engraving is subject to numerous alterations to adapt the Pump
to different requirements. The general characteristic of independent plung
ers with exterior packings is, however, in all cases preserved, as being not
only more accessible in the case of leakage, but also as allowing the use of
different forms and material of packing.
The severe work to which these Pumps are often applied, not less in
some cases than 4,000 pounds to the square inch, demands the most thorough
construction and the use of the very best material. On the Oil-Pipe Lines, a
number of these Engines, varying from 200 to 400 horse-power each, are in
constant use and required to deliver 1,500" barrels per day against a pressure
which equals an elevation of 3,500 feet.
They are also extensively used in Bessemer Steel Works. The opinion
of the well-known authority, Alexander L. Holley, Esq., as to their merits
is fully expressed in his affidavit, page 54.
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They are often applied to deliver into an Accumulator or Tank, under
increasing pressure, and are provided with an elastic alleviator as shown.
The application of the Worthington Engine to mining purposes has also
been satisfactory. It is believed that it was the first to be erected at the
bottom of a mine, with the steam carried thereto from the Boiler at the sur
face. This business is very special, requiring careful adaptation of pumping
machinery and much personal attention. On this account, perhaps, it has
not constituted so large a part of the work done by this Engine as have other
more immediate and accessible services. Its uniform success when properly
applied, no matter to what depth, is proof that its peculiar advantages of
durability and quiet action gives it as much preeminence here as in other
important departments of hydraulics. These advantages increase with the
severity of the service. The Oil-Pipe Line Companies, for example, found
the effect of an ordinary single-cylinder Pump very destructive on the pipes
and their attachments, as the jarring motion caused constant leakage. It can
be said, without fear of contradiction, that in the case of the Pump before u s
its smoothness of action is not perceptibly qualified by increment of resist
ance. If, therefore, the material of which it is made be strong enough to
resist the rupturing tendency of unusual pressure, there is no more difficulty
in dealing with such work than with ordinary pumping.
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Extracts from Annual Reports of Water-works.

In addition to the preceding answer to the Centennial Committee, the
undersigned would offer the following testimony, transcribed from official
Annual Reports, which, taken together, form almost a complete history of
the Engine. The record of any one Engine, followed from year to year, will
furnish a good idea of its continuous efficiency, as also the amount needed
for renewals and repairs.
On this latter most important point these extracts are full and satisfac
tory, presenting unbroken testimony. Not a single accident, that may be
called serious, is recorded; scarcely one inconvenient interruption. A state
ment like this, made for more than one hundred Engines, many of which
are of the largest and most important class, whose running covers a period
of about twenty years, verified, by concurrent official records, is surely
worthy of respect.
If the question be asked how such exemption from usual troubles has
been secured, the answer, distributed through these pages in detail, is by
avoiding such complications and refinements, either in construction or
practice, as involve increased liability to derangement. It is better, in the
writer's opinion, to keep upon a safe and easily maintainable plane of per
formance, than to seek for superlative results by introducing elements of
uncertainty or danger.
It is a practical truth, scarcely admitting of question, that high-pressure,
great ratios of expansion, and consequent irregularity of motion, are too
frequently the dangerous concomitants of very high duties.
In this connection, the remarks to be found in this pamphlet, as to com
parative values of Engines based upon duty, combined with the cost of
obtaining the same, will be found pertinent.
Reports are not wanting to show that an assessment of only simple
interest is often made upon an expenditure that wastes away, year by year,
without the possibility of ever being returned; confounding it in this respect
with an investment made upon good security, and returnable at a stipulated
time. In the writer's opinion, not less than 13 per cent. per annum should
be charged upon money expended in the steam enginery of Water-works.
It is even true that some Works, especially when of small size and in a
region of cheap fuel, can get the best mercantile returns from a simple,
crude, and wasteful high-pressure steam Engine. And this, for the plain
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reason, that the money saved in fuel by the use of a more expensive Engine
will not equal the interest lost upon the extra expenditure required.
If annual returns were made on this basis, it would at once be apparent
that some Engines, which take the first rank in economy of fuel, are, in
reality, the most costly to the city.
Without asserting that thirteen per cent. is exactly correct, it is claimed
that the rate should at least be high enough to cover—
1st.—Simple interest upon investment;
2d.—An additional percentage to cover cost of maintenance and annual
repairs;
3d.—An additional percentage to constitute a sinking fund, which shall
equal the original expenditure when the Engines are worn out, and either
worthless or of but little value.
A good illustration of these views may be drawn from the last yearly
report of the Lynn, Mass., Water-works, wherein the Commissioners con
gratulate the city upon possessing "a Pumping Engine that has thus far
eclipsed all others built in this country in the duty it performs." The report
furnishes the details necessary for a comparison between the mercantile
results of this celebrated Engine, and those of less costly Engines working
with inferior economy.
During the fifth year of its service, the Lynn Engine ran 131 days, and
was laid up 20 days for repairs. It pumped 373,894,513 gallons 165^
feet high, and used 474,100 pounds of coal, making no account of the fuel
required for banking and raising steam, which, it may be said in passing,
amounted to about 187,000 pounds more.
This performance equals a duty of 109,000,000. A Worthington Com
pound Engine, in the same place and with the same allowances, would have
shown a duty of 70,000,000, and required 264,141 pounds more coal, or 119
tons, costing at that time and place, f&jVn per ton.
The loss in money per year would, therefore, have been $784.21.
Assuming that the two Engines are on the same plane, in regard to supplies,
maintenance, attendance, and cost of repairs, this would only justify an
extra expenditure of $5,600 at the rate of interest claimed as correct.
A word as to the horizontal form of the Engine may not be misplaced.
The question between this arrangement and a vertical one, has frequently
been raised. Inasmuch as there is nothing in the principle or formal peculi
arities of the Engine which obligates the horizontal form, it will be readily
believed that the uniform preference given it, in the practice of the writer,
has resulted from a full conviction of its superiority, when proper account
is made of all the points involved.
Such, for example, as low cost, small percentage of repairs, and remark
able immunity from accident. Vertical Engines entail expensive founda
tions, lofty buildings, heavy moving parts, and generally increased cost.
Its different members are widely separated, and often inconvenient to reach,
either for inspection or adjustment. The planes of motion are extensive and
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not easy to maintain in complete accuracy. And, in almost all vertical
Pumps, the direction of the water currents are suddenly and harshly changed
at each reciprocation.
The old time objection to a steam piston working horizontally has been
gradually disposed of by greatly increased practice and better forms of con
struction, so that now it hardly remains to combat. With surfaces properly
proportioned, and cylinders adapted to resist undue alterations in shape, it
can be shown that no objection to the horizontal arrangement is left which
forbids its preference in any case where advantages of the kind we have
enumerated are secured by its adoption.
A glance at the compact accessible Engine of this description, in con
trast with the vertical beam Engine, rising high upon its massive supports,
and penetrating with its working parts into deep excavations below, seems
almost enough to settle the question for such service as we are considering.
The Engine before us is furnished with a hollow and air-tight plunger,
whose flotation is nearly sufficient to neutralize the weight which would
otherwise be borne bythe packing ring through which it works. Plungers
of this description have been in use since the first introduction of the Engine
with scarcely a single case of replacement or even re-adjustment.
1861.—Report of Geo. H. Bailey, Chief Engineer to Newark
Aqueduct Board, Newark, N. J.
Page 31. Pumping Engines.—The experience of years, in the use
of Pumping Engines in England, resulted in the application of the Cornish
Engine for this purpose. It was first applied at the mines in Cornwall,
where great pains have been taken for the perfection of the machine, and
by careful attention to the details of construction, and guarding against
every source of waste, it has produced better results than any other Engine.
Several examples of this Engine exist in this country; among them are that
of the Jersey City Water-works, one at the Spring Garden Water-works,
Philadelphia, and two at the Cleveland Water-works. These are economical
working Engines ; indeed, the reputation of this form seems so well estab
lished among engineers, that, with many, it stands unquestioned as the per
fection of Pumping Machinery.
Of late years, other forms of Engine have been applied in this country,
the most successful of which are those at Hartford, and a modification of
the same principle at Brooklyn, and that known as the "Worthington
Relief Engine," examples of which are in operation at Cambridge and Savan
nah, and an improvement on the same known as the "Worthington Engine,"
the largest in use being at Harrisburg, Penn.
The Cornish Engine is single-acting, the power of the steam being ap
plied to raise a pump-rod or plunger, loaded with sufficient weight to move
the column of water. This weight acts by its gravity, when the steam
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pressure is removed in the cylinder, to propel the water. It is, from the na
ture of the work, heavy in its construction, a slow-working Engine, and re
quires extremely careful management.
The peculiarity of the Hartford arrangement consists in the pumps, of
which there are four. Each pump has two buckets, worked by cams, op
erating on bell cranks connected with the pump-rods. The cams are so
shaped as to move the two buckets in the same pump-barrel in opposite di
rections, one having the lead of the other; that is to say, when the upper
bucket is moving downwards, the lower one is traveling upwards, passing
the water raised by it through the upper bucket. The upward motion of
the lower bucket continues until the upper has reversed and commences mo
tion in the same direction, when it reverses; the same happens on the next
stroke. Each pump, therefore, takes up the load before it has been released
by the other. The design of this arrangement is to give a continuous flow
to the water.
The Brooklyn Engine is a double-acting beam Engine, of large dimen
sions. It has a pump attached to each end of the beam, the piston-rod
being extended through the bottom of the steam cylinder, forming the con
nection for the lower pump. The lo.wer pump delivers through the upper,
giving very nearly a constant flow to the water. The principle of the loaded
plunger is here used to a certain extent to assist in working steam expan
sively.
The Engines in use at Savannah and Cambridge are direct-acting hori
zontal Engines, using steam expansively ; for that purpose, two cylinders
are employed. The arrangement known as the Worthington Engine, consists
of a pair of such Engines coupled together, and, by a very simple combina
tion, the motion of one is made to work the valves of the other. The motions
of the two are so arranged, with regard to each other, that they do not reverse
at the same time. Thus, at the end of each stroke of either Engine the
other will be in full motion, and the interval of time which passes between
the completion of the stroke and the opening of the valve, allows the watervalves to close quietly, and avoids the slamming and concussion incident to
all rapid reciprocating motions. At each end of the stroke the Engines rest
with the deliberation of the Cornish movement, without the immense mass
of matter in motion. The motion is communicated directly from the steam
to the water-cylinder without the use of beam or other equivalent arrange
ment. The whole is very compact, delivering the water with great regu
larity.
For the purpose of comparing these various forms of Engine, the
Brooklyn Water Commissioners caused a series of experiments to be made,
the result of which is contained in the following table, the Engines being
ranked according to the duties performed. It is obtained from a Report to
the Brooklyn Commissioners by J. P. Kirkwood, Esq., Engineer, giving
the results as reported by the Board of Mechanical Engineers appointed to
conduct the experiments :
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DATE OP
EXPERIMENT.

CHARACTER OF ENGINE.

1857

LOCATION.

Worthington.

DUTY.
672.579

I
January, 1857
"

1857

Cornish

Belleville, N. J

Crank

Hartford, Conn

628.233
616.404
601.407

June,

1856.

589.053

These are the effective duties, or actual delivery at the reservoir, the
proper allowance having been made for friction of Engine and pump-mains,
and leakage of pump-valves. These experiments were made with a good
deal of care, and are doubtless reliable. In two cases, at least, they were re
peated for the purpose of verifying the results first obtained. Besides the
question of Engine duty, it is important to consider the cost of the various
forms of Engines and structures required for their operation. As a high
duty is desirable to the extent only that it effects a saving in the cost of fur
nishing and maintaining such Works, it is evident that if, in order to pro
duce a high duty and show a small annual expense for fuel, the expenditure
of a greater amount of capital is requisite in the outset of such works, the
saving in running expenses may be less than the interest on the outlay, and
the economy of such an arrangement disappears.
Probably, for a given amount of water to be raised, the difference in the
cost of the different Engines is not very great, the principal difference* being
in the cost of foundations and structures necessary for their operation. r
The Jersey City Engine cost $35,000. The second Engine, of the same
size, now in progress, will cost $26,000. The two, with stand-pipe, will have
cost $70,000. These Engines will have sufficient power to raise 11,000,000
gallons in 24 hours; cost, per million gallons, $6,333.
The two Engines in the Brooklyn Water-works will have cost $145,000,
each capable of raising 14,000,000 gallons in 24 hours; cost, per million gal
lons, $5,178.
The Cambridge Engines, capable of raising 3,000,000 gallons per day,
cost $17,500; cost, per million gallons, $5,833. The figures here given as
the cost of the various kinds of Engines are not to be taken as an indication
of the comparative cost of Engines of the same capacity ; for, whilst the
capacity w,ould be increased as the square of the dimensions, the weight of
the material and workmanship would not increase in a much greater ratio
than directly as those dimensions. Thus, an Engine to deliver 15,000,000
gallons would not necessarily cost five times as much as one capable of rais
ing three millions. As a general rule, within certain limits, it may be proper
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to reckon the cost of Engines as their capacity. In the cost of buildings
and foundations in the various forms of Engines, considerable difference
will be found. This will be apparent when the construction and operation
of the different kinds of Engines are considered. The Cornish Engine, be
ing of large dimensions and immense weight, requires foundations propor
tionately heavy for its support. It occupies considerable space, and requires
for its operation a building having large area and height, requiring to be
very strongly built. The engine-house and foundations of the Belleville En
gine cost about $70,000, the building being adapted for two Engines. The
engine-house of the Brooklyn Works is also a heavy structure, the Engine
requiring, as the Cornish Engine, massive foundations and a large building
to inclose it. The cost of that building, capable of receiving four Engines
of the same capacity as the present, is reported to have been about $90,000.
The construction of the Worthington Engine is such as not to require very
heavy foundations; being compact, and working horizontally, they require
little more than sufficient work to simply support their weight, and the
walls and roof of a one-story building to inclose them. The fact that they
are set up and run experimentally, on an ordinary engine-house floor, with
out even a bolt to hold them in position, shows how little external support
they require. The engine-house of the Cambridge Engine cost less than
$6,000.
Apart, therefore, from all considerations of engine duty, it is believed
that, for cheapness of foundations and buildings, simplicity of construction
and ease of management, the Worthington Engine is preferable to all others
in use ; and if the results of the Brooklyn experiments are to be relied upon,
of which there can be no doubt, as good a duty can be obtained from this
as from any other Engine, without involving a greater expense for Engines.
The estimates have been made for this kind of Engine.
The estimated cost of engine-house is $17,147. If we were to substitute
for this the cost of a building for four Cornish Engines, we should have an
expense, judging from the Jersey City engine-house, exceeding this by at
least $100,000. In order to offset this, the Cornish Engines should be able
to perform a sufficiently increased duty, that is to say, should effect a saving
of $6,000 per year in coal.
1867.—Report of the Cambridge Water Board to the City of
Cambridge, Mass.
Page 109. Some outlay has been made the past year upon the
boilers and Pumps, and in and about the buildings at the Pond. Everything
is now in good working order. As the demand for water increases, the
attention of the Board is attracted by the probable need, at a time not far
off, of an augmentation of the pumping power. The Engines are now in
excellent condition, though they have been ten years in use, and the work
required of them the past year has been larger than ever before. The
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number of gallons pumped daily over that of 1865, being more than 137,000
gallons.
1867.—Report of the Mystic Water Hoard of the City of
Charlestown, Mass., to the City Council.
Page 3. The second pair of Engines have been put in place, and.
although not formally tested for trial and acceptance, give promise to be
fully equal to the first, and hence entirely satisfactory.
1868. —Report of Chief Engineer D. C. Lindsley of the City
Water-works, Burlington, Vt.
The Boiler and Pumping Engine were furnished by Mr. H. R. Worthington of New York City. They have thus far worked admirably, and I
think can be safely relied upon to perform, with ease and regularity, the
duty required.
i
1868.—Annual Report of the Mystic Water Board of Charlestown, Mass.
The Engines have continued to perform their duty with perfect satis
faction, requiring no repairs, except those ordinarily required of like
machinery when performing the same work. The pumps have been run on
253 days, on an average of
hours per day, pumping in the aggregate
457,778,256 gallons of water, showing an effective duty of 679,690 pounds
raised one foot high per pound of coal.
1869.—Report of the Mystic Water Board of the City of
Charlestown, Mass.
Page 13. The Engines and Pumps are in perfect order and con
tinue to give entire satisfaction. They have been worked 312 days on an
average of 10^ hours per day. They have pumped 658,061,955 gallons of
water, being an increase of 21 per cent. in the number of hours, and 30 fa
per cent. in the amount of water pumped, making 8,520,546 strokes; using
1,310,600 pounds of coal for pumping, and showing an effective duty of
676,291 pounds raised one foot high per pound of coal. The amount of coal
used for banking fires was 471,400 pounds, or 27^ per cent. of the whole
amount of coal used, and showing a loss by ashes and clinker of 11T65 per
cent. The Pumps have required scarcely any repair, but, like all machinery,
require constant attention. The duty of the Pump could be perceptibly
increased by properly protecting the coal used as fuel. A suitable shed
should be built to protect the coal from the elements, as it is well-known
that a large loss is always incurred when fuel is long exposed to the action of
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the weather. The grounds around the engine-house have been improved
by grading, etc. Everything in and about the engine-house is in good
condition.
1869.—Annual Report of the Chief Engineer of the Water
Department of the City of Philadelphia.
Page 11. A small Worthington Engine, purchased as an auxiliary,
was exceedingly useful during the greatest demand for water. Its action was
in every way entirely satisfactory; it is now being removed to Twenty-fourth
Ward Works, to be used as an assistant next summer.
1869.—Account of the Proceedings upon the Transfer of the
Salem Water-works to the City Authorities.
Page 56. The engine-house was first visited, and the Engine and
engine-house inspected. During their visit, the Engine, which had been at
work for twenty hours continuously, was stopped and started again with an
ease and rapidity which surprised all, as did also the perfectly regular motion
of the Engine and the entire absence of all jar. The reservoir was then
inspected, and after the return of the party to the City Hall, the hydrants
were tested, seven of them, all in sight from corner of Washington and
Essex Streets, were opened, and, to each of seven, six lines of hose were
attached, so that 42 streams were playing at once. This trial was entirely
satisfactory to all who witnessed it. Subsequently hydrants were tested
with six streams each in all the wards of the City, satisfying every one, that
where Wenham water could reach, fire could make but little progress ; at
the time of this trial there were but twelve feet of water in the reservoir;
affording twelve feet less head than when the reservoir is full.
The Pumping Engine. —There is no portion of the Works which is
more worthy of special notice, than the machinery at the lake for raising the
water into the reservoir. It is to such machinery that they owe the possi
bility of their existence, and it is to its careful maintenance, and the con
tinued performance of its appointed work, that they will owe their success,
in the future, in meeting the requirements of a water supply for this city.
The Engine is of the kind known as the " Worthington Pumping En
gine," and consists, essentially, of two direct-acting, horizontal Engines, by
the side of each other ; so connected together, that the motion of the one
will operate the steam-valves and change the motion of the other, thus
making one reciprocal, harmonious whole.
The character of the work performed by all Pumping Engines, is of a
most trying and arduous description; owing, principally, to the incompressibility and weight of the column of water, against which they work, and to
the difficulty of practically designing an Engine, so as to establish a uniform
flow of water from it, while at every stroke of the water-piston, one set of
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valves has to be shut and another set opened; as it is to the cessation in the
flow of the water, caused by this change of motion, that those shocks and
concussions occur, which often prove so disastrous to pumping machinery.
In the form of pump of which the Cornish Engine is the type, the water
is forced by the dead weight of an enormous mass of iron, with which the
water-piston is loaded, and the raising of which, for the succeeding stroke, is
the principal duty of the steam.
Now, it is evident that, if by the improper working of the valves in the
water passages, or by the breakage of some part, the water makes a sudden
escape from beneath this loaded piston, it will descend with a frightful mo
mentum, and with the most disastrous effects. The Cornish Engine is in
this respect peculiar, and it is here adduced to show that there is an inher
ent danger in giving motion to large masses of inert matter; as they may,
by a slight accident, acquire a most dangerous power; and in proportion,
as the moving masses of machinery can be reduced, so will this danger
be lessened.
In the Worthington Engine, the shock at the change of the stroke is
avoided by the use of two double-acting water-cylinders and two sets of
steam-cylinders; the whole so combined as to form one Engine, delivering
the water into a common air-chamber.
Each Pump moves to the end of its stroke, and is there compelled to
rest absolutely still, for as much time as will allow the water-valves to seat
themselves quietly, instead of sending them to their seats, violently, by a
premature return motion. And, as this piston ceases its stroke, it communi
cates the motion to the steam-valves of the other side of the Engine, so that
its Pump assumes the work where the first laid it down, and continues it
with such uniformity that the indicating gauge will show scarcely any
variation in the water pressure. The work requires rest from motion, while
the valves are closing and the currents subsiding; but, in the force main, the
upward flow must be unimpaired and unbroken
When one is standing by the Engine, and sees its smooth and almost
noiseless motion, it is difficult to realize that those highly polished pistonrods, that seem to move so easily, are really working against a resistance of
nearly ten tons; yet, such is the case, and it beautifully exemplifies the uni
formity of the current of the outflowing water.
When we examine the Engine in regard to the quantity of metal in mo
tion, we find no large masses moving ; but that the power of the steam,
acting directly upon the steam-piston, is transmitted through the piston-rod
to the water-plunger, which is attached to the other end of the same rod,
thus acting upon the water, without the intervention of a greater mass of
metal than the strains absolutely require. The Engine being built so as to
contain all these strains within itself, the foundations are smaller, and much
less expensive, than those required for other classes of Engines.
As regards economy in the consumption of coal, while running, this
Engine will compare favorably with the best Pumping Engine in use in the
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United States. When the maker of our Engine entered into his contract to
supply an Engine, of similar character, to the City of Charlestown, he
guaranteed that that Engine should equal the performance of any Engine in
this country. By the stipulations of our contract with him, he guarantees
that this Engine shall perform a duty of lifting sixty million pounds of
water one foot high, for every one hundred pounds of fuel used, under the
ordinary conditions and rules of a duty test.
The capacity of the Engine is such, that it will easily deliver into the
reservoir two and one-half millions of gallons in twelve hours, through fiftysix hundred feet of thirty-inch pipe, at a height of one hundred and four
teen feet.
The space occupied by the Engine, above the floor of the Engine-room,
is about thirty feet long, nine and one-half feet wide, and nine and one-half
feet high, not including the height of the air-chamber. Its power is about
one hundred and twelve horse-power. It has two double-acting water-pis
tons; and each piston-rod passes, through a high-pressure, into a low-pres
sure cylinder, in which the steam is first used at high pressure, and after
wards at low pressure. The steam-cylinders are protected by a steam-jacket,
and a covering of felt and black walnut; and are provided with balanced
steam slide-valves. Steam, water pressure, and vacuum gauges are attached
to the Engine, and there is also a counter to record the number of strokes.
The condenser and hot-well are about the same as in all low-pressure
Engines.
There are four single-acting, vertical Air-Pumps, worked by two halfbeams. The Engine draws the water from the well-chamber through a
suction-pipe, which delivers it into the water-cylinders. This suction-pipe
is fitted, at its base, with a "foot-valve" to keep it always full of water.
Inches.
The diameter of the suction-pipe is
24
"
" water-piston
22
Length of stroke
48
Diameter of the 64 rubber valves in water-cylinder
8
"
" two high-pressure cylinders
21
" low
"
"
36%
The speed of the Engine is from forty to sixty strokes per minute, as
may be desired. The ordinary speed is about forty-eight strokes, with the
pressure of the steam forty-seven pounds, and the vacuum twenty-six and
one-half inches.
There are two boilers, sixty-three inches in diameter, and thirteen feet
long, with eighty-three one-inch tubes in each.
The furnaces are under the shells of the boilers; the fire returning
through the tubes.
The boiler fronts are entirely of iron and are very substantial and neat
in appearance. The boilers are fed by a small Worthington Pump, using part
of the hot water discharged from the Air-Pumps.
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In external appearance the Engine is very ornamental. All the working
appurtenances are compactly and handily arranged, and are well adapted to
their several uses. The connecting links, cradle-rods, and other portions of
the machinery are polished. The black walnut casing is well finished, and
is ornamented with bands of polished brass. The room is well lighted, so
that the Engine can be run at night.
1870. —Annual Report of the Mystic Water Board of the
City of Charlestown, Mass.
Page 15. Everything in and about the engine-rooms in good
order, the engines are in excellent condition, and have performed their duty
in the most satisfactory manner, requiring only the usual repairs incident to
such work. They have been run, alternately, 365 or every day in the year,
and on an average, 11T25 hours per day, making 11,163,329 strokes, and
pumping 859,565,733 gallons of water, using 1,951,700 pounds of coal in
pumping; being an increase of 18Ta5 per cent. in the number of hours,
30A Per cent. in the amount of water pumped, and 4^, per cent. in
the amount of coal used in pumping, and showing an effective
duty of 532,861 pounds of water raised one foot high per pound
of coal. There was also used 589,960 pounds of coal in firing and
banking, or 23^ per cent. of the whole amount of coal used. There was a
loss of Ufa per cent. by ashes and clinkers. Several improvements have
been made at the engine-house during the year, the two most important of
which were the erection of a coal-shed and the construction of a new flue
from the boilers to the chimney.
1870.—ISighth Semi-annual -Report of the Salem Water Com
missioners.
Page 5. The Engine has continued to do its work admirably, and
the Commissioners do not doubt that it will do its required duty. It runs
smoothly and with great regularity.
1870.—Annual Report of the Cambridge Water Board to the
City Council.
Page 5. The new Pumps, which at the close of the last year had
not been fully tested, have been in constant use, their weak points have
been developed, and all necessary repairs made promptly by, and at the ex
pense of, the contractors, and we are confident that we now have the ma
chinery in most perfect order, completed fully up to the terms of the
contract.
Page 12. To perform this work, the services of the Pumps are
required only 8 hours in the 24. For 5 hours the water is delivered into the
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reservoir at a height of about 73 feet, and for 3 hours it is delivered through
the stand pipe, at a height of about 90 feet. Although the Pumps are regis
tered at a capacity of five million gallons per day, yet the raising that
amount of water, evidently, does not exhaust their capacity, which is the
best evidence to be obtained of the perfection and ability of the machinery
furnished by Mr. Worthington, under his contract, and of the efficient
manner in which the works have been conducted by our present Engineer,
Mr. Thomas G. Bruce.
1870—Annual Report of the Chief Engineer of the Water
Department of the City of Philadelphia.
Page lO. Engine No. 1, Worthington, was started to regular
work September 19th, 1870, and has since that time been in daily operation,
supplying the 24th and 22d Wards. The Engine has given entire satisfac
tion, and is considered by all competent, unprejudiced mechanics as a very
superior Pumping Engine ; a well-executed creditable job, working without
shock in a remarkably smooth and almost noiseless manner, reflecting great
credit upon the inventor and contractor, for ingenuity of design and perfec
tion of workmanship. The water is raised by this Engine, through a thirtyinch main 4,167 feet long, to a vertical height of 208 feet above the level of
Fairmount Dam. The boilers supplying the Engines are cylinder boilers, 54
inches diameter, with two heaters, 26 inches diameter each, under them.
They are safe and reliable, and can be run almost continuously without
much attention, being for those reasons desirable boilers for use in Water
works where it is essential that not any unnecessary delay should occur.
They are, however, not so economical as the Cornish or some other forms.
The duty of the Engine will be somewhat reduced from this fact. The En
gine was subjected to a trial, for duty, of 25 consecutive hours, and, notwith
standing that the boilers are not as economical as is desirable, a duty nearly
20 per cent. in excess of that guaranteed by the contract was readily ob
tained.
1871.—Annual Report of the Wenham Water Board of the
City of Salem, Mass.
Page 1. The Worthington Pumping Engine has performed its
work most satisfactorily, and, with a daily consumption of nearly one mil
lion gallons of water throughout the entire year, the consumption of coal,
even under the unfavorable conditions described by the superintendent, has
only been four hundred and twenty-seven and a quarter tons, or at the rate
of less than one and a quarter tons per day, or, in money, less than ten dol
lars per day.
1871.—Report of Superintendent.
Page 18. Everything in and about the engine-house is in the best
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of order. A chimney has been built so that the building could be properly
warmed, when the Engine was not moving, and the fire-room "and coal-shed
have been connected by a covered passage way. The Engine continues to
do its work admirably; no repairs have been required. During the year it
has run 1,681 hours and 10 minutes, making 4,504,288 strokes, and pumping
344,578,032 gallons of water, using 854,526 pounds of coal in firing, banking,
and running. Due allowance should be made, as we have been running
only three consecutive days in the week, standing still the other four, so
that the boiler-settings, water, etc., were cold when starting, and this item
very materially enters into and effects the calculation of the duty of the
Engine.
1871.—Report of the Newark Aqueduct Board.
Page 9. The duty trial of the Engine showed it to be performing
a better duty than any Engine of which we have any record, and the con
tinued use of it confirms us in the belief that it is as perfect an Engine as
any in the country. It has run without accident, does the work with ease,
and is a safe and reliable machine. The second is now being set up, with
boilers similar to the first, and will probably be ready for use by the middle
of January next. As soon as ready, it will be run, in order to give an op
portunity for the necessary cleaning of the cylinders of the Engine now
in use.
1872.—Annual Report of the Chief Engineer of the Water De
partment of the City of Philadelphia.
Page 8. At the Delaware engine-house, a Worthington Engine, of
a pumping capacity of 6,000,000 gallons per day, has been erected, and was
started successfully on the 25th of October, but is laboring under the disad
vantage of pumping through the old inadequate ascending main. The
Engine is an excellent piece of work, reflecting much credit upon the con
tractor. Additional power has long been wanted at these works ; but for
the very great assistance they receive, by a partial supply, from Corinthian
Avenue Reservoir and the Schuylkill Works, the district could not have
been provided with its proper quantity of water. This draft upon Corin
thian Avenue was very serious, and could not have been maintained much
longer. The floor which formed a second story of the engine-house, as it
was useless for the purposes of the work, has been taken out and the whole
room rough cast and painted, adding much to the appearance of the house
and the comfort of visitors, as well as to those employed there.
Page 9. At the Belmont Works, the second Worthington Engine
was started to regular work July 18, 1871.
Engine No. 1 has run almost daily since September 19, 1870, giving
entire satisfaction ; it has not cost one dollar in repairs or additions.
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Page 12. In the statistical tables of the operations of the several
Works, the comparative economy of the cost of running is shown by the
statement of the cost of raising 1,000,000 gallons one foot high, and may be
recapitulated as follows, in the order of their greatest economy :
Per million
Gallons.
Fairmount Works, water power
Belmont
" Worthington Steam Engines
08^
Schuylkill
" 2 full Cornish, 1 low-pressure Rotative Engine.. .10^
Roxborough " 1 full Cornish Steam Engine
12^,
Delaware
" 1 high and 1 low-pressure Rotative Engine
19^
Germantown " 2 high-pressure Rotative Engines
26&
Very respectfully,
FRED. GRAFF,
Chief Engineer Water Department.
1872.—Annual Report of the Mystic Water Board of the City
of Charlestown, Mass.
Page 17. The Engines are in excellent condition, having required
but very slight repairs during the year. They have been run in all 8,256^
hours, or an average of 22^ hours per day. They have made 23,703,577
strokes, and pumped 1,831,485,375 gallons of water. The total amount of
coal consumed was 4,374,600 pounds, or l,952^Jfg tons ; of this amount,
107,700 pounds were used in firing and banking. There were produced
from this 344,828 pounds of ashes and clinker, which makes the. total effec
tive amount of coal used in pumping 3,920,077 pounds, and showing a duty
of 61,790,800 feet pounds.
In order to accommodate the new Engine, ordered by the Board of H.
R. Worthington, Esq., extensive additions and improvements have been
made to the engine-house and grounds adjacent. The grounds have been
extended, on the westerly side, by adding a strip of land 150 feet in width, by
an average length of 533 feet, making, in all, 79,950 square feet.
1872.—Report of the Newark Aqueduct Board.
Page 3. Engine No. 2 was completed and put in operation in Feb
ruary, and has been worked 152 days. The pumping machinery is in excel
lent condition, the item of repairs being merely nominal.
1872.—Report of Buffalo City Special Committee, recommending
adoption of Worthington Engine.
To the Honorable Common Council of the City of Buffalo :
Gentlemen.—The undersigned, a Special Committee, appointed pur
suant to a resolution adopted by your Honorable Body on the 2d inst., " to
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examine the different Pumping Engines now in use in the Water-works of
the cities of New York and Philadelphia,"
Report, that in compliance with said resolution, and your instructions
since given, your committee visited New York, Philadelphia, Brooklyn, and
Lockport, and made careful examinations of the various Pumping Engines
in use in those places. We also carefully examined the reports of the Water
Boards in these and other cities, and have endeavored, by every means within
our reach, to determine which of the various Engines now in use is best
adapted to the wants of our city. After a most thorough and careful exami
nation of the whole subject, we are of the opinion that the Worthington
Engine is superior to any other now in use, in the simplicity of its construc
tion, in its durability, and in economy. This opinion is fully sustained by
the reports of the Water Boards in the cities of Philadelphia, Cambridge,
Charlestown, and Newark, as well as by the opinions of the Superintendents
of the Water-works in these cities, and in all towns or villages where this
Engine has been used. Repeated tests have established the fact that a larger
quantity of water can be raised to a given height with less coal, with this
Engine, than with any other now in use.
We append, hereto, as forming a part of this report, the opinion of
Robert Learmouth, Esq., an able, practical engineer, who assisted us in our
examination. Mr. Learmouth has had a very large experience in construct
ing and operating steam-engines, and his opinion upon anything relating to
them is entitled to great weight. We heartily indorse all that he says in the
annexed report.
Our conclusions are that the Worthington Engine is best adapted to the
wants of the City, and we recommend its adoption for our new Works. We
would also recommend that the Water Commissioners be requested to con
tract with Henry R. Worthington, of New York, for the construction of
such an Engine and Boiler.
Buffalo, Sept. 30, 1872.
Joseph Churchyard,
William Baynes,
A. Prenatt.
To J. Churchyard, Esq., Chairman of a Special Committee of the Common
Council on Water Supply for the City of Buffalo, JT. Y.
Sir.—After having witnessed the operations and movements of the
several Pumping Engines of Lockport, Brooklyn, and Philadelphia, in
company with your Committee, and, having carefully considered the advan
tages and disadvantages connected therewith, I have concluded that the Wor
thington Pumping Engine is the best, and that, for the following reasons :
First.—The power applied is self-contained and direct.
Second.—By the adoption of the high and low pressure cylinders, all the
advantages of expansion, an almost uniform pressure upon the piston, and a
regulation of speed at all points of the stroke are gained, without the loss of
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power, and the liability to accident which invariably attend the use of
cranks, fly-wheels, beams, and other connections.
Third. —Because at the end of each stroke, a pause precedes the reverse
movement, which gives the valves time to close by the simple power of
gravitation, and thereby securing both freedom from concussion, and also
durability of the parts in question.
Fourth.—Because the requirements of this Engine—which are quite as
heavy as those of any other in the country—are by it most efficiently
executed; as it raises water to as great a height with less fuel than any other
Engine I have seen; as it is much less liable to accidents or breakage
than those Engines where power is conveyed from one point to another by
the aid of beams, wheels, cranks, and such like appliances; as it is superior
to any other Engine I know, wherein are combined rotative and reciproca
ting motions; and as a uniform strain upon its several parts, with the afore
mentioned characteristics, are remarkably manifest in its construction,
thereby lessening the chances of detention and expense, while they greatly
augment its value, I cannot do otherwise than recommend it to your con
sideration as the simplest, most durable, most economical, and most efficient
Engine I have ever seen for the purpose for which it was designed.
I think you will agree with me that the first moving power being in a
direct line, cannot be changed to a curved one and back to a direct, without
loss of power, and also a complication of parts ; which is not only more
expensive, but far more liable to detention from breakages, etc., than where
the power is applied in a direct manner, and thus utilized in its first and most
valuable form.
I believe that most engineers agree, that the fly-wheel is not only a
dangerous but a useless thing, when connected with a reciprocating Pump
ing Engine.
In the case of the Worthington Engine, by the adoption of the high and
low-pressure cylinders, all the power is utilized in a direct line and at its full
value, that can be produced and transmitted by the potency of steam, applied
in the simplest and most direct manner; which gives to this Engine that
highest of all recommendations—simplicity and efficiency combined.
In support of my views, I have the opinion of some of the best men
of the country in agreement with my own; amsag whom I make mention
of Frederic Graff, Esq., Superintendent of Pailadelphia Water-works;
Chas. H. Bigelow, Esq., Superintendent of Chirlastown Water-works, Mas
sachusetts; John P. Culver, Esq., Superintendent of Jersey Water-works,
and others; all of whom agree that the Worth igt m Pumping Engine is the
best Engine for raising water that can be found i 1 use at the present time,
which fact has been proved at Philadelphia, J i nbridge, Jersey City, and
Charlestown, having there been tested agii ir, .13 best Engines known,
when in every case it performed its duty, at a : 1 ! iper cost, than any of its
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competitors, and therefore has, and is still likely to retain, the reputation of
being the best Pumping Engine known.
Yours, respectfully,
R. LEARMOUTH.
1873.—Annual Report of the Cambridge Water Board to
the City Council.
Page 20. There have been no repairs made on the buildings
during the year. The small well-room has been connected with the large
one, and the small Pumps have been overhauled and put in working order,
and were started the first day of November, 1872, and the working of the
large Pumping Engine was suspended at that time for repairs, after being
in constant use for four years. We have, at the present time, 564 tons of
coal on hand. There were 593,492,156 gallons of water pumped during the
last year, consuming 1,522,650 pounds of coal. The average number of
gallons pumped daily was 1,626,006, an average decrease of 12,467 gallons
per day (estimating last year's pumping at 300 gallons per revolution, the
same as this year's pumping is made up). The daily time of pumping for
the last 11 months in the year, averaged 7 hours and 58 minutes.
1873.—Board of Public Works, Jersey City. Report of the
Chief and Consulting Engineers on the High Service Works.
To the Honorable, the President and Commissioners of the Board of Public
Works:
Page 31. Gentlemen.—We submit, herewith, our report relative to
the advisability of substituting the "Worthington Engines "for "Cornish
Engines," for the high service supply of this city.
Although satisfied, from knowledge previously obtained, and the com
parison of statistics concerning the subject, that for the use intended in this
case, there was but little question concerning which Engine would be pref
erable, we yet deemed it best to make a personal investigation, and from
an actual inspection corroborated such data, as has from time to time been
furnished concerning the working of the Worthington Engine.
We visited the "Mystic Water-works," at Charlestown, Massachusetts,
and the "Fairmount Water-works," at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and at
both places were treated with the utmost courtesy, and everything done to
facilitate our obtaining the desired knowledge. While availing ourselves of
the information tendered by those having supervision of the works, we have
also examined the mechanism of the Engines, and consulted the operative
engineers in charge.
At Charlestown, Edward Lawrence, President of the Works, informed
us that this Engine was adopted after a full and careful examination of the
Cornish and other forms of Pumping Engines, and, after seeing it for six
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years, he is so well satisfied concerning its superiority, that ho has recently
ordered a third Engine of the same pattern, but of larger dimensions, for
the Mystic Works.
The two Engines now in use have a capacity of five million gallons
each per diem ; the new Engine is to have a capacity of eight millions per
diem.
As an evidence of the care with which the Engines have been con
structed, Mr. Lawrence informed us that the cost of repairs for the six years
had been less than one hundred dollars. We were shown one of the pumpvalves which had been in use four years, and was still in good condition.
The duty done in raising water to an elevation of one hundred feet for
each one hundred pounds of fuel consumed, was considered by Mr. Law
rence as being fully equal to the best work performed by the Cornish En
gine, under the most advantageous circumstances.
Mr. Graff, the Chief Engineer of the Fairmount Water-works, as well
as the entire Water-works of Philadelphia—a gentleman whose reputation
is national, and whose opinion is entitled to the most respectful considera
tion—informed us that the performance of his best Cornish Engine had
been equaled by his Worthington Engines at Belmont, and the fact that he
had ordered three additional ones, is strong evidence of his unqualified pref
erence.
He says that they have given him no trouble, and the cost for repairs have
been so trifling as scarcely to deserve mention, and that their immunity
from accidents, due to their mechanical constructions, is such, that he is
relieved from the anxiety and care inseparably connected with the working
of Cornish Engines.
The Cornish Engine has the sanction of time, and the respectability that
naturally clings to established usage, but in this progressive age, rife with
the spirit of improvements, its past usefulness cannot guarantee its continu
ance, nor be used as an argument against the adoption of other Engines, if
the crucial test of actual duty proves their superiority.
The Cornish Engine, one of the first forms of steam-engines, is only
properly adapted to the peculiar service in which it originated—the lifting
of water from deep mines. As the Engine was placed on the surface, and
the Pumps deep in the bowels of the earth, long and heavy rods were
essential for their connection. Power was naturally employed in lifting
the weights, and their gravity in falling, raised the water to the desired
elevation. In such service, any intermitted action was of little consequence,
and economy in fuel a desideratum. The establishment of a system of
Annual Reports excited emulation, which resulted in improving the designs
of the Engine, and they gradually assumed the point of perfection at last
obtained. Their high duty finally became celebrated, and in after years, as
the demand for Pumping Engines for Water-works developed, it was natural
that the Cornish Engine should be selected, the more particularly as the ser
vice was in many respects similar, the water being obtained from pits or
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shafts, sunk through the chalk formations, until the apparently inexhausti
ble reservoir that underlies so much of England was reached. Once used
as Pumping Engines for the Water-works of towns, modifications adapted
them to the conditions in which we are now using them, and so far as eco
nomical use of fuel is concerned, maintain their reputation, and although
equaled, have never been excelled. Experience tends to show, however,
that in many other respects, as essential as economy in fuel, they are infe
rior.
The efficiency of the Pumping Service of a city underlies the prosperity,
comfort, safety, and health of its inhabitants, and such efficiency is depend
ent to a great extent upon the durability of the Engines and their freedom
from accidents, and on these points the Cornish Engines are defective. They
are, in fact, the most precarious form of Engine known, requiring not only
the utmost skill upon the part of the attendants, but also liable to accidents
against which it appears impossible to guard, and the immunity we enjoy is
no evidence that the Works may not be disabled at any time, in proof of
which, it may be said that there is scarcely a Cornish Engine in the country
but what has been the subject of dislocations and fractures more or less
extensive, which, being due to their form and action, scarcely admits of a
remedy.
The intermittent action of the Cornish Engine is a serious argument
against their adoption, entailing as it does the necessity for a Stand Pipe, a
contrivance whose objectionable features do not appear to require much
comment, as we have so lately realized the danger incident to such a device,
and are about to experience the cost of its maintenance, in the construction
of the tower at Belleville.
An immense and weighty column of water in the Stand Pipe alternates
from a state of comparative rest to one of motion at every stroke of the
Pump, accompanied with very great and irregular strains upon the Pump
and contiguous valve-chambers and pipes, which, when augmented by a
slight irregularity in the movement of the valves, liable to occur from acci
dental causes, become so percussive as to cause serious and disastrous breaks.
Various attempts have been made to construct new forms of Engines
in place of the Cornish, notably the Hartford, Conn., Engine, the Shield
Engine, of Cincinnati, and the so-called double-acting Cornish Engine, at
Brooklyn. But none of them met with such success as to warrant their
introduction, and we believe that they have not been duplicated. A failure
of considerable magnitude was also experienced at Detroit.
The Worthington Engine appears to be the Engine destined to supplant
the Cornish, and from the date of its introduction, has grown and increased,
until now its superiority is generally acknowledged by those most compe
tent to decide.
Seventeen years ago three Worthington Engines were put up at Savan
nah; others of the same kind were erected at Cambridge, in the year 1856,
which, under careful trials, excelled every other Engine in the country, our
own Cornish Engines at Belleville included.
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The Charlestown Engines, being the first of the double form, were
erected in the year 1864, and their performance is asserted to be the best on
record.
At Cambridge, they have recently put in a second Engine of five mil
lion gallons capacity ; also one at Salem, of same size. One has been run
ning at Harrisburg, Pa., almost constantly for ten years, with almost no
repairs.
The Worthington is also to be used at Providence, Poughkeepsie, and
other points. Two are running at the Newark Water-works, and several
others could be enumerated if necessary, but we deem the foregoing sufficient
to convince your Honorable Body, that in using it you would neither be
elucidating vague or crude theories, nor testing an untried experiment. A
noticeable feature and valuable characteristic of this Engine, is the noiseless
way in which it performs its work; there is no concussion nor even an appreci
able jar in the engine or its attachments. The piston acting directly on the
water, without the intervention of vast moving masses of metal, reduces, if it
does not obviate, the danger of fracture or dislocation, to which the Cornish
Engines are liable. The water-flow throughout the delivery-main is so
equable as to scarcely disturb a sensitive gauge placed thereon, and the dis
charge into a reservoir is so uniform as to be without perceptible pulsation.
The location of two Worthington Engines on Bergen Hill will serve
equally to render the supply for the upper service plenteous, and to feed the
storage reservoir when it shall be constructed.
Considering the foregoing, and that the present foundations of the new
engine-house can be utilized, while there will be no necessity for the erection
of a Stand Pipe and inclosing tower, and that the beam walls and second
story of the engine-house will not be required, it is manifest that the
simplest, safest, most durable, and inexpensive Engine should be selected.
So that from motives of economy, believing that a great saving can be
effected and the work done as well, if not better, than in any other manner,
we would give our most emphatic preference to the Worthington Engines,
and recommend that they be used in the new Works on Bergen Hill.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN P. CULVER, Chief Engineer.
ERASTUS W. SMITH, Consulting Engineer.
1873.—Annual Report of the Wenham Water Board of the
City of Salem, Mass.
Page 12. During the year, the Worthington Pumping Engine has
pumped 526,391,604 gallons of water into the reservoir, which is 115 feet lift,
consuming 1,400,000 pounds of coal, which includes every pound of coal
used for banking and starting fires, making 6,880,936 strokes, and running
M01 hours and 21 minutes. No words of commendation of mine are good
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enough in speaking of the performance of our present Engine. While acci
dents for a few years past have occurred to Pumping Engines of different
manufacture using fly-wheels and ponderous machinery in forcing water,
ours has escaped without any of the slightest kind, and it has done its work
in the best possible manner.
1873.—Annual Report of the Chief Engineer of the Water
Department of the City of Philadelphia. .
Page 11. At the Belmont Works two Engines have worked satis
factorily during the season. No. 1, after running alm6st constantly for
ten and one-half years without repairs, is now undergoing such renovation
as the Engineers in charge of the Works are able to do without assistance
from the machine shop. It will be in good working order in a few days,
requiring only a few new gum-joints and a regrinding of the valves.
Page 13. At the Roxborough Works, after considerable unavoid
able delay, the Worthington Engine was successfully started to work on
August 1, 1872. Three nights afterwards the breeches pipe upon the pump
ing main, just beyond the engine-house, burst, without causing any accident
to the Engine. The appliances upon the Engine (provided as guards against
such accidents) acted promptly and successfully. This, with the vigilance
of the engineer on duty, Johnson Hughes, saved the Engine from the
slightest injury. Had the Cornish Engine been working at the time the
main burst, there can be but little doubt that a most serious and destructive
accident would have resulted. Owing to the delay in obtaining a new and
stronger breeches pipe, the Engine could not be started until September 17,
1872, since which time it has easily kept up the supply in the reservoir.
Page 19. The following table showo tha <?ost of raising one million
gallons one foot high at each of the Works, i: C y;c.„ 'Z'.dZ ■". d
T1 "
cost includes coal used for firing, banking, and
HW.it dotTiictions
for ashes or clinker, wages, oil, tallow, repairs, ana aii expense* >. j<e"y
kind incident to the daily runnin r of the Works:
isry.
Per million
Gallons.
Fairmount Works, water-power turbine w. eels
OItYs
Belmont
" 2 Worthington Steam-Engines
07
Roxborough " 1 full Cornish, 1 Worthington Steam-Engine. . . .09T9j
Schuylkill
" 2 full Cornish, 1 double cylinder Rotative, 1
bell crank Rotative
11^
Delaware
"
1 high and 1 low-pressure Rotative, 1 Worth
ington
13^,
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Fairmount Works,
Belmont
"
Schuylkill
Roxborough "
Delaware
"

1871.
water power
01A 5
Worthington Steam-Engines
08^
2 full Cornish, 1 low-pressure Rotative Engine. .10^
1 full Cornish Steam-Engine
12^„
1 high and 1 low-pressure Rotative Engine,
19&
Very respectfully,
FRED. GRAFF,
Chief Engineer Water Department.

1873.—Annual Report of the Mystic Water Board of the City
of Charlestown, Mass.
Page 3. The No. 3 Engine and boilers ordered of H. R. Worth
ington, Esq., New York, were put in successful operation in July, and after
a very satisfactory trial, they were accepted by the Board, and the amount
of the contract, $68,250, paid in settlement.
Page 4. After the new Engine was in successful operation, an
examination of Engine No. 1 and the check-valve was had, and they were
both found to be in such condition that we should have been unable to use
either many days longer, which would have deprived the city of water for
some days at least. The check-valves have been put in as good order as
when new, and the Engine has been undergoing thorough repairs, which
will soon be finished, and in prime order. This Engine has been run
between eight and nine years, at a trifling cost of repairs.
Same.—Report of the Superintendent.
Page 19. Pumping Station.—The alteration and improvements
which had been commenced and were under way at the time of making my
last Annual Report, have all been completed during the year.
The foundation for the new Engine was completed about the middle of
January, and the work of setting the new boilers was immediately com
menced. The new Engine arrived January 25th, and the workmen com
menced at once to put it up. The work was so far completed that steam
was let on and the Engine started up for the first time June 13, and run
daily until July 19, and although the Engine was in an unfinished state, the
results were very satisfactory.
The Engine was entirely completed and started again September 20,
since which time it has been run continuously (except four days in October).
The "duty" from that time to the first of January, was as follows :
September (10 days' run). Gallons per pound of coal, 486
Duty,
«3,518,200 foot pounds.
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October (27 days' run). Gallons per pound of coal, 477^. Duty,
62,077,300 foot pounds.
November (30 days' run). Gallons per pound of coal, 488. Duty,
64,598,900 foot pounds.
December (31 days' run). Gallons per pound of coal, 507^. Duty,
71,960,300 foot pounds.
The capacity of the pumps was to be eight million gallons in twentyfour hours, which requires a minimum of forty-four strokes per minute.
The average number of strokes has been about forty-six per minute, which
gives eight and a half million gallons in twenty-four hours. The Engines
will pump nine million gallons in twenty-four hours easily, and could (if
occasion should require), I think, be made to pump ten millions.
These results are not only creditable to the builder, but must be very
gratifying to the Board, as the Engine not only equals in capacity the terms
of the contract, but greatly exceeds it ; while the average duty shows, that
in economy of pumping, it will compare favorably with the best Pumping
Engine in the country.
Engines Nos. 1 and 2, which have been in almost constant use since
they were first started, are now being thoroughly repaired throughout. The
old boilers have been turned around and reset in a line with and after the
same plan of the new ones. I think that the Board can now safely con
gratulate themselves, not only of having three of the best Pumping Engines
in the country, but also of having as convenient and commodious an engineroom and boiler-room as can be found anywhere.
The work for the year is as follows : The Engines have been run on an
average of 21 hours per day, or a total of 7,665 hours for the year, making
27,948,246 strokes, and pumping 2,463,748,840 gallons of water. The
amount of coal consumed was 5,907,600 pounds, or 2,867| tons. Of this
amount there was used in firing and banking 165,600 pounds, and producing
519,370 pounds of ashes and clinkers, or a little less than nine per cent. of
the whole amount, making the total effective amount of coal, 2,449 tons.
1874.—Report of the Newark Aqueduct Board.
Page 4. The Engine and appurtenances are in good condition, and
as will be seen from the item of repairs and improvements in the foregoing
statement, have run with very little expense.
1874.—Annual Report of the Cambridge Water Board.
Page 18. We are now pumping the water consumed in the city
with one of H. R. Worthington's Pumping Engines, of a daily capacity of
five million gallons. The size of steam-cylinder 21 inches for high pressure
and 36% inches for low pressure, with a four feet stroke. Size of watercylinder 32 inches ; speed of Engine, 47 strokes per minute; amount of
water discharged at each stroke, say 300 gallons. The only reserve pump
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ing power we have at present, consists of two old style Worthington Pump
ing Engines, put in during the year 1856. The help required at the Pump
ing Works consists of one engineer, one assistant, and two firemen. There
were 775, 583, 000 gallons of water pumped the last year, consuming 1; 535, 400
pounds of coal. This includes banking fires. The average number of
gallons pumped daily was 2,124,884. The pumping time for the ten months
of the year, while using our large Pump, was 3,159 hours and 15 minutes,
being a daily average of 10 hours and 25 minutes.
1874.—Annual Report of the Chief Engineer of the Water
Department of the City of Philadelphia.
Page 14. At these Works 1,959,966,670 gallons were pumped dur
ing the year, a daily average of 5,360,343 gallons, and an increase over the
supply of 1872 of 25 per cent., or exactly 1,362,308 gallons per day, and for
the month of July an average of 7,658,088 gallons, which is nearly half the
maximum capacity of these Works. These Engines showed a duty of
40,000,000 pounds. A third Worthington has been erected, giving a max
imum capacity of 18,000,000 gallons per day of twenty-four hours.
1874—Annual Report of the Buffalo City Water-works.
Page 5. The Worthington Engine, contracted for in August, 1872,
is completed, and from December 12, when first put in operation, has alone
supplied the city with water.
1874.—Board of Public Works of Jersey City.—Annual Report
of the Chief Engineer.
Page 3. Gentlemen.—During the year 1873 the Engines at Belle
ville have worked 11,751 hours and 25 minutes, and pumped 4,056,467,385
gallons of water. The total quantity of coal consumed was 4,822% tons, of
which 230% tons were used m banking fires. The average duty of the dif
ferent styles of Engines compares as follows, the basis being pounds of
water raised one foot with one pound of coal :
Cornish,
445,929 pounds.
Worthington
579,014 pounds.
Page 8. The Worthington Engine, though designed to pump but
eight millions per day, has often during the past year averaged over ten per
cent. above that quantity. The strain has fractured some of the spiral
springs, and the rubber valves have worn out more rapidly than they would
otherwise have done. As may be seen from the duty record, this Engine
has pumped about half the quantity of water used since it was started.
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1874.—Annual Report of the Mystic Water Board of the
City of Charlestown, Mass.
Page 12. Quite extensive and thorough repairs have been made
on Engines Nos. 1 and 2 during the past year, the results of which are
very satisfactory, they being, to say the least, equally as good as new, so
that we have now three Pumping Engines in complete running order, that
for duty will compare favorably with any in the country, with a capacity, in
the aggregate, of eighteen million gallons in twenty-four hours. But as the
intention is to keep one Engine in reserve, the same and reliable pumping
capacity is not over thirteen millions.
Page 15. These repairs were necessary partly from the ordinary
wear and depreciation, but mostly, I think, from the use of tallow for lubri
cating, the animal acid affecting the iron very much. Fortunately, this has
been superseded within the last two years, by the introduction of a new oil
called "cylinder oil," which is equally as good a lubricator, with scarcely
any deleterious effects on the iron.
1874.— Annual Report of the Wenham Water Board of the
City of Salem, Mass.
It is now five years since the Pumping Engines, built by H. R.
Worthington, of New York City, were started, and they have been pump
ing all the Wenham water consumed by the inhabitants of the city of Salem
and of Beverly. They have made 27,628,448 strokes, have pumped 2,113,576,272 gallons of water, and their condition is a wonder to-day, in view of
the work they have performed. They are doing the best duty, and are
running smoother than ever before under the skillful management of Joseph
G. Dennett of Salem, an engineer of excellent reputation.
During the year 1873 the Engines have pumped 654,259,518 gallons of
water into the reservoir, which is 115 feet lift, consuming 1,520,170 pounds
of coal (which includes every pound of coal used in banking and starting
fires), making 8,552,412 strokes, and running 2,933 hours and four minutes.
I would call your attention to a table hereto annexed (marked B), of the
monthly record for the year 1873, of the Worthington Pumping Engines, at
Pumping Station, North Beverly. My opinion is unchanged as to the
merits of these Engines over all others.
1875. —Annual Report of the Wenham Water Board of the
City of Salem, Mass.
Page 13. Engine No. 2 was completed, and after a careful and
complete test trial was accepted by the Water Board. The result of the
trial was highly gratifying, showing a duty of 71,000,000 foot pounds for
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each 100 pounds of coal consumed. There have been some slight repairs
needed upon it, which were made by the machinists while repairing Engine
No. 1.
Both Pumping Engines are now in perfect order, and are used alter
nately 'with but very little difference in the duty of either.
Both have been used at once, and the difference of pressure on the
pump main (due to increased friction) is but about two pounds per square
inch, so that in case of necessity both Engines can be used at once with per
fect safety.
The duty reported for November was 79,359,100 foot pounds for each
100 pounds coal used in pumping.
Report of the Engineer of the Salem City Water-works.
Pumping Station, Salem, December 14, 1874.
0. P. RICKER, Esq., Chainhan Wenham Water Board.
Pages 28 and 29. Sir.—I would respectfully call your attention
to the duty rendered at this station for the last month's service, as in com
parison with the result of the test trial of May 5th and 6th, wherein the
duty rendered was 71,617,200 foot pounds, in which Report, I assured you
that a much better duty might be expected, after the new Engine had been
in operation long enough to burnish all frictional surfaces.
The result, therefore, appears for 207fJ hours, consuming 83,675
pounds coal, less 16,000 for starting and banking, making 664,844 strokes,
and pumping 51,671,930 gallons of water, or 766 gallons for each pound of
coal, equal to a duty of 79,359,100 foot pounds.
This is nearly 10,000,000 foot pounds better than the average duty of
the Cornish Pumping Engines, so extensively used in England for mines
and city supply.
If the amount of extra coal, i. e., that used for starting and banking, be
considered in the calculation, the duty would be equal to 64,130,100 foot
pounds, or 619 gallons for each pound of coal, which is even then 4,000,000
foot pounds better than the builder's warranty.
The old and new Engines were alternately in use during the month;
the old Engine, thoroughly overhauled in July, doing nearly as well as the
new one with careful management.
Now compare the service rendered, say for January, 1873, a fair
month's work, which was equal to 328 gallons for each pound of coal, or a
duty of 34,320,400 foot pounds, wherein the coal was screened, with this
work for November, 1874, coal unscreened, and the difference is 291 gallons
more water for a pound of coal, or 29,809,700 foot pounds better duty.
All the apparatus at this station is in excellent working order, and
should the demand require it, both Engines may be operated in concert with
perfect safety, as the several trials together this season have proven. The
increase of friction in the force main, as indicated by mercurial column,
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being only two pounds greater per square inch at the usual speed of the
plungers.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH G. DENETT, Engineer 8. W. W.
1875.—Annual Report of the Water Department of the City
of Baltimore, Md.
Page 53. The High Service Works are situated in Druid Hill
Park. The enging-house is on the north side of Druid Lake, and the
reservoir, which is 133 feet above the Pumps, is supplied by a twenty-inch
pipe, distant 6,100 feet. The machinery is of the Worthington construction.
Capacity of Pumps, 3,000,000 gallons in 24 hours. They have been in
operation 16 months, working very satisfactorily. During the past year
the Pumps have been operated 170 days, 6 hours and 5 minutes of 12 hours
each, and discharged into the reservoir 310,208,720 gallons of water. They
have also operated 81 hours, discharging 4,262,010 gallons of water into the
Park's private reservoir.
On the 9th of May, 1875, connections were made on the effluent pipe
from High Service reservoir to serve the Park, thereby dispensing with the
service of their private reservoir. These connections are 1 four-inch, 2
three-inch, and 2 one-inch each. Since June, 1874, when these Works were
started, the consumption of water has increased one million gallons for each,
day's supply, and we are required to pump occasionally at night to gain on
the storage.
1875.—Report of Acushnet Water Hoard to the New Bedford
City Council.
Page 6. In our last Report we informed you that we had been dis
appointed at the delay, on the part of the contractor, for the Worthington
Engine, to meet his engagement. The Engine has, during the present year,
been received and put in operation. It gives us much satisfaction to be able
to state to you, that the Engine comes fully up to the engagements of the
builders, and the requisitions of the service. Its capacity for work and for
the reliable and economical performance of its work, fill the measure of our
wishes and expectations.
1875. —Report of Council Committee on Water-works for the
City of Sandusky, Ohio.
Pages 29 and 30. Recommending the Adoption of the
Worthington Engine.—Of this kind of Engines, T. R. Scowden, Esq.,
in his report on Water-works for Newport, Ky., uses the following lan
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guage: "This much may be said, and is conceded by competent and
impartial judges of the performance and merits of machinery, that the
Worthington Engine for simplicity, cheapness of foundations, reliability,
economy of working, and required attendance, is doubtless unsurpassed by
any other Pumping Engine in use. " In his Annual Report for the year 1871,
Frederick Graff, Esq., Chief Engineer of the Philadelphia Water-works, in
speaking of the working in that city of this kind of machinery, says:
"Engine No. 1 has run almost daily since September 19, 1870, giving entire
satisfaction; it has not cost one dollar in repairs or additions." In a later
Report he says it has given him no trouble, the cost for repairs having been
so trifling as scarcely to deserve mention, and that their immunity from acci
dents, due to their mechanical construction, is such that he is relieved
from the anxiety and care inseparably connected with the working of Cor
nish Engines.
Edward Lawrence, Esq., President of the Works at Charlestown, Mass.,
says "that the Worthington was adopted after a full and careful examina
tion of the claims of the Cornish and other forms of Pumping Engines, and
after using it for six years he is so well satisfied concerning its superiority,
that he has recently ordered a third Engine of the same pattern, but of
larger dimensions, for the Mystic Works, and that the cost of repairs for the
six years had been less than one hundred dollars."
In his Annual Report for the year 1872, John P. Culver, Esq., Chief
Engineer of the Jersey City Water-works, quotes from a previous Report
made by the Consulting Mechanical Engineer of said Works and himself, as
follows: "The Worthington appears to be the Engine destined to supplant
the Cornish, and from the date of its introduction its reputation has grown
and increased, until now its superiority is generally acknowledged by those
most competent to decide. Seventeen years ago, three Worthington Engines
were put up at Savannah; others of the same kind were erected at Cam
bridge, in the year 1856, which, under careful trial, excelled every other
Engine in the country. The Charlestown Engines were erected in the year
1864, and their performance is asserted to be the best on record. One has
been running at Harrisburg, Pa., almost constantly for ten years with almost
no repairs. A noticeable feature and valuable characteristic of this Engine,
is the noiseless way in which it performs its work. There is no concussion,
nor even an appreciable jar, in the Engine or its attachments. So that from
motives of economy, believing that a great saving can be effected, and the
work done as well, if not better, than in any other manner, we would give
our most emphatic preference to the Worthington Engines."
Additional testimony could be given to show the superiority of these
Engines in furnishing a water supply for cities, but we do not consider it
necessary to add anything further on this point, as the practical workings of
this kind of machinery, in the various cities named, furnish the most potent
reasons for their use in preference to any other.
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We have recommended the use of a stand-pipe, because our investiga
tions led us to believe that it would serve as a great safeguard to the pipes,
besides serving as a measure of relief to the Engines, and to illustrate the cor
rectness of our views on this point, we beg leave to refer you to opinions of
hydraulic engineers, embodied in this communication.
1875.—Final Report of the Water Commissioners of the Town of
Brookline, Mass.
Page 58. The Engine works in a very satisfactory manner,
smoothly and noiselessly.
1875.—Annual Report of the Chief Engineer of the Water-works
of the City of Toledo, 0.
Pages 22 and 23. The buildings were so far completed and
inclosed, that the operation of putting the Pumping Engines in position
was commenced in September, and on the 24th of November, Engine No. 1
was started ; Engine No. 2 was started a few days later. The former has
been in uninterrupted commission since December 1st. More or less annoy
ance was experienced in operating Engine No. 2 for some weeks, owing to
a slight air leak in the suction main, between the pumping well and suction
chamber. This leak being so small as to render detection, by ordinary, or
even the most careful observation, utterly impossible, was finally discovered
by taking water from clear water reservoir, which being delivered to the
Pump under some twelve pounds pressure, exhibited an almost impercepti
ble water leakage at the above named point. Both Engines are now fully
completed, and in alternate service ; their final acceptance being subject for
one year to contract provisions and guarantee, it is deemed advisable to defer
duty and capacity tests until the coming spring. Their performance, thus_
far, evinces a degree of perfection, both in construction and design, which
at once challenges the admiration of all who visit the works ; their greatest
meed of praise coming from experts, who, by nature, education, and expe
rience are most competent to appreciate mechanical perfection, and also to
detect imperfections, so frequently characterizing and detracting from the
economy and durability of machinery of such magnitude and importance.
1875.—Annual Report of the Water Board of the City of Cam
bridge, Mass.
Page 6. The new 5,000,000 gallon Pumping Engine, which was
under contract to be built for us, by H. R. Worthington, Esq., with its
boilers connected, has been completed and setup in the new building, where
it has been successfully at work for the past three months supplying the city
with water.
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Page 7. When our present pumping facilities are completed,
which will be very soon, we can, for the first time, say that our Water
works are duplicated throughout, and no reasonable fear need be enter
tained of any failure in our supply of water on account of the inadequacy
of our pumping power.
1875. — Annual Report of the Chief Enigneer of the Jersey City
Water-works.
Page 3. The following table is an exhibit of the separate work
performed by each Engine, and gives an average duty for all the Cornish
Engines of 470,300 pounds of water, raised one foot high, with one pound of
coal, and for the Worthington Engines 557,600 pounds water raised one
foot high with one pound of coal. The actual cost of raising water into a
receiving reservoir during the past year, was 15^ cents per foot of eleva
tion for each million gallons of water pumped.
Page lO. The record of the Worthington Engine, as will appear
by the table of duty, still takes precedence, working with ease, safety,
economy, almost constantly during the past year. Very insignificant sums
have been expended for repairs, and the hopes entertained respecting the
advisability of adopting this form of Engine, have been abundantly realized,
and have forever set at rest all doubts about the superiority claimed for this
Engine, in this locality, at least, by the undeniable proofs of work per
formed and duty rendered, as well as the feeling of security against any
serious breakdown or calamity, such as has been witnessed in the past,
respecting the Cornish Engines in our Works.
1875.—Report of the Newark Aqueduct Board.
Pages 3 and 4. The duty of the Engines for the year, expressed
in pounds of water raised one foot high with one hundred pounds of
coal, was 54,171,297. This duty includes the coal consumed in banking and
raising steam; deducting this, gives a duty of 57,751,070. This duty is
highly satisfactory, and it is doubtful if any Pumping Engine in the coun
try can show a better continuous duty. I have to report the same successful
operation of the pumping machinery, and the same immunity from acci
dent that has heretofore attended its use. It has cost us nothing for repairs,
beyond the natural and inevitable wear, and this is hardly appreciable.
A contract for a third Engine, of the same description as those now in use,
was entered into with H. R. Worthington, in April last. It is nearly com
pleted, and but little now remains to be done, except making the connec
tions with the boilers and pump-main. It will probably be ready for opera
tion soon after January 1st. This Engine has a capacity of upwards of
8,000,000 gallons in twenty-four hours, those now in use being of 5,000,000
gallons capacity. In many of the details of construction important improve
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merits have been introduced, which will render it one of the most perfect
Engines yet erected by Mr. Worthington.
1875.—Annual Report of the Mystic Water Board.
Pages 2S and 29. Engines Nos. 1 and 2 are in good order.
They have been held in reserve, and run only in connection with No. 3, as
occasion required. Engine Xo. 3 has been run the greater part of the time,
having pumped about 84 per cent. of the total amount of water raised to
the reservoir. It was in good running order until December 29th, when one
of the low-pressure pistons was found to be so badly cracked, as to render
the Engine entirely useless, and this at a time of the year when the con
sumption of water was large, and liable to increase at any time, within
twenty-four hours, to two or three million gallons more than the capacity of
the other Pumps, on which we were then dependent. Every effort was
made to remedy the difficulty, and, with the co-operation of Mr. Worthing
ton, who is entitled to the greatest credit for the very prompt manner in
which he furnished a new piston, and also our engineer, Mr. Boms, who
labored day and night in removing the old and replacing the new work, the
repairs were completed in just one week from the time the break was first
discovered, so that no one suffered any inconvenience from any lack of
water. The boilers are now in first-rate order. The new set, which have
been in constant use since they were first completed, have been thoroughly
overhauled inside and outside during the year. There have been delivered,
during the year, 2,980^j°a tons of coal, which, with the amount on hand the
first of the year (904 tons), makes a total of 3,884^$1 tons. The amount
consumed was 3,193^j°5 tons, which leaves a balance on hand, January 1st,
1875, of 690f^g tons. The cost per million gallons raised to the reservoir
was $12.90. The cost per million gallons raisedone foot high was .08^
cents. The cost per day, for pumping an average of 7,772,060 gallons, was
$100.27.
1875.—Annual Report of the Chief Engineer of the Water
Department of the City of Philadelphia.
Page 92. Belmont Works.—Cost of raising water into
reservoir, per million gallons, with Worthington En
gines.
$14.63,%
Cost, with same, of raising water, per million gallons, one foot
high
07^
1875.—Annual Report of the Superintendent of the Montreal
Water-rcorks.
Page 27. The Worthington Engine, of 8,000,000 gallons capacity,
has also been completed, and started successfully on the 20th of last Janu
ary. This Engine has been at work ever since, and is giving entire satis
faction.
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1876.—Report of the Wenham Water Board of the City of
Salein, Mass.
Pages 4 and 12. Engines. —The Engines, under the admirable
management of Mr. Dennett, the engineer, are doing their work better than
ever before. There have been but few repairs needed, and those have been
made by the engineer, so that but little expense has been incurred. They
are doing a better duty than any Engines of the same kind in the country,
pumping 574.5 gallons of water into the reservoir for every pound of coal
consumed.
The quantity of water pumped during the past year is 767,196,400
gallons, an excess over 1874 of 157,430,794 gallons, and over 1873 of
112,936,882 gallons, or an average daily use of 2,100,900 gallons.
Both Engines at the pumping stations are in excellent condition, and,
under the care and management of Mr. Joseph G. Dennett, have been made
to perform a better duty, resulting in a greater saving of coal, than has
hitherto been attained at the station, and the cost of pumping has thereby
been materially lessened.
1876.—Annual Report of the Mystic Water Board of the City of
Charlestown, Mass.
Page 3. The Engines have required but little repair during this
year, and are now in good order. The largest, No. 3, has been used more
than either of the others, for the reason that its capacity has been equal to
the pumping demand, and its condition such as prudently to admit of its
use. On the 24th of February, the weather being excessively cold, the con
sumption of water ran up to 15,166,725 gallons, and two days later, for the
first time, all three Engines were run together, and 15,543,248 gallons of
water pumped into the reservoir. This consumption on the 24th and the
pumping on the 26th of February were in excess of any twenty-four hours
in the history of the Works.
Page 15. Average duty per 100 pounds coal (no deductions)
53,638,900 foot pounds.
The cost per day for pumping an average of 7,535,012
gallons was
$86.88
The cost per million gallons raised to reservoir,
11.53
The cost per million gallons raised one foot high,
07^
It will be seen by the above record that our duty is less than last year,
and considerably less than that of certain other Pumping Engines, whose
Reports we have received for the past year ; but when the cost of pumping
is considered, I think our record will compare favorably with any.
Page 16. The largest amount pumped in twenty-four hours was
15,543,248 gallons. on the 26th of February, when, from the large demand for

.
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water for a few days previous, and a consequent loss of water in the reservoir,
we found it necessary, for the first time in our experience, to run all the
Engines at one time, and the result was very satisfactory ; the Engines were
run at a greater speed than the usual average, and they never worked better
since they were built; the average increase of pressure being 2J pounds, or a
total pressure of 72 pounds, equal to a head of 166.32 feet.
1876. —Annual Report of the Board of Water Commissioners of
the Town of Natick, Mass.
Page 6. The Pumping Works at the Pond have given excellent
satisfaction during the entire year. With no part of their action in the early
history of the Water-works have the Commissioners been better satisfied than
in their selection of the Worthington Engine and Pump ; and this is owing
not entirely to the good quality and adaptation of his machines, but in some
degree to the knowledge that the Board were at one time inclined to make
trial of pumping machinery, the first cost of which would have been con siderably less. The Pump is not often worked to its full capacity, but it has
been well taxed at times; and no doubt is felt that it is capable of all, and
more than was guaranteed in the contract with Mr. Worthington. The
Works have been, during the past year and since the first starting, in charge
of Mr. Frank M. Andrews, who has given entire satisfaction by his pru
dent and capable management.
The amount of water pumped into the mains, the quantity of fuel
used, and the duty per 100 pounds of coal, will be found in the tables
on another page, with other information of interest in this connection. It
will there be seen that we are getting returns for fuel used, equal to some
of the best Works in the country.
1876.— Chief Engineer's Report to the Board of Trustees of
Toledo Water-works, Ohio.
Page 17. The two Pumping Engines have now been in service
something more than thirteen months, during which time one or the other
has been in constant service, and furnishing an uninterrupted supply. No
repairs have thus far been necessary, and consequently no emergency has
intervened calling for even a temporary estopment. From March 1st, 1873,
to January 1st, 1876, Engine No. 1 has been in operation 4,727Jg hours ;
No. 2, 2,644J$ hours.
Page 19. The duty, as shown, covers all fuel used about the
Works, without deduction of any kind. The steam used for heating the
buildings, is taken from the main steam-pipe, and during the rigors of last
winter a large amount of coal would have been required for this purpose
alone. Deducting ashes and clinkers, increased duty to 42,548,105.
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Deducting coal used in banking fires gives a further increase to 43,000,856;
and a further deduction for heating buildings, estimated at 30 tons of coal,
gives a still further increase to 44,233,596. While the duty of 39,374,268, as
per foregoing tabular statement, shows an excess of 2,853,191 over the
average duty given by ten standard Pumping Engines, as shown in my last
Report, it is 8,720,904 below the average duty of the six Worthington
Engines, as given in the same Report. The coal used was Locking Valley
and Perry County lump, which we find compares in evaporative value with
the Youghiogheny or Pittsburgh bituminous coal about as 39 to 51, as
determined by the Engine duty—the former showing an average duty of
39,000,000 and the latter 51,000,000, when tested under similar conditions.
The difference in cost, however, was considered a little more than equal to
the difference in evaporative value, and hence the selection of the cheaper
coal. By operating either Engine at rated capacity of 5,000,000 gallons
in twenty-four hours, against 200 feet head, we have no difficulty in reach
ing a duty equaling or even exceeding the average duty of Worthington
duties elsewhere.
1876. —Annual Report of the Newark Aqueduct Hoard, New
Jersey.
Pages 5 and 6. The following Report of the condition and opera
tion of the Water-works for the past year is submitted. The work of the
Pumping Engines, a detailed statement of which is herewith given, was as
follows :
Time of working Engines, 7,807^ hours. Gallons of water pumped,
1,947,776,390. Tons of coal consumed, 2,391^15. Highest daily consump
tion, 6,200,800 gallons. Lowest daily consumption, 4,379,389 gallons.
Average daily consumption, 5,471,283 gallons. The cost of raising water
per million gallons was $12.89. Cost per million gallons raised 100 feet,
tl-ffg. Cost per thousand gallons delivered in reservoir, .01t!580b.
Engine No. 3 was completed and started pumping March 25th. This
Engine is of the compound form, and similar to the first one, but of larger
dimensions. It has high-pressure cylinders 29 inches, and low-pressure, 52
inches diameter. Plunger, 28 inches diameter and 50 inches stroke. It will
deliver at 45 strokes per minute, 8,000,000 gallons in twenty-four hours, and
may easily be run at 50 strokes, increasing its capacity to 9,000,000 gallons;
with the three Engines we have capacity for raising in emergency 20,000,000
gallons per day. During the months of April and May, Engine No. 2 was
thoroughly overhauled, and the whole pumping machinery is now in excel
lent condition and reflects credit upon the engineer in charge. The amount
charged to repairs and improvements of Pumping Engines (see statement B)
is $1,018^. This includes cost of repairs and reconstruction of feed
pump, and removal of the same from fire-room to engine-room, new grate
bars, and repairs to furnaces and boiler settings. All the needed repairs and
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work on the Engines have been done by the regular force at the enginehouse. The engine-house and buildings, occupied by the employees, have
been painted, and the ordinary labor has been bestowed on the grounds
around the buildings necessary to give the whole a neat appearance.
1876.—Annual Report of the Lowell Water Board.
Page 9. So numerous and important had become the interests
dependent upon an abundant and sure supply of water, that early in the
year the Board deemed it too hazardous to depend longer upon a single
Pumping Engine, however good and reliable, and while ours is one of the
best in the country, still it is liable at any time to bg disabled by accident,
and so a water famine made possible. Accordingly, the City Council were
requested to make an appropriation for a* second or relief Engine, which
was readily granted, and the Board, in conjunction with the Mayor, inves
tigated the merits of various Pumping Engines by personal examinations,
by correspondence, and by interviews with engine-builders, and after
mature deliberation it was unanimously agreed by the Board, that the inter
ests of the city would be best subserved by adopting the Worthington
Pumping Engine, built by Henry R. Worthington, of New York, and a
contract was accordingly made with him for an Engine of a pumping capa
city of 5,000,000 gallons in twenty-four hours, being the same rated capacity
as the present Engine. By the terms of the contract, the builder guaranteed
a duty of 65,000,000 foot pounds for each 100 pounds of coal consumed.
The contract price to be paid for the Engine, set up and in complete working
order, painted to accord with the present Engine, is $34,000, including the
foundations which are now being put in by the contractor, and it is but just
to say that this part of the work is being done in an exceedingly satisfactory
manner. It is expected that the Engine will be' in position within a few
weeks, it having, as we are informed, been already shipped from the work
shop. The pumping capacity of the two Engines will be ample for all the
wants of the city for many years to come.
1875.—Annual Report of the Buffalo City Water-works, New
York.
Page 6. After a careful examination of the above proposals,
" being authorized by you," a contract was entered into on the 6th of Novem
ber, with Henry R. Worthington, for a Worthington Engine, with a capa
city of 15,000,000 gallons, with a duty guaranteed equal to any Engine he
has heretofore constructed, for the sum of $59,000, the same to be paid when
the Engine is completed, and has complied with the terms of the contract.
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1876.—Annual Report of the Superintendent of the Montreal
Water-works.
Page 6. The Worthington Engine has been on duty most of the
time since it was started in January, 1875, and has given perfect satisfaction,
requiring hardly any repairs of a nature &o cause serious delay. This
machine, like all the other machines on the work, should have an automatic
air pump attached to its air vessel, in order that the latter may be filled with
air, without the inconvenience of stopping the operation of the Engine for
that purpose as is now necessary.
Page 79. We can only report on the present condition of this
work, as there were no plans or specifications prepared by the corporation
for this work. The Engine (one of Worthington's high-pressure) is a most
satisfactory machine, of solid construction, neat finish, working smoothly,
regularly, and under perfect control, in fact, the workmanship and material
are quite equal to that of the large compound Engine supplied by the same
maker.
1876.—Annual Report of the Watuppa Water Board to the
City Council of Fall River, Mass.
Page 3.- The Worthington Engine contracted for previous to
our former Report, has been completed, and thus far has proved very
satisfactory.
Page 50. The Engine is known as the Worthington Pumping
Engine, and consists of two horizontal, direct-acting steam-engines, of equal
dimensions, placed side by side, and so connected that the motion of one
will operate the steam valves and change the motion of the other. Each
Engine works a separate Pump and has two steam cylinders, one high and
one low pressure, the two pistons being connected by the same rod which is
prolonged into the pump" cylinder to form the pump rod. Each Engine
drives its plunger at nearly uniform speed throughout the stroke, during
which it opens by suitable connections the steam valve of the other, and
pauses at the end of its own stroke, until its own steam valve being opened
by the piston rod of its neighbor causes it to return. The slight pause at the
end of the stroke allows the water-valves to seat themselves quietly by their
own gravity, without any of the pounding noise so common in fly-wheel
Engines, and the combined pressure in the two steam cylinders being very
nearly a uniform quantity, the water is discharged in a steady stream, the
regularity of which is still more increased by the action of an air chamber
placed over the Pumps. The smooth and noiseless action of the Engine and
the ease with which it performs its work are very striking, and our confi
dence in its power is increased, when we think that the piston rods which
seem to move so easily are really working against a resistance of about
fifteen tons.
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1876.—Annual Report of Board of Water Commissioners
of the City of Toronto, Canada.
Page 51. Chief Engineer's Report.—This Engine has now been
running constantly during the past year, and has supplied the City with all
the water that has been consumed. It has not had to stop one moment
on account of any accident to any of the parts of the Engine, and has not
had one dollar spent upon it for repairs. A reference to the appendix will
show the total amount of coal consumed, the quantity of water pumped, the
elevation to which it has been raised, etc., etc., and from this you will see
the average duty on the coal burned while pumping, for the last ten months
of the year, including coal for the heating of the engine-room, but exclusive
of that used for starting and banking fires, has been 53,756,046 pounds,
raised one foot high with 100 pounds of coal; and that during the months of
June and July, when no coal was required for heating purposes, the average
duty was 55,670,100 and 55,341,190 pounds respectively, raised one foot high
with 100 pounds of coal, and during these months the average quantity
pumped per day was 4,480,367 and 4,546,588 gallons respectively.
The contractor guaranteed that the Engine was to pump 4,000,000
imperial gallons in twenty-four hours, when working at a piston speed of not
more than 110 feet per minute, and to perform a duty of 55,000,000 pounds
lifted one foot high, for every 100 pounds of coal consumed. - The trial test
was to last twenty-four hours, under the usual and established rules for duty
tests ; calculating the resistance from the pressure shown on the force main,
adding to this the pressure due to the height of gauge above level of water
in well, and also one pound per square inch for Motional resistance between
well and gauge on force main. The coal used, to be equal in evaporative
power to good anthracite. From the foregoing it will be seen that the Engine,
in ordinary working, has done more than the guaranteed duty, both as regards
quantity of water pumped and economical use of fuel. This result having
been obtained in ordinary course, is much more satisfactory in every way,
than if it had been obtained under a special trial, when it is usual to get the
Engine up in what may be termed racing condition, and then to have it run
most carefully, very often pushing the length of the stroke to its utmost
limit, and beyond what is customary in every-day practice; having the firing
of the boilers watched most carefully, selected coal used, and then an allow
ance is generally made in favor of the Engine for cinders and unburnt
particles of coal that fall through the grate bars.
Page 53. As No. 1 Engine had proved so very satisfactory, both
as regards freedom from accident, economy in working, and cheapness in
first cost, it was decided by the Commission to erect another of the same
class, but of double the capacity ; and cost of material and labor being at
that time very depressed in the States, Mr. Worthington was enabled to offer
one of double the capacity at an advance of less than 27 per cent. on the
cost of the first Engine, and at the same time guaranteed an increase in the
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duty of 5,000,000, raising it from 55,000,000 to 60,000,000. It will be satis
factory to the citizens to learn that the Engine which has been adopted is
everywhere gaining ground. A strong proof of the high reputation which
the Worthington Engine has attained, is the fact that Lowell, Mass. —which
has a new Thames Ditton Engine, built by H. G. Morris, of Philadelphia,
and reported as having given a remarkably high duty—did not, when addi
tional pumping capacity was required, have their Engine duplicated, but
ordered a Worthington.
When visiting Albany last year, I found a new vertical Pumping
Engine had been put in some time previously, which was to pump ten mil
lion gallons to an elevation of 244 feet, and was guaranteed to do a duty of
sixty millions. It had been carefully tested, but had failed to perform this
duty. Its cost was $120,000, exclusive of foundations, which the Superin
tendent informed me had cost about $50,000, making the Engine and foun
dations cost $170,000, or more than double what our No. 2 Engine and foun
dations will cost, though ours will perform the same amount of work, and
is guaranteed to give the same duty.
Report of Thos. C. Keener, Consulting Engineer, Toronto.
Page 69. The Worthington Engine is most simple and economical
in construction and maintenance, thoroughly reliable, and especially adapted
both to its position and work in Toronto—that of pumping directly into the
distribution. The city of Philadelphia, after having tried almost every
other variety of Pumping Engine, has adopted this one, and wherever they
have been tried in other cities these Engines have given entire satisfaction.
Report of Chief Engineer on the question of Pumping Engines.
Engineer's Office, July 10th, 1873.
John Worthington, Esq., Chairman Water Commission, Toronto.
Page 122. Sir.—In compliance with your request, that I should
lay before the Board the result of my examination and inquiries into the
question of Pumping Engines, I would beg to report as follows:
In February last, I visited Buffalo, Brooklyn, Jersey City, Charlestown,
Salem, Lynn, Providence, Belleville, Newark, Philadelphia, and Poughkeepsie, for the purpose of examining the Engines used for raising water,
and making inquiries of the engineers in charge of them as to their merits
or defects. I was at every place received with the utmost cordiality, and
every opportunity was afforded me for obtaining the required information.
I found that the Worthington Engine was in use at all these places,
except Buffalo, Brooklyn, and Lynn, and in no place, except Providence,
did I hear anything but the highest praise awarded to it by the men running
the Engine, Engineers and Superintendents.
At Providence, the Chief Engineer told me that he did not like the
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Worthington Engine, and that he intended to put in Engines on the Cornish
principle. I could not get any grounds from him for his dislike, save that
he thought the Cornish would give a higher duty. The engineman in charge
of the Engine, not appointed by the builder, but by the Chief Engineer, told
me that he liked the Engine very much, that it gave him no trouble, was
perfectly free from accidents, and had been for over a year supplying the
city (which has 70 miles of pipeage) with water, and that there had never
been any failure in the supply.
At Buffalo, I found the pumping power to consist of two Beam and two
Holly Engines; the former have been the subject of frequent and serious
accidents, and are considered to be very unreliable; the latter are constantly
requiring repairs, and are not considered to have fulfilled the promises that
were made for them. After a careful examination of the various Pumping
Engines in use in the United States, the Buffalo Commission decided to
adopt a Worthington Engine of a larger size than has yet been built, and
have now given the order to the manufacturer. You will find in the printed
Report inclosed, the reasons given by the Commission for adopting the
Worthington Engine in preference to any other.
At Brooklyn, the Chief Engineer told me that he thought highly of the
Worthington, and would have put in one this season could he have got the
manufacturer to set it up in the limited time given by the corporation.
At Lynn, I found an Engine of a new design, that had not been used
before (plan inclosed); a high duty is claimed for it, but it is as yet an
experiment.
Charlestown has three Worthington Engines, and the engineer in
charge of them told me they were all that could be desired. At Salem, only
one Engine is as yet in use; it has supplied the city for five years without
any accident. A new Worthington Engine has been ordered.
The Jersey City Engines are situated near the river, from which the
supply is drawn at Belleville. Until within the last year, the work was per
formed by three Cornish Engines, but from the numerous and serious break
downs that were constantly occurring, it was not deemed safe to rely upon
them any longer, so a Worthington Engine (which had been put in for the
high service at Hudson City, a suburb of Jersey City) was removed to
Belleville, to take the place of the Cornish Engines, in case all three should
fail, which the engineer did not consider to be improbable. The Chief
Engineer spoke in the highest terms of the Worthington Engine, and said
that, with the supply depending on three first-class Cornish Engines, he
never felt safe, but that now, with the Worthington as a reserve, he feels
certain he can keep up the supply, as it is, from its mode of construction,
secure from any liability to a serious accident.
At Newark, there are two Worthington Engines, which have been run
ning three years without an accident ; they give the utmost satisfaction to
all concerned.
At Philadelphia, I saw two Worthington Engines, which have been the
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subjects of the severest tests, got up by enemies of the Chief Engineer, some
of whom were experts in the trials. All, except one, however, reported
that they had exceeded the duty demanded in the contract, so the city gave
an order for another larger Engine of the same class. Mr. Graff, who has
had a vast experience in all kinds of Pumping Engines, and who is looked
upon as the highest authority on the subject, reports that the Worthington,
throughout the year, did the highest duty of any Engine on the Works,
even higher than the best Cornish. He informed me that* he considered it
by far the best and most reliable Pumping Engine built.
At Poughkeepsie, I inspected a Worthington pumping against 280 feet
head, and found the machinery working as smoothly as in other places
under a lower head. The engineer had nothing but praise to say with
reference to it.
Page 124. I have more evidence in favor of the Worthington
Engine, and against the Henderson Engine, but I think you will consider
this sufficient to enable you to decide upon the matter with the utmost ease.
I have gone into this matter most carefully, sifted all the evidence with
the greatest care, and have no hesitation in advising the adoption of the
Worthington, as the best Pumping Engine that can be obtained for these
Works.
I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,
P. ALEX. PETERSON,
Engineer T. W. W.
Page 148. Pumping Engines.— As the entire question of Pumping
Engines was so fully discussed in December, 1873, before the municipal
elections, I think it quite unnecessary to go over the ground again and show
reasons why the Worthington Engine was adopted. It will be sufficient to
say that the reasons then assigned for giving that class of Engine a most
decided preference, have, by actual trial, been fully sustained.
The Engine was ready by the time specified, and as soon as the other
Works were completed it was started. It commenced on the twenty-first
day of November, and ever since has been doing good service, and showing
itself capable of pumping twenty-five per cent. more than the specified
quantity. The specified test, as regards the economy of coal, has not yet
been -made, but I have no doubt that it will exceed the required amount as
much as all other Engines of this class have done on trial.
I append a statement, taken from Engineering, of eighteen Pumping
Engines in the United States, by which it will be seen that the Worthington
Engines show, in the course of a year's ordinary regular work, a higher
duty than any Engine in the list. In Jersey City, where there are Cornish
and Worthington Engines running side by side, and where the Cornish
Engine ran 6,551 hours in the year, and the Worthington only 5,198 (which
is, of course, strongly in favor of the Cornish), the duty of the Cornish was
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5,334,700 gallons, pumped one foot high with one hundred pounds of coal,
and that of the Worthington, 6,932,800 gallons, raised to the same height
with the same amount of coal, showing a large saving in favor of the
Worthington Engine. In the report of Mr. Frederic Graff, Chief Engineer
of the Philadelphia Water Department, he gives the following statement of
the cost of raising one million gallons one foot high, at each of the Works in
that city, during .the years 1871 and 1872. The cost includes coal used in
firing, banking, and running (without deductions for ashes or clinkers),
wages, oil, tallow, repairs, and all expenses of every kind incident to the
daily running of the Works. Mr. Graff ranks second to none in his pro
fession, and his statements are thoroughly reliable.
in lsra.
Per
Million
Qmllons.
Fairmount Works, turbine wheel
Belmont
" 2 Worthington Steam Engines
Roxborough " 1 Pull Cornish, 1 Worthington Engine
Schuylkill " 2 "
"1 Double Cylinder Rotative, and
1 Bell Crank Rotative
Delaware Works, 1 High and 1 Low Pressure Rotative Engine,
and 1 Worthington
In 1
1.
Fairmount Works, water power
Belmont
"
Worthington Steam Engine
Schuylkill "
2 Pull Cornish, 1 Low Pressure Rotative
Roxborough Works, 1 Full Cornish Engine
Delaware
''
1 High and 1 Low Pressure Rotative

.07
• 09ft
)
f
)
)

"A
.13ft

•10ft
.12ft
.19ft
This shows that, of all the Pumping Engines in use on these Works,
the Worthington is by far the most economical. This statement is fully
borne out by the evidence of every engineer who has used this class of
Engine.
Engink-Hodsk Building.—The engine-house is 50 feet square, the
boiler-room 70x40 feet, and the coal-house is 78x50 feet. The chimney,
which has a base of 17 feet square at the bottom, is 125 feet in height. At
the flue entrance the internal dimensions are 8x8 feet, and at the top 5x5
feet. The architect's estimate was $18,000. The tenders for the whole work
amounted to $26,630, and the extras, exclusive of work in foundation,
amounted to $4,977 ; among these is the extra expense caused by the substi
tution of stone for brick in the bottom twenty-five feet of the chimney
which has greatly added to its stability and appearance.
Page 159. The Worthington Engine is guaranteed to raise 55,000,000
pounds one foot high with 100 pounds of coal, and from the rough test
already made, I have no doubt but that this duty will be exceeded. The
Engine has pumped 172,204 gallons in twenty-four hours to a m easured
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height of 210 feet 7 inches (no allowance for 'friction), with a consumption
of 16,600 pounds of coal, showing a duty of 53,054,000 pounds, raised one
foot high with one hundred pounds of coal, and besides this, the engineroom and boiler-house were heated by steam taken from the boilers ; but the
comparison is so favorable to the Worthington Engine, that it can afford to
take no account of the steam used for heating, for even then it is shown that
it can pump the same quantity to the same elevation with a little less than 40
per cent, of the coal required by the old Engines ; and if these old Engines
were running for a year, they would use about 4,292 tons of coal, which, at
$6 per ton, would amount to $25,752. The Worthington Engine, to do the
same duty, would use only 1,717 tons, which would cost, at the same price,
110,302, showing a saving to the city of $15,450 per year ; and, whereas
additional engineers would be required to run the old Engines, the two
Worthington Engines could be run by the same staff that is required to run
one, we must therefore add $3,000 per year to the $15,450, making the run
ning expenses of the old Engines, when working in connection with the
one new Engine, exceed the running expenses of toco new Engines by $18,450
per year.
Assuming that the proposed new Engine will cost about the same as the
present one—$61,500 in gold—the interest upon this sum, at six per cent.,
will amount to $3,690 per annum, and taking this from the $18,450, we have
a saving of $14,760 per year from throwing away the old Engines and pur
chasing a new one ; but in addition to this, there should be placed to the
credit of the new Engine the value of the old Engines, boilers, buildings,
and land, all of which might be sold as soon as the new Engine can be set up.
It will thus be seen by the foregoing that on the ground of economy
alone, if for no other reason, a new Engine should be ordered at once, so
that it might be in working order by the first of next December, at which
time the consumption will exceed the capacity of the present Engine. I
have lately received a letter from Mr. Worthington, in which he says that
prices are now at the lowest, and that, although several large orders are
pending, work is slack, and an immediate order could be rilled promptly and
cheaply.
1876—Report of the Chief Engineer of the Water Department of
the City of Philadelphia.
Page 107. Running expenses of all the steam works for the year
1875, which includes salaries of engineers and firemen, fuel, oil, tallow,
lighting works, repairs, packing, and small stores.
( gailom
OBt of 1 million
high.1 foot
Worthington Engine at Fairmount, non-expanding
1 overhead Cornish, )
1 side lever
"
v at Schuylkill
.17TnI(
1 Simpson Engine,
)
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high-pressur* Crank Engine,
condensing Beam
"
^
Worthington
"
Worthington Engines at Belmont
Cornish Engine, )
,
,
m ,.
VJ at Roxborough
Worthington
s

12$1|
.

.07]%
10/A
10,1

1876.— Report on the Water Supplies for New Brighto.i, by
Clarence Delqfield, C.E.
Page 4. From the current reports of Commissioners of Water-works,
or the superintendents, I have obtained the following prices of work done,
in cost of fuel, wages, and supplies, for raising one million gallons one foot
high:
Holly, at
Columbus, 0
22TS„ cents.
"
"
Covington, Ky
26^
Dayton, O
47-ft "
Dunkirk, N. Y
61
Cornish,"
Erie, Penn
:
10T5S
"
"
Roxborough, Phila
12t7o
Schuylkill, Phila
10ft "
Worthington, at Belmont, Phila
7
"
" Newark, N. J
8
" Belleville, N. J
8
"
" Roxborough, Phila
9,*„
Leavitt,
" Lynn, Mass
^t\%
Assuming 1,000,000 gallons of water raised 140 feet high, and taking
the best practice above, we have for cost of fuel per diem :
Holly @22r»„ cents
$33 30
Cornish @ 10& "
15 74
Worthington ® 7 "
10 50
Leavitt @ 4^ "
6 23
1877. —Annual Report of the Lowell Water Board, Mass.
Page 5. By referring to our third Annual Report it will be seen that
one year since, preparations were in progress to receive and put in position,
in the Pumping Station, under contract with Henry R. Worthington of
New York, a Worthington Pumping Engine, of a pumping capacity of five
million gallons. Agreeably to contract, the Engine was set in position dur
ing the month of January, was started up early in February, and was in
complete condition for acceptance in the latter part of June.
Before its acceptance the Engine was subjected to a critical test trial
under the direction, on the part of this Board, of a committee consisting of
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G. E. Evans, City Engineer, and E. A. Thissell and John F. Kimball, of
this Board.
For the details of this trial we refer you to the report of the City
Engineer herewith.
It gives us the greatest pleasure to say that the contract of Mr. Worthington was executed to our entire satisfaction, both in the character of the
work and in the performance of the Engine, and its subsequent working has
fully sustained all that has been claimed for it.
The cost is as follows:
Engine, including foundations, set up with steam and water con
nections, all in complete working order
$34,253.75
Alterations of engine-house ; and for gates and force connections,
including all needed structures to adapt the new Engine to
its work
2,616.85
Total
Page 32.
Pumping Station, Worthington Engine.
Running Expenses for the year 1876.
Salaries of engineer and fireman
584 tons (2,000 pounds) of coal, at $7,544
103f tons (2,000 pounds) of coal, at $6.60
12 cords of wood, at $5.05
Gas for lighting Works (increased by tests, etc.)
39 gallons valvoline oil used, at $1.25
40 pounds cotton waste used
Pipes and fittings for small boiler
Covering steam pipe
Sundries

$36,870.60

$708
441
684
60
11
48
4
69
31
34

80
32
75
60
60
75
00
24
85
19

$2,095 10
Cost of raising water into reservoir per million gallons
Cost of raising water per million gallons, one foot high

$14 38
08T'ff

1877—From Report of Kalamazoo Committee of Council,
recommending acceptance of the Worthington Engines.
Water-works, Kalamazoo, October 1, 1877.
Mr. W. 8. Dewing, Chairman Fire and Water Committee, Kalamazoo Village
Board.
Dear Sir.—I submit to your Committee the following tests of the
"Worthington Pumping Engine," just erected at our Water-works:
September 26.—Test in regard to capacity for ordinary domestic use :
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Engine making 124 strokes per minute against a water pressure of 40
pounds, as shown on gauge, with 16J feet suction, discharging at the rate
of 3,784,320 gallons per twenty-four hours; lowering water in well 8 feet
11% inches; water discharged through open hydrants, Engine working
smoothly with an average steam pressure of 47% pounds.
September 28.—Test of Engine for fire pressure: Duration of test, 45
minutes; wood consumed, 1% cords; average steam pressure, 57| pounds;
average water pressure, 133$ pounds; strokes per minute, 88f; length
of stroke, 25% inches; water pumped in 45 minutes, 75,625 gallons; well
lowered, 5 feet 4 inches; lift of suction, 16% feet.
After this test we pumped 4 hours without additional fuel, the Engine
making 24 strokes per minute under a water pressure of 40 pounds; making
a total of 181,031 gallons, with 1J cords of wood.
GEO. H. CHANDLER, Engineer.
W. 8. Dewing, Esq., Chairman Committee on Fire and Water.
Sir. —By your order I made a fire test of the Worthington Pumps on
Friday, September 28th, commencing at 9 A. M., lasting 45 minutes; gates
were closed within the district where streams were thrown.
Corner Burdick and South, 1 stream
*li inches.
Main,
"
1J
Corner Burdick and Lovell, 1 stream
1£ inches.
Water,
"
1£ "
"
Lovell and Rose,
"
1
"
"
Rose and Main,
"
li "
"
Main and Portage,
"
1
"
"
"
Edwards,
"
1
"
"
Kal. Ave. and "
"
1
"
"
Burdick and Main,
"
1£ "
Opposite Merrill & McC's elevator, 1 stream
1£ "
In all, eleven first-rate fire streams were thrown at an average height of over
100 feet. I have no doubt more streams could be thrown.
The above report is respectfully submitted.
THOMAS O'NEILL,
Chief Engineer Fire Department.
1877.—Sandusky Water-works.—Description from " The
Register" November 6.
The last and, perhaps, the most important part of the work was done
by H. R. Worthington, of New York, who furnished the Engines and
boilers, the latter, however, being made for them in this city by N. H.
Moore. They were put in place at the time agreed upon, began work im
mediately, and have never caused the engineer, one of the best mechanics in
* Nozzle.
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the West, a moment's uneasiness. It is simply the embodiment of healthy,
robust intelligence and power, and keeps at work as though it had brains, as
well as bones and sinews. Having thus, in as few words as possible, given
a general account of the construction, we come now to the cost of the Works
in operation on the 1st of November, 1877. The actual cost of constructing
the Works, as they now stand, is $364,540.26, over $10,000 less than the
amount voted by the people on the 15th of February, 1875. We have not
space to compare our own Works with those of more than two or three
cities. But we select first the Works of Dayton, where the " Holly water
plan" was adopted. The Dayton Works cost $626,969.82. Dayton has
thirty-one miles of pipe, this city has nineteen. At Dayton the water is
pumped directly into the pipes from a well. Should the machinery give
out the city is without water. Under our stand-pipe system, the city has on
hand, at all times, not less than twenty-fpur hours' supply, giving time to
make repairs. Under the Holly system, the wear and tear of the Engines
and pipes are fourfold greater than under the system adopted here, as we
shall show. La Fayette, Indiana, has about the same population as San
dusky. The stand-pipe there is small, costing, with the reservoir, only
$24,000, and having less than a sixth of the capacity of the Sandusky standpipe. The La Fayette Works cost $317,000, and that, too, with an ineffi
cient stand-pipe, and where, from the nature of the soil, the pipe-laying
cost just one-third the cost here, where every rod of the twenty miles had to
be blasted through solid rock. The Columbus Works cost, in round num
ber, $645,000. Columbus has about thirty-seven miles of pipe. We have
not space to make further comparisons, but find, on examining the Reports
from more than twenty cities, that in cost of construction, capacity, and
completeness, the Works here are, so far, unequaled. From a report made
to the Board by Chief Engineer Cook, we take the following description of
certain portions of the Works:
The pumping machinery consists of one Worthington compound
Engine, with a capacity to raise three million gallons of water in twenty-four
hours, 220 feet above the water in pump-well, and one Worthington noncondensing Engine, with capacity of two million gallons of water per
twenty-four hours, to the same altitude.
Steam cylinders of compound Engine are—high pressure, 25, and low
pressure, 43^ inches diameter, with three feet piston stroke. Diameter of
double-acting plunger, 17J inches.
It will be found in practice that both Engines are rated considerably
below their actual maximum, or safe capacity, which, by the way, is a most
commendable provision for safety and durability. The speed of the com
pound Engine can be temporarily increased, without danger, to 75 strokes
per minute, while the non-condensing Engine will work well at 150 strokes
per minute ; so that, in the event of very extensive conflagrations, you may
safely depend upon furnishing water at the rate of eight and one-half millionjgallons per twenty-four hours. This would give fourteen fire streams
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through 1^-inch nozzles, or twenty-two 1-inch streams, under a pressure due,
to 200 feet head.
The boilers are return tubular, and four in number, each 63 inches
diameter, and 18 feet long, with 65 tubes, each 4 inches diameter. They
are fully inclosed in brick masonry, excepting the fronts, which are of
ornamental cast-iron work. They are so connected, and provided with
steam-stop-valves, that any one can be worked singly, or any number, or
all of them, together.
The pump-well is a rectangle, 8 x 22 feet, excavated into the rock and
finished with face lining of brick. Its depth is 21| feet below the floor line
of engine-room.
The smoke-stack or chimney is a symmetrical structure, with stone
base 22 feet, and the remaining 78 feet of brick; smoke flue, 3x3 feet.
All the forenamed pumping service, including foundations, boilers, and
boiler settings, were furnished by Mr. H. R. Worthington of New York,
under contract dated October 5th, 1875, and it is pleasurable to recognize in
all this apparatus the same degree of perfection which has so universally
characterized his long and extensive connection with similar works else
where.
The Engines were guaranteed by Mr. Worthington to pump five million
gallons in twenty-four hours, but at the time the city accepted them a test
was made, and the capacity proved to be 25 per cent. greater than the con
tract guarantee. The average daily duty of the compound Engine equals
42,000,000 pounds, or 5,036,000 gallons raised one foot high for each 100
pounds of coal consumed. It will be seen that the capacity of the pumping
machinery is more than five times greater than the demand. The daily
average of gallons pumped at Dayton, a city double the size of this, during
1876, was less than 1,000,000. In Columbus, the daily average for 1876
was 1,334,000 gallons. From the 21st of September, 1876, to November 1st,
1877, the total running expenses, including engineering, superintendence,
office salaries, fuel, etc., including repairs, were $7,048.81. The water was
turned on September 21st, 1876, but no charge was made for services until
November 1st. It is, therefore, fair to place the running expenses of every
kind and nature for the year ending November, 1877, at $6,500. The annual
running expenses of the Columbus Works are over $25,000, four times as
great as in this city. The Dayton running expenses were $16,238.35 in
1876, and the number of water takers 948. In this city there are 622 takers,
at an annual expense of $6,500, and the annual expenses will not be greater
when the number of takers is increased four times. The total receipts up
to November 1st were $7,893.06 (this includes a small amount of water rents
due, but not yet paid). The average time during which water has been
furnished is not to exceed six months, and the water rents, do not, there
fore, cover more than half a year. It is confidently expected that the water
takers will number one thousand a year hence, and that the revenue will
next year be not less than fifteen thousand dollars, leaving a margin to apply
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on the interest to be paid on the bonds of not less than eight thousand
dollars.
The Stand-pipe.—The most remarkable feature of the Sandusky
Water-works is the immense stand-pipe, to which reference has already been
made. We have already given its dimensions, and stated the fact that it is
not only the largest in the world, but more than quadruple the size of any
other in the United States. For some time after service to water takers
began, the stand-pipe was not completed, and water was pumped directly
into the mains. A comparison of four weeks preceding with four follow
ing the use of the stand-pipe may now be interesting to engineers. For the
four weeks immediately preceding the use of the stand-pipe, the number of
gallons of water raised 100 feet with 100 pounds of coal was 41,899. Duty
of Engine, or pounds of water raised one foot with one hundred pounds of
coal, was 34,301,953.
For the first four weeks of stand-pipe service, 51,035 gallons 100 feet
with 100 pounds of coal. Duty of Engine, 42,537,670, showing a remarka
ble gain.
To safely operate the Works by direct pressure, or by small stand-pipe
service, would require at least five men ; while, with the large stand-pipe,
three men can easily do the work.
When the stand-pipe, as now completed, was proposed by Mr. Cook, it
was feared that material of the right quality to stand the enormous strain
could not be procured. The contractors had the good fortune to secure
from the Otis Iron and Steel Company of Cleveland the necessary supply
of homogeneous steel plate. This plate is of excellent quality and great
tensile strength, and there is now no reason to doubt that it will meet the
expectations of the contractors and the engineer. Annexed we give a
diagram showing the difference between the direct and stand-pipe pressure,
and the effect of both upon the machinery. This exhibit will be of special
interest to hydraulic engineers and others familiar with such matters.
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1874.—Extract from Report of R. D. Guerard, Esq., Superintendent, addressed to Committee of Savannah, Water-works.
The Works are now, probably, or soon will be, m better condition to
meet all demands upon them than they ever were. These Worthington
Engines have now been running twenty years by day, and nearly twenty years
bynight, making very nearly forty years of service. Considering the usual time
of running Engines, ten hours a day, we are now short of the demands upon
us, when we should be five years in advance of them, by having a large
margin of pumping power, especially when the storage capacity of highservice reservoir is so small. The Engines are now working to their maxi
mum, and far above the contractor's estimate. I am certain that when the
City Council are fully informed, they will recognize the fact that none but
the strongest reasons should defer the early extension of our pumping
power.
1874.—Extract from Report of the Board of Water Commis
sioners to the City Council of Savannah, Ga.
The necessity for an additional power to supply the wants of the city
for water, has been for several years past a subject of great anxiety to the
Board. The Pumps, which have been working to raise the water by steam
power from the level of the river to the distributing reservoir, about 130
feet high, have done their duty for twenty-one years (since 1854) in a manner
to justify the confidence at first expressed in them by their inventor, Henry
R. Worthington, of New York city, whose claims then, put forth as a
hydraulic engineer, have been strengthened and increased by progressive
years. After his Engines were erected in this city in 1854, being the first
experiment on a large scale of his then newly-invented machinery, he made
an improvement upon them, which he has named the "Worthington Pumping
Engine." The admirable manner in which Mr. Worthington's first Engines
had performed their duty, and the evidence before the Board that the
Worthington was an improvement, determined them to select it for the city.
The following extract from minutes of meeting of Board of Commissioners
of the Savannah Water-works, held August 2, 1875, is respectfully sub
mitted:
" Office Board of Commissioners Water-works, Savannah.
August 2, 1875.
"At a regular meeting of the Board held this day, the superintendent
offered a communication from H. R. Worthington, offering the Engine for
acceptance. He also reported that it had been placed in position, finished
according to contract, and was working satisfactorily ; whereupon, on
motion, it was
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"Resolved, That'the new Worthington Pumping Engine be formally
accepted.
"Attest:
MAXIME J. DESVERGERS.
' ' The duty it is now performing is eminently satisfactory. The saving of
fuel is very great, being an average of 50 per cent. While the Engine is at
work, not the slightest jar in the building is felt. Savannah was the scene
of Mr. Worthington's first success in his Pumping Engines, and this last
work is an evidence that the progress of time has brought improvement,
and that he has no superior in this department of mechanical science.
(Signed)
R. D. ARNOLD, Chairman.
GEO. L. COPE,
R. H. FOOTMAN,
Board of Commissioners, Savannah Water-works."
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vs.

BEjlM

ENGINES.

ECONOMY IN REPAIRS.

From Engineering and Mining Journal, January 22, 1876.
To the Editor: Sir.—In the November number of the Franklin
Institute Journal, I find the following statement made by Mr. E. D. Leavitt :
"The superiority of Beam Engines in respect to low cost of repairs is
very clearly shown by the returns from Chicago, Louisville, and Cleveland.
It is worthy of remark that at Chicago, with a duty of only forty-four and
three-quarter million foot-pounds, and coal at $8.56 per ton, water was
delivered for 9.671 cents, while at Salem, with a duty of fifty-nine million
foot-pounds, and coal at $7.14 per ton, it cost 12.156 cents per million of
gallons raised one foot high."
Being the patentee and builder of the Engine at Salem, I feel called
upon to show that it is at least equal to "Beam Engines in respect to low
cost of repairs."
The engineer who has impeached this claim is not a casual nor inex
perienced observer, but a prominent candidate for the highest honors in this
department of engineering. His reputation fully protects him from the
imputation of willful disparagement, and it must, therefore, be from lack of
knowledge of the facts of the case that he has thus given prominence and
currency to a charge which the' records do not sustain.
In contradiction I offer the following facts, taken from the annual
official reports of the Salem Water-works :
November 25, 1868, put in a five million compound Worthington Engine
and commenced pumping.
Repairs in 1869
None.
" " 1870, page 190, City Doc
$14 60
" 1871, " 158,
"
4 95
" " 1872, " 134,
"
121 22
" " 1873, " 178,
"
200 93
In 1874, a duplicate Engine was put in. This gave the first opportunity
for thorough repairs and alterations of the old Engine, which had been run
ning regularly for five years. The following work was done upon it :
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Boiler settings torn down—Boiler inspected and tested, and set
tings rebuilt
$758 35
Felt covering replaced with Asbestos
150 00
Wooden lagging renewed and altered
351 69
Alteration and repairs of Engine
1,869 02
We have, therefore, a total for renewals and repairs of Engine, boiler,
etc., ordinary and extraordinary, distributed over six years' service, of
$3,476.76.
Average per year, $578.46. On this basis the cost of pumping for 1874
would be as follows:
537 1386-2000 tons coal at $7.14
$3,839 12
Oil, tallow, and tools
,
309 13
Items charged in "miscellaneous account,"
115 91
Wages for engineer, fireman, and laborers
2,420 00
Proportion of repair fund chargeable to 1874
578 46
$7,262 62
which gives 9.6 cents as cost of raising one million gallons one foot high—
not 12.156 cents as charged by Mr. Leavitt.
But with relative or absolute cost of pumping, this communication has
but little concern. It is intended simply to contradict the charge made by
Mr. Leavitt, against the Salem Engine specifically, and, by imputation,
against the class of Engines to which it belongs.
This charge having to do with Engines only, and not with the boilers,
or other accessory parts, common to every pumping establishment, and sub
ject to similar causes and rates of depreciation, it is obviously right to
classify the above account, and reject such items as do not pertain to the
Engine proper. This may be done as follows :
Repairs to Engine in 1869
None.
" "
" " 1870
$14 60
" "
" " 1871
4 95
" "
" " 1872
None.
" "
" " 1873
200 93
" "
" " 1874
1,869 02
Total

$2,089 50

This is an average annual expenditure of $348.25 for the thorough
repairs and renovation of a five million compound Engine, running unin
terruptedly for about six years, without the assistance of an auxiliary
Engine, or any other secondary provision, for keeping up the daily supply
of a large town.
As may be inferred, this Engine is not the best one that could be
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selected for the purpose of this argument, for the reasons that the above
repairs were unduly increased by procrastination and other causes. But, as
Mr. Leavitt has thought fit to select it from among the many with whose
records he is familiar, I accept it as a representative, and respectfully ask
him to refer me to any Beam Engine, be it Cornish, Simpson, or any other
fly-wheel variety, that has run for a period of six years, with an average
expenditure of not more than $350 per year for repairs.
Allow me a few lines in further confirmation. In 1873, Edward Law
rence, Esq., President of the Charlestown, Mass., Water-works, testified, as
follows, before the Commissioner of Patents:
" The repairs on Worthington Engines, Nos. 1 and 2, each of five million
in twenty-four hours' capacity, did not exceed fifty or seventy dollars a year, for
both Engines, from the time the first Engine was started in 1864, until Engine
No. 3 was set up in 1872."
The Eighth Report of the Charlestown Water Board, page 5, speaking
of No. 1 Engine, says:
" This Engine has been run between eight and nine years at a trifling cost oj
repairs."
Jersey City put in an eight million Worthington in 1872. Report of
1875 is as follows :
" The record of the Worthington Engine, as will appear by the Table of
Duty, stiU takes precedence, working with ease, safety, and economy, almost con
stantly, during the past year. Very insignificant sums have been expended for
repairs, and the hopes entertained, respecting the advisability of adopting this
form of Engine, have been realized by proofs of work performed and duty ren
dered, as well as the feeling of security against any serious breakdown or calam
ity, such as has been witnessed in the past, respecting the Cornish Engines in our
Works."
The Annual Report of the Philadelphia City Water-works, at Belmont,
for 1872, is as follows:
" Engine No. 1 has run almost daily since September 19, 1870, giving entire
tatisfaction. It has not cost one dollar in repairs or additions."
The report of 1873, for the same station, says:
"At the-Belmont Works the two Engines (one five million, and the other six
million) have worked satisfactorily during the season. No. 1, after running
almost constantly for two years and a half without repairs, is now undergoing
renovation, which the engineers in charge of the Works are able to do without
assistance from the machine shop. It wiU be in good order in a few days, requir
ing only a few new gum joints, and a regrinding of the valves."
Newark City Water-works Report for 1871, says: "No repairs."
For 1872: "Repairs on Engine No. 2 merely nominal. Engine No. 1
jilted with a new set of springsfor low pressure cylinder."
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For 1874: "Repairs, $183.00."
For 1875 they report: "The same successful operation of pumping
machinery, the same immunity from accident, thai has heretofore attended its
use. It has cost us nothingfor repairs, beyond the natural and inevitable wear,
and this is hardly appreciable."
This statement refers to two Worthington Engines, one erected in 1869,
the other in 1870.
At Cambridge, Mass., a five million Worthington Engine was started in
1869. The succeeding reports are as follows:
1870: "Wo repairs."
1872: "Repairs, $190.47."
1873: " The working of the large Engine was suspended for repairs, after
being in constant useforfour years."
At Buffalo, a ten million Worthington Engine has been running for the
supply of the city for the years 1874 and 1875. The bills for repairs, includ
ing a number of spare valves, amounting to about $250.00.
I might multiply these favorable citations. If there be a point in my
practice with an especially good record, it is this very one thus publicly
impeached.
H. R. WORTHINGTON.
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A FIIjE TEST WITH A WOpipiN ENGINE.

From Kalamazoo City Telegraph, September 28, 1877:
Not satisfied with the exhibition given Wednesday, Chief O'Neill to-day
put the central fire district of the village in condition for regular fire work,
and at nine o'clock this morning put the works to the severest possible test.
Pipes with different sized nozzles were attached to hydrants at various
points, in all eleven streams. All were successful streams—equal to reach
ing any fire in Kalamazoo City. At the outset, as stream after stream was
added, the pressure indicated on the water-gauge at Corporation Hall never
fell below 100 pounds. The average elevation of the streams is estimated by
the Department at 142 feet. One of the most satisfactory exhibits was at
the M. and McC. Elevator. A splendid stream was kept steadily turned in
the direction of this building, which is the highest in town, the water not
only reaching the top, but passing entirely over without touching the build
ing, clearing it at least twenty feet. Every stream was a full one. The one
opposite the International was thrown perpendicularly much of the time,
going to a point twice the height of the building. The If stream, at the
corner of Main and Rose, was a deluge, and as the other streams were
gradually shut off, leaving this to carry off the greater portion of the
pressure, it was altogether unmanageable by the two strong men who
directed it. The test lasted forty-five minutes. Water was passed through
the mains at the rate of 2,388,000 gallons for twenty-four hours. The
Pumps were guaranteed to throw only two million gallons per day. The
test is, therefore, very satisfactory in regard to the capacity of the Pumps.
The average water-pressure was 140 pounds at the Works, and the steam 57
pounds. Chief O'Neill states that he would have put on ten more streams
if he had had the pipes. Kalamazoo now has a fire protection equal to the
field to be cared for, and half our business blocks, if necessary, could be
drenched and deluged at a time.
1877.—Annual Report of the [City of Philadelphia Water
Department.
WORTHINGTON ENGINES—BELMONT WORKS.
Page 30. All the Engines received slight repairs; new guards and
caps of composition were placed on nearly all the pump-valves, replacing
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the old cast-iron ones. During the season the machinery was kept working
to its full capacity. The five million and the eight million Engines were
kept in constant operation. The other five million Engine was run about
half time. The boilers were forced beyond their capacity, but still did not
generate sufficient steam to run all the Engines. The want of adequate
boiler power is a defect most seriously felt at these Works.
Page 34. It will thus be seen that the plain cylinder boilers con
stitute seventy-two per cent. of the boiler power of the Department. These
are all arranged in the same manner, having the chimney at the back, and a
direct draft from fireplace to chimney. All that can be said in favor
of these boilers is, that they are strong and easy to clean. Their evaporative
power is very low, none of them exceeding five and a half pounds of water
to one of coal. When this evaporation is compared with that of modern
boilers, which readily evaporate from ten to twelve pounds of water to one
of coal, their inefficiency is readily seen.
The plain tubular constitutes seventeen per cent. of the boiler power.
These are beyond doubt the best in the Department. They are compact,
safe, and evaporate eight and a half pounds of water to one of coal.
Page 35. The increase of forty-eight per cent. in the supply at
Belmont was obtained by heavy firing, and forcing the machinery. In fact,
these Works were forced beyond their proper capacity, the consumption of
coal was very great, and the labor excessive.
1877.—Annual Report of the Buffalo City Water-works.
Page 5. Pumping Works.—The Engines have worked during the
year 9,429 hours, equal to 392 days and 18 hours.
Days.
Hours.
The Worthington Engine No. 1 pumped
307
3
" 2 " '
56
2
" Shepard
"
29
13
Worthington Engine.—The contract made last year with Henry R.
Worthington, of New York City, for a new Engine with a pumping capacity
of fifteen million gallons in each twenty-four hours, at a cost of $59,000.00,
has been completed. The Engine having been put in operation September
22, 1876, has performed the guaranteed capacity, and is in accordance with
the contract; it runs smoothly and does its work admirably. The Wor
thington Engine No. 1, after working three years without repairs, has been
taken to pieces and thoroughly overhauled. It is now in perfect order.
Annual Report of the Water Board of Salem, Mass.
Page 11 Engines.—The Pumping Engines still continue to do
their work as in first years, and have needed but few repairs; and these have
been made by the engineer.
There were pumped in 1876, 723,588,050 gallons of water, being 43,608,350 gallons less than for 1875, the difference being in the months of January,
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February, March and April, 1875, when the water was probably wasted to
prevent freezing.
The consumption of coal has been 590Jff g tons.
1877.—Annual Report of the Board of Water Commissioners
of the City of Toronto, Canada.
Page 66. Engine Foundations.—It may now be said that all
alarm on the part of the public for the safety of these foundations has
entirely subsided; No. 1 Engine has been running for about three years, and
No. 2 Engine for the greater part of a year, and not the slightest crack or
settlement is anywhere perceptible in them. Because other Pumping
Engines require deep founded, massive, and expensive stone structures to
support and keep them in position, it was assumed that the Worthington
Engine could never be worked on the small brick bases that they were placed
upon. However, it is now proved to alarmists that an Engine of this class
can be set up ready to work for but little more than the cost of the founda
tion of some other Pumping Engines of equal power and capacity.
Engine No. 1.—This Engine has at all times been ready to perform
the duty required of it; it has during the past year run 242 days, and has
pumped 1,021,587,836 gallons of water with 4,357,140 pounds of coal, show
ing an average duty of 51,404,755 pounds raised one foot high with 100
pounds of coal. No repairs have been required except such as were rendered
necessary from pumping up pieces of stone and mortar, which had got into
the well through the carelessness of the masons when working around the
outlet pipes. These pieces of stone injured the rubber valves and rendered
new ones necessary.
Engine No. 2.—This Engine, which was contracted for at the date of
my last Report, has been running regularly since June, and has proved most
satisfactory in every way. It was guaranteed to perform a duty of 60,000,000
pounds, and has so far exceeded this requirement. A test of 123J hours was
made, commencing January 14th, 1877, and the duty given was 63,561,306
pounds raised one foot high with each 100 pounds of coal consumed.
Page 67. During the past year both Engines have been used for
pumping directly into the distribution. On one occasion the reservoir was
shut off and emptied for repairs for more than a week, and during this time
sometimes one Engine and sometimes the other pumped against the relief
valves, which are placed on the mains outside the engine-house, with as
much ease and uniformity as when working in the ordinary manner against
the constant head of the reservoir.
The adaptability of these Engines to work in this manner is found to be
of immense service in keeping the city supplied with water under any con
tingency that may arise. We have had the reservoir shut off, one main
thrown out of use entirely, and the other partially, while making connections
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with the new distribution, and yet the supply of the city was not interfered
with in the slightest degree. Anyone at all acquainted with the management
of Water-works must see that this elasticity of the system, brought about as
it is in a great measure by the readiness with which a Worthington Engine
adapts itself to any mode of working, must be a great boon to those in charge
of the Works, and more than fully justifies our choice of Engines.
1877.—Annual Report of the Water Board of the City of
Newark, N-. J.
Page 5. The statement hereto appended, marked A, gives the
details of work of Worthington Pumping Engines at Belleville. The cost
of pumping at the Belleville Works was as follows:
For Fuel, 2,656.7 tons Coal
$14,474 00
Engineer's and Fireman's Wages, including charge for house
rent furnished employees
9,137 00
Engine Stores
1,344 98
Repairs and Improvements to Pumping Engines
1,922 47
$26,879 35
Cost per million gallons, delivered in reservoir, $11.83TV Cost, per
million gallons raised one hundred feet, $6. 79TV Duty of Engines Nos. 1
and 2, 56,496,059. Duty of Engine No. 3, 54,056,900.
The Engines and boilers are in good condition. Engine No. 1, which
has been in use since 1869, was thoroughly overhauled during the Summer,
and is doing good duty. All the work of repairs, except furnishing a new
piston for high-pressure cylinder of No. 1, has been done by the regular
employees.
Page 6. A new Worthington Engine, for the high service pump
ing station, was completed and put in operation in the month of April, since
which time it has been in successful and constant operation. This service
embraces the section of the city west of High Street. The average daily
consumption of this section was 1,605,686 gallons. The details of operation
of this Engine are shown in statement marked B.
The Engine is a compound tank Engine, one Pump being operated
by the high-pressure cylinder, and the other by the low. The arrangement
of Engine, engine-house, and fixtures is very convenient and complete, and
the whole admirably answers the purpose for which it was designed.
1877. —Annual Report of the Water-works of the City of
Cleveland, Ohio.
Page 21. Machinery Improvements.—The improvements made
in the Pumping Works' machinery during the past year have been under
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contemplation for the past two years, and consist of a pair of Worthington
Compound Pumping Engines, of ten million gallons daily capacity. These
have been put in place, and have been able, easily, to supply the city with
water at any time since they were started. They are giving good satisfac
tion in every respect.
1877.—Annual .Report of the Zanesville Water-works, Ohio.
Page 5. Table "C" will show the detail expenses of running No. 2
Power House. The Worthington Pumping Engines, at Power House No.
3, have run three hundred days this year without accident or repairs, and
are in good order, as table " B " and " C " will show. Table " F " will show
detail expense of running No. 3 Power House. The Worthington high ser
vice pumping machinery has been run daily for the last year, and given sat
isfaction to the water takers1877.—Annual Report of the Boston Water Boara.
Page 47. Pumping Station and Reservoir. —The table on page
48 shows the work done by the Worthington Engines at the Mystic Station
during the year, the number of days that each Engine ran, the coal used,
and the average monthly and yearly duty.
Engine No. 1 was in use 109 days 23 hours.
" 2
" " 30 " 20 "
45 minutes.
"
« 3
« « 325 « u «
45 «
Total coal consumed, 8,108,280 pounds, of which 7.73 per cent. were
ashes and clinkers.
Total quantity of water pumped, 3,230,101,297 gallons. Average lift
or head pumped against, 154.25 feet.
Page 49. The average duty of the three Engines for the year was
51,281,200 foot-pounds per 100 pounds of coal consumed, no deduction being
made for clinkers or ashes, and the number of gallons pumped per pound of
coal was 398.6 or 11.7 gallons (3 per cent.) more than in the previous year.
The duty reported for 1875 is somewhat greater than that given above,
but it will be noticed that the quantity of water raised per pound of coal is
3 per cent. greater in 1876 than in 1875, showing that in reality the Engines
have worked more economically during the past year than during the pre
vious one.
This apparent discrepancy is due to the fact that a mercury gauge has
lately been attached to the force main to measure the lift, which varies from
3 to 3} pounds from the old gauge in its readings, thus reducing the lift,
credited to the Engine, about 6f feet.
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The cost of pumping has been as follows :
Salaries
Fuel
Repairs
Oil, waste, and packing
Miscellaneous small supplies
Total.

$6,858
23,181
806
1,312
133

00
24
64
88
61

$32,292 39

Making the cost per million of gallons raised one foot high 6i cents,—a very
favorable result.
The largest quantity pumped in any one day was 15,475,239 gallons
(February 26, 1876).
Page 123. The Pumps are in good order, with the exception of
No. 2, which is now dismantled to receive the new steam pistons ordered by
the Board in April last, which are being made by the builder of the Engine,
Mr. Worthington, to replace the "Wheelock pistons and packing," which
were put in in 1874 (by order of the Board), and which, for an Engine of this
kind, have proved a failure. These repairs will be completed the last of
May, or early in June. The water-cylinders to all the Pumps, and all the
connections that require it, were repainted and varnished at an expense of
$207.50. 'With these exceptions, the Pumps have required only ordinary
repairs.
1877.—Annual Report of the Toledo Water-works of the Ciy of
Toledo, Ohio.
Page 23. The Pumping Engines continue in perfect condition, with
the exception that the felting used as non-conductor on steam-pipes, steamcylinders, and other heated parts of the Engines, has, in several places,
become very nearly destroyed, and I accordingly recommend that a more
durable material be substituted. The great benefits derivable from prevent
ing the elimination of heat from the steam pipes and cylinders in the con
stant saving of fuel, are too self-evident to require comment.
Page 42. The evaporative value of coal used, of course has much
to do with the Engine duty. But when coal possessing a high evaporative
value costs relatively more than lower grades, it is economy to use the lower
grade, even though a lesser duty is secured. The city's interest is best sub
served by the use of coal which will show the greatest economy in the actual
cost of pumping water.
During the past year we have consumed 501.96 tons of Youghiogheny
coal, at an average cost per ton of $4.54; cost of coal for raising 1,000,000
gallons of water one foot high, 4.3 cents; also, 623.06 tons of Perry county
coal, costing $3.33 per ton; cost of raising 1,000,000 gallons of water one
foot high, 3.7 cents; also 257.05 tons of Straitsville coal, cost $3.32 per ton;
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cost of raising 1,000,000 gallons of water one foot high, 3.8 cents. The
Perry county coal showing the greatest economy and the Youghiogheny
coal the least.
The Engine duty, or pounds of water raised one foot high with one
hundred pounds of coal, was:
When burning Youghiogheny
43, 555, 002
When burning Perry county
38,362,919
When burning Straitsville
36, 644, 275
The Youghiogheny coal being the highest in evaporative value, but,
owing to its greater cost, the lowest in economy.
•
1877.—Annual Report of the Water Commissioners of the Town
of Wbburn, Mass.
Page 16 The pumping department is in good condition. The
Worthington Engine has been thoroughly overhauled and repaired. The
work has been performed throughout by the regular engineer and his intelli
gent and capable fireman, without a dollar's additional expense to the town.
Cumberland coal continues to give the most satisfactory results. The con
sumption of coal during the year just closed, was about forty tons less than
in the previous year. Having pumped twenty-two and a half millions of
gallons of water less than last year, it follows, as a matter of course, that the
consumption of coal was proportionately smaller. The Worthington
Engine, under the careful supervision of Mr. Parkhurst, has worked admir
ably throughout. The reduced consumption of water has been equal to
about twenty-two days pumping, showing a saving in the pumping service
during the year of that period, being so much less wear and tear to the
Engine.

PUMPING STATION AT BALTIMORE, MD.
Two 5 million Engines. Scale: 1 in. — 20 ft.
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PUMPING STATION AT WALTHAM, MASS.
Two 1% million Engines. Scale: 1 in. — 20.

PUMPING STATION AT BURLINGTON, VT.
Two % million Engines. Scale: 1 in. — 20 ft.
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BALTIMORE HIGH SERVICE PUMPING STATION.
Two 3 million Engines. Scale: 1 in. — 20 ft.
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FOUNDATIONS.

No comparison of cost between rival Engines can be considered com
plete that does not involve the cost of the peculiar buildings and foundations
required by each variety. It would not be difficult to exhibit cases, where
the expense of foundations alone was nearly, if not quite equal, to the con
tract price of the Engine.
In considering the question of the extent and massiveness of mason work
required, it will be noticed as a valuable peculiarity of the Worthington
Engine, that its power is nearly all exerted in a direct line, with little or no
tendency to make oblique pressure in any^direction.
Its working efforts are contained within the frame of bars which tie its
parts together, and scarcely tax the bed upon which it is laid, except to
support the weight. But for the thrust produced by the water in the
delivering main, a holding down bolt would hardly be required. In fact,
the Engine has often been temporarily run without being fastened in any way.
In slight qualification of these remarks, it will be observed that the
motion of the air pumps is indirect; but the power expended upon them is
not enough in amount to make sensible difference with the statement, that
the force of the Engine is expended directly in line with the connecting bars.
The only tendency to disturbance that needs to be guarded against, arises
either from the settlement or compression of the mason work, the lateral
thrust of the forcing main, being adverted to, or the expansion of the Engine
when heating up ; all of which is easily met.
It may be said in general terms, that a block of masonry eight feet deep,
built upon reliable ground, is sufficient for the foundation of the largest
Worthington Engine yet erected. The preceding engraving of the Engine
in section, page 38, shows this block to be the same length and width as
the steam and water cylinders, and largely cut away in the middle section,
to accommodate the air pumps and condenser. The upper side is about one
foot above the level of the engine-room floor, and the holding down bolts
pierce the block from top to bottom.
Brick, laid in cement, is the material generally selected, as being easy to
procure and more readily laid to exact dimensions, with suitable pockets for
the foundation bolts. But stone is often, and in some cases, advantageously
substituted.
These foundations are so simple in shape as to be readily built by any
good mason, and so compact and low down as to make it easy to place the
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heavy parts of the Engine upon them. It is not possible to make an accurate
statement of cost, except for specified localities, on account of large local
differences in the prices of labor and material. But two thousand dollars
may be taken as the outside cost of foundations for an Engine not exceeding
6,000,000 gallons per day capacity.
As regards the buildings required, it is plain to see that an Engine of
the kind described, resting upon mason work at the level of the floor, does
Dot tax the engine-house for support of any kind. It only requires pro
tection, combined with enough attention to architecture, to meet the require
ments of good taste and permanent construction. But for these, and the
danger of fire, the simple wooden building under which several of the
largest of these Engines have been called upon to labor until permanent
structures could be provided, would have answered indefinitely.
The air chamber, which is the only elevated appendage to the Engine,
never reaches so high as to demand a loftier roof than is indicated by archi
tectural propriety.
An Engine of 10,000,000 gallons in twenty-four hours capacity, can be
accommodated in a room of 50 by 28 feet interior dimensions, and a height
to the eaves of 16 feet. Extended to 50 feet square, it would accommodate
two such Engines liberally. An engine of 3,000,000 gallons capacity would
need a room of 25 by 35 feet. The same Engine in duplicate would require
85 by 40 feet. For intermediate sizes these dimensions may be qualified
about in proportion.
The engravings on pages 138-141, present the plan of boiler and
engine-houses suitable for Worthington Engines of different sizes. It is
sometimes considered desirable to provide for the storage of coal within the
boiler room. But a contiguous shed for that especial purpose generally
saves in construction, and removes the dust and dirt from the immediate
neighborhood of the machinery.
The pump-well is a water-tight receptacle beneath the floor of the
engine-room, into which the supply pipe for the Pumps is carried. Practice
proves that it is very desirable to have a well of this kind so constructed
that it can be conveniently emptied, when necessary, for inspection or
repairs of the foot valve or supply pipe. In contrast with a long pipe,
through which the Pump is required to draw water from an adjoining lake
or river, it is very much to be preferred. For many reasons, based upon the
peculiar action of Pumps upon the water column, a long supply pipe should
be avoided, especially if any considerable vacuum is to be maintained. The
examples frequently occuring prove the truth of this statement. When the
water is brought by a conduit to a pump-well, from which a short supply
pipe, provided with a proper foot valve, is led to the Pumps, a lift by
exhaustion of 21 feet, measuring from the surface of the water to the center
of the Pump, is not practically objectionable. Yet there is no point more
clearly established by the workings of large Pumping Engines than that the
water should be brought to the Pumps as nearly on a level with the lower
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valves as it can be, conveniently. Every foot of lift saved is worth some
thing to the Engine in a practical point of view. The ability to produce a
vacuum is easily impaired by a leak or derangement of the water valves, and
this failure always produces concussion and sometimes fracture, by allowing
the piston to travel without resistance, for a portion of its stroke, until
suddenly arrested by the water upon which it impinges with a hurtful blow.
Pumping Engines are sometimes required to work under a head of
supply. This is a somewhat difficult requisition, but with due care it can be
successfully met in practice.
As no Pump can act efficiently to free itself from the air contained
within its chambers at starting, so long as pressure exists upon the delivery
valve, a secondary delivery pipe or " by pass " should be provided, to be
opened when the gate or check valve upon the main delivery is closed. The
Pumps can then be moved slowly, under little or no pressure, until thor
oughly emptied of air and filled with water. At the same time, the steam
cylinders will be properly heated, the vacuum established, and everything
brought in order for taking up the full work. The " feed-well " is a small
tank, designed to receive enough of hot water from the steam jackets and
air pumps for the supply of the boilers.
There are no feed pumps attached to the Engines, their place being
taken by an independent feeding apparatus arranged to pump hot or cold
water, or to charge the pump cylinders, if so required. This last provision
obviates the necessity of starting on a dry Pump, which sometimes induces
the Engine to jump badly before catching the water upon which it depencfs
for a suitable resistance.

j
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Boilers for Water-works.

For a long time the boilers used in connection with the celebrated PumpJig Engine of the Cornish mines held supremacy in the popular estimation,
is completely as did the Engine with which it was associated. They were
lesigned to burn coal very slowly upon a grate of large dimensions,
iombined with an extraordinary amount of heating surface. They were
lylindrical in form, with a large flue running the whole length, one
end of which constituted the firebox. The gaseous products, after leaving
the fire, traveled through the remainder of this large flue, or through two
smaller flues, which were sometimes substituted, to the rear of the boiler,
then back to the front end under one-half of the shell, and again to the rear
under the other half, on its way to the chimney. A very slow rate of combus
tion was insisted upon, and the greatest care taken to prevent radiation.
But although very efficient and economical in the use of fuel, the boiler
was objectionable in its form, and expensive in proportion to the fire surface
exhibited. Subsequent practice has fully demonstrated that its claims to
exclusive preference are by no means tenable. Whatever form may be
adopted, the considerations of safety, steadiness of action, and durability,
are so controlling as almost to preclude the use of any not conspicuous for
these characteristics.
As to the pressure of steam under which it is desirable to work, it is doubt
less true that a boiler can be made to withstand a hundred pounds per square
inch as well as forty pounds. But it is also true that the tendency is to take
more or less risk and run closer to the margin of safety, rather than to
increase weight and cost to the full degree required for increased pressures.
And whether from prejudice, or ideas deduced from general observation,
there is certainly a feeling of increased responsibility in the mind of almost
any careful man called upon to manage large boilers working under
unusually high pressures. The gain in their use results partially from the
fact that twice as much coal is not theoretically required to make a given
quantity of steam at one hundred pounds per square inch, as to make it at
fifty pounds.
Moreover, the initial and inevitable losses connected with the use of
steam, bear a smaller proportion to the high than to the low pressure. A
non-condensing Engine expends about fifteen pounds per square inch use
lessly in overcoming atmospheric pressure against the piston. In such a
case, if the working pressure were but twenty pounds above zero, very little
would be left for useful propulsion. But if the working pressure were

increased to a hundred lbs., the percentage of loss adverted to would be very
much reduced. Similar laws apply to all Engines, whether condensing or
non-condensing, and constitute the most important arguments in favor of
high boiler pressures.
But while giving them due consideration, the more important point is
the safety and durability of the machinery employed. The writer has not
been able to see anything in the results shown as attainable, to warrant
departure from very conservative and moderate standards. Undoubtedly
some increment of duty, and some reduction in size and cost of Engines
might be gained by the use of steam at higher pressures, but not enough
to justify the practical sacrifices which their realization thus far seems to
demand
The variety of boiler almost exclusively adopted in his practice is
exhibited in the annexed engraving, page 145, and known as the return
tubular boiler. The greatest diameter he has yet employed is 6i feet, with 4
inch return tubes 18 feet long, limited to an extreme working pressure of
sixty pounds per square inch. The fire first passes under the boiler, return
ing through the tubes and then over the top of the boiler into the chimney,
as shown in the drawing, or else dispensing with the top return, it enters
the chimney located at the front of the boiler. As the heat is effectually
withdrawn by the passage of the gases through the flues, this return has
no appreciable effect in surcharging the steam. It is frequently inconven
ient to locate the chimney at the front end of the boiler, and this compels
the top return arrangement in many cases.
The fact that the most active part of the fire is expended under the
body of this boiler, is a good feature of protection in case of accidental
deficiency of water, as the upper tubes, which are the first to be bared, are
not exposed to direct heat. The cylindrical fgrm is the very best of all
forms, and the numerous tubes operate as longitudinal ties between the two
flat heads. It is difficult to imagine anything in the way of a boiler more
simple, strong, or durable. The ends of the tubes are easily accessible, and
the ordinary deposit of sediment can be conveniently removed. The setting
is double, with exterior expansion walls, inclosing an air space. It is a rare
thing for these settings to suffer materially from cracking or displacement,
while the protection against loss of heat from radiation is almost complete.
When combined in pairs or sets for duplicate service, these boilers are
furnished with entirely independent steam pipes, water pipes, and feeding
connections, to allow of the use of either one, during the repairs of the other,
or others.
The important consideration of evaporative results will now claim atten
tion. The Report of Experts to [the Brooklyn Water-works in 1857 and
1859, dealt carefully with this subject, and gave the following results, which
have always been considered good ones for comparison :
Hartford Water-works.—Drop-flue Boilers, 10^ pounds of water
evaporated per pound of coal from temperature of 100°.
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Jersey City Water-works.—Cornish Boilers, 10T§ff pounds.
Cambridge Water-works.—Return Tubular Boilers. Not exactly stated,
but about 10 pounds.
Since that day, this last-named boiler has held its place in the first rank,
when properly proportioned and managed. It is not a good boiler under
other circumstances, for it will not bear crowding. The allowance of heat
ing surface in the Cornish practice was, oftentimes, as high as 50 square feet
per actual horse-power of 33,000 pounds, and it was very commonly 30 or
40. But 22 square feet, not counting the top return surface, is ample allow
ance per horse-power in the return tubular boiler, the average activity of the
fire surface being considerably greater than in the Cornish boiler. Neither
is it necessary to confine the combustion to the slow rate of 4 pounds per
square foot of grate per hour, as was the general Cornish practice. Very
good results, and perhaps as good as any attainable in ordinary practice,
where thin and light fires are apt to suffer from neglect, can be got from a
combustion of about 8 pounds per hour.
It will be understood that the views above advanced do not apply to the
peculiar forms of boilers made necessary by the impurity of the water used
for supplying them. Where deposits of scale or sedimentary matter in con
siderable quantity exist, it might be unprofitable to use any but the most
elementary form, with a view to facility for cleansing, at some sacrifice of
economy in evaporation.
In judging of the claims of the new boilers that are constantly presented
to the public attention, it is well to remember that the best result attainable
from the combustion of a pound of pure carbon, in a laboratory experiment,
is set down by good authority at 15 pounds, nearly. This does not leave
much in the way of improvement upon such boiler practice as we have been
considering, after deducting 15 per cent. from the value of the coal for
ashes, clinker, and waste.
One of the most difficult of all experiments, and perhaps the most uncer
tain in its result, under different conditions of management and pressure, is
the one of ascertaining the evaporative power of a boiler. The rate at which
coal is burned, largely qualifies the result, and the rapidity of the evapora
tion affects the "amount of water held mechanically in the steam, or
"entrained," as it is called. Anhydrous steam, by which is meant steam
with only its theoretical proportion of water, is rarely, if ever, produced.
A percentage of water in excess of this quantity is probably always present.
How much, or how little this may be, depends upon the proportion of the
boiler to its work, the area of its steam delivering spaces, the amount of steam
room, and good or bad form generally. Almost every concentrated and
active boiler will be found intermediate between the condition of foaming,
which will empty a boiler of all its water, with dangerous rapidity, and that
of wet steam, so called; and on such it is very difficult to make a correct trial
of evaporation. This probably accounts for the extraordinary claims often
made of evaporative results as high as 12 and even 14 pounds. It may be
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noticed as a suspicious circumstance in almost all such cases, that the rate
increases with the activity and irregularity of the water circulation within
the boiler.
Practice, therefore, corroborates the declaration that if due regard be
paid to the apportionment of fire and grate surface, and to the setting and
management of boilers, the difference in results between the several approved
forms in use will not be very great in a department where considerations of
weight and room are .neither controlling nor specially important; and tliat
no good can result from the emyloymcnt of more active and concentrated
forms, which are liable to rapid alterations in pressure, require greater care
in management and are more subject to derangement.

The "Duty" of Pumping Engines.
EXPLANATION OF THE TERM; ITS APPLICATION AND USE.
As long ago as the year 1778, the celebrated 'firm of Bolton & Watt
introduced their engines into the mines of Cornwall. They were often paid
out of the profits resulting from the saving of fuel, and, in order to fix
this compensation, a standard Of performance became necessary. This was
established by Watt, who gave to the method of estimating and expressing
it the name of " Duty." Fora long time it was based upon the consumption
of one bushel of coal, assumed to weigh 94 pounds. But this being some
what uncertain, one hundred weight, or 112 pounds, was afterwards sub
stituted. Of late years 100 pounds has been almost exclusively used in
the calculation. As now understood, therefore, the duty of a Pumping En
gine is the number of pounds of water lifted one foot high by the consump
tion of 100 pounds of coal. The accuracy with which work of this kind
can be ascertained makes a comparison of results obtained from different
Engines at once simple and easy. They are reduced to a common standard
by multiplying the number of pounds of water pumped with 100 pounds
of coal, by the height in feet through which it is raised. The product
expresses " the duty" in millions. A modification of this expression, more
recently introduced, is called "the foot pound duty." In this form, one
pound of coal is taken, instead of 100, as the basis of the calculation, the
result being yj, of the first expression. So that a fifty million duty by
Watt's standard would be called a five hundred thousand foot pound duty.
I offer in illustration the method of calculation adopted by Chief
Engineer Geo. H. Bailey, of Newark Water-works, at the official test of the
Worthington Engine in 1870.

V
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Area of Plunger. Pressure per sq. in. Load
In eq. i .
in lbs.
in lbs.
373.85
x
75,68 = 28,893
or in another way, thus:
Displacement
Strokes
in Cubic per
feet.Stroke per
hour.
10.4042
x
2,722

Feet moved Constant Duty.
per hour by plunger.
x 10,908.4 x 100 = 77,157,840
400
Coal per hour in lbs.

of water
Duty,
perWeight
cubic foot
in lbs. inHeight
feet Constant
x400 62.5 x 174.82 x 100 = 77,358,478

Coal per hour in lbs.
Also, the following formula adopted by Frederic Graff, Esq., Chief
Engineer, Water Department, Philadelphia, for the Engines under his
charge :
P x V x H x 100
= Duty.
F
Wherein P represents pounds of water, delivered per stroke, as ascertained
by measurement of the plungers and calculation of their displacement; V,
the number of strokes made during the trial ; H, the head pressure in feet,
including friction through the main, as ascertained by gauges placed on
the ascending main, just beyond the air chamber; F, the number of pounds
of coal actually consumed during the trial, not deducting ashes or clinkers ;
neither reckoning the coal used in getting up steam nor banking fires.
A duty test of this character does not, however, fully express the
working characteristics or merits of an Engine. It is confined to an exper
iment of a few hours' duration, under the most careful handling and with
everything in the best possible condition. To be entitled to a substantial
reputation, an Engine should exhibit satisfactory annual working results in
addition to those of a short duty trial. Obviously no Engine can make a
high continuous record that cannot show a high duty under a special trial.
But it is also true that an Engine which can show this high duty may be of
comparatively small value for Water-works purposes by reason of excessive
cost, liability to derangement, necessity for frequent repairs, or inordinate
cost of attendance. Therefore it is that prudent hydraulic engineers attach
but little value to isolated duty tests, unless corroborated by a record of
good current performances. It has, moreover, happened that some discredit
has been thrown upon special trials by sudden or arbitrary changes made
in the way of estimating the work done, or unusual allowances in the coal
account. It is necessary that duty trials should conform, as far as may be
possible, to a common standard, if the results are to be relied upon for the
purposes of comparison.
For a long time a reasonable uniformity was maintained, but within the
last few years departures from precedent have been made, almost, it would
seem, at the caprice of the operator. A casual reader needs, therefore, to be
on his guard when he sees an isolated quotation of high duties. The records
should be searched to see whether it was based upon "combustible" only,
or upon ordinary coal, that is to say, whether rejecting ashes and cinders, or
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including the same 1 Whether upon coal used in pumping only, or upon the
total coal consumed? It should also be ascertained whether unusual allow
ances had been made for resistance due to the passage of the water through
bends and turns in the Pump and pipes ? Whether a deduction for Pump
leakage has been insisted upon, or whether the calculated displacement of
the Pump has been allowed? Whether the coal was of good quality and in
ordinary merchantable condition, or whether, for the purpose of improving
the result, the parties in interest had been allowed to cull and pick the fuel
used ? In view of the increasing inability to deduce commercial and
practical conclusions from such tests, which appear to have strayed from
their original purpose, and assumed the character of a scientific experiment,
we seem to be driven to the annual official records as the best testimony at
command, in regard to the relative merits of Engines. A synopsis of these
records is presented in the following Tables, with as much accuracy as is
compatible with the various ways in which accounts are kept by the Waterwork officials. To avoid every source of error, the computations are made
upon all the coal used. It might, perhaps, be desirable to deduct that used
for heating the building or for other incidental purposes, but the writer is
convinced that a safe and uniform comparison can only be instituted by
charging all the coal used to pumping service.
The following notes are offered in further explanation of the Table :
Note to Column 4. —It should be considered that an Engine running on
short time, or at intervals, incurs a proportionate loss in stopping, starting,
heating up, etc. The duty will improve, therefore, as the running
approaches to continuity. This consideration operates unfavorably upon
the record of all new Works. The column headed "Running Time" will
suggest a proper allowance on this point.
Note to Column 5.—It is correct to credit an Engine with as much
increased resistance as may be produced by the friction of the water moving
through the delivery pipe. The amount of this resistance depends upon the
size, length and directness of these pipes, which the builder of the Engine is
not allowed to designate, and for which he should not be held responsible.
But no credit should be allowed an Engine for work due to friction of its
own parts or for that of the water through the chambers, passages and valves
of the pump. This element of loss is to a great extent under the control of
the builder, and oftentimes expresses the difference between good and bad
proportion, or between good and bad construction. It is sometimes very
difficult to get the exact figures for this column, as few Reports make men
tion of the resistance against which the Pump works, although they often
give the surveyed height of the head.
Note to Column 9.—The "Duty" herein expressed is found by multi
plying the number of gallons in Column 8, by 8.34 pounds, which is taken
as the weight of a gallon of water at average temperature.
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SPECIAL

TESTS

OF

WOpipON

ENGINES

FOR DUTY AND CAPACITY.
TESTS AT PHILADELPHIA.
[

To the Select and Common Councils.
Gentlemen :—The undersigned experts, appointed by your Honorable
Bodies to test the Worthington Pumping Engines at Belmont, beg leave to
present the following report :
On examination it was decided to make trial with Engine No. 2, which
has been in operation for the past twelve months.
Tlie tests were of two kinds.
First. —The duty test, by which is meant the ability of the Engine to
perform a given amount of work, and is expressed in the usual way of
pounds raised one foot high with one hundred pounds of coal.
This test takes into account the actual resistance against which the
Engine works, and is calculated from the known dimensions of the Pump,
the observed pressure in the pump main, and speed of the Engine, and is
independent of the actual delivery into the reservoir.
Second. —The capacity test, or actual discharge at the reservoir.
This is expressed in cubic feet or gallons, and the amount by which
this falls short of the theoretic or calculated capacity of the Pumps, repre
sents the amounts lost by leakage through the pump valves and by the
plunger and other causes.
For the purpose of bringing the whole work within the period origin
ally assigned, the two tests were conducted at the same time ; observations
of the delivery at the reservoir being conducted whilst those connected with
the working of the Engine were being made.
Duty Test.
Previous to the test, the pressure gauges were carefully compared with
the standard test gauges, and a certified statement of their variations
obtained. The coal scales were tested and sealed by the official sealer of
-weights and measures. The pressure gauge on the Engine indicated the
resistance, measured from the center of the gauge to the delivery in the
reservoir. A float and gauge rod marked the level of water in the pump
well. The whole resistance, or load, on the Engine, therefore, is expressed
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in feet, by adding the height due to the indicated pressure on the gauge to
the vertical distance from the center of the gauge to the level of water in
pump well. The counter attached to the Engines indicated every fourth
stroke, and the reading was checked every half hour by actual count of the
strokes.
The feed-water for the boilers was accurately measured in a tank of
ascertained capacity, and charged to the boilers as delivered. The correct
ness of the manner of measurement was verified at the commencement of the
test.
The coal consumed was carefully weighed, one or more assistants being
on duty in the fire room during the whole test, and having a constant super
vision of the matter.
Half-hour observations were taken of the Engine counter, the indicated
water pressure, height of well gauge, steam pressure at Engine and boilers,
speed of Engine, length of stroke, condition of vacuum, and temperature of
feed-water. These observations were made by not less than three persons at
the same time, and their notes carefully compared and verified as the test
progressed.
The feed-water was constantly in charge of an assistant, and every
separate charge of water to the boilers entered in a separate book, kept for
the purpose.
The fires were carefully observed at commencement of test; steam in
boilers being at forty-eight pounds pressure, and water in glass gauges stand
ing at two and one-half inches.
The test commenced at 4.40 P. M., on Wednesday, May 15th, and
continued till Friday, May 17th, at 5 o'clock, P. M., being of forty-eight
hours and twenty minutes' duration.
SUMMARY OP RESULTS.
Duration of test
Reading of counter at close of test
commencement,

Hours.
48
959273
924372

Mine.
20

Number of strokes, as per counter
34901
Counter indicating every fourth stroke,
34901 x 4, =139604
Average strokes per minute
48.139
Diameter of plungers or water pistons, inches,
22.5"
"
piston rods
"
"
4.
Mean area of plungers in square inches,
391.33
" length of stroke
49.347
Displacement of plunger in cubic inches,
19311
gallons,
83.6
"
"
" (water at temperature of 66° =62, 297
pounds per cubic foot) in pounds,
696.2

r
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Mean water pressure, in pounds
Height due to this pressure in feet (water at 66°)
Distance from center of guage to water in pump well, in feet ....
Total height, including frictional resistance, in feet
Average steam pressure at boiler, in pounds per sq. in
Average steam pressure at Engine, in pounds "
"
Vacuum at Engine in inches
Average temperature of feed-water, degrees
Coal charged to boilers. in pounds
40,330
Ashes and clinkers
4349
i of this available for firing
1450

86.724
200.46
17.28
217.74
48.8
46.66
26.5
129. 591

38880
Correction of weight to raise water at close of test to )
original level
)
Total coal for work of Engine
Water charged to boilers, in cubic feet
5212
Less leakage (Temp. 138', weight 61.52 pounds) per
cubic foot
40
5172 cubic feet x 61.52 pounds
Loss of water in boiler during test, pounds.
Total water evaporated, in pounds
.Pounds of coal to evaporate this amount of water

=

38390

5172
318181
530
318711
38880

318711
Evaporative power of boilers

=
38880

pounds of water, with one pound of coal
8.19
The correction of weight of coal is obtained in this way.
At the close of the test, the water in boilers was 0.Ty„ inches lower than
at commencement. The Engine is therefore charged with coal sufficient to
bring the deficiency of water (530 pounds) from 130° the temperature of
feed water, to temperature of steam, at 48 pounds pressure, 295'. 7, or 10
pounds of coal.
On the other hand, by reason of this deficiency, the boilers had evapor
ated so much more water than appeared to be delivered to them, and had
done it without the use of this additional ten pounds; consequently, 530
pounds have been added to the weight of water delivered by the feed pump.
The duty of the engine is thus calculated.
Duty calculated from actual evaporation—
Displacement
of plunger
Strokes
of engine in
Height
of delivery,
in pounds per stroke.
hours and minutes.
in feet.
48
20
696.2
x
139.604
x
217.74
100
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54,416,694 pounds raised one foot high with 100 pounds of coal, being in
excess of the guaranteed duty, 8^ per cent.
On the basis of an evaporation of 9j pounds of water with one pound of
coal, which the contract with Mr. Worthington allows, the duty would be
63,120,707 pounds, or an excess of 26$^ per cent. over the contract require
ment.
Capacity Test.
The quantity of water discharged at the reservoir was measured over a
weir, carefully constructed under the direction of Mr. T. H. Bisdon, a
gentleman practically acquainted with this mode of measuring water.
Under his direction, also, the observations and calculations were made.
From these it appears that the pumps delivered into the reservoir in 48 hours
and 20 minutes, 1,500,584.52 cubic feet of water, equal to 11,225,122 gallons.
or at the rate of 5,573,853 gallons in 24 hours ; being 11^5% percent in excess
of 5,000,000 gallons guaranteed.
The discharge of the Pumps, calculated from the displacement of the
plungers, was 5,795,200 gallons in 24 hours, being more than that determined
by weir measurement by 3T85 per cent.
It will not be correct to assume that the whole of this difference is due
to leakage by and through the Pump, and in order to ascertain as nearly as
possible the amount due to that cause, it may be observed that during the
whole test some portion of the injection water for the condenser was taken
from the pump main, the suction injection at the high temperature of the
river not furnishing sufficient. This quantity was not less than 100 gallons
per minute, which would make the loss by leakage through the Pump not
exceeding 1^ per cent.
The tests, both of capacity and duty, have been made with great care,
and every precaution taken to ensure a correct result.
The conclusion, from the facts and figures given, is that the Engine is
fairly and easily performing considerably beyond the guaranty.
The Engine worked during the whole test with remarkable smoothness
and precision, with scarcely a perceptible variation of speed or length of
stroke, and the character of workmanship throughout appears unexception
able.
Respectfully submitted,
JACOB G. NEAFIE,
HENBY L. HOFF,
W. BABNET Le VAN,
GEO. H. BAILEY,
ISAAC S. CASSIN.
May 31, 1872.
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TEST OF WORTHINGTON ENGINE No. 2 AT TORONTO.
capacity—10,000,000 imperial gallons in 24 hours; commenced 15th
January, ended 20th January.
Duration of Tost
123h. 20m.'
Consumption of coal
161,324 lbs.
Reading of counter at commencement
123,365
Reading of counter at end of test
217,216
Total number of strokes
93,851
Area of plunger
660.83 sq. in.
Length of stroke
48 in.
Displacement of eacli registered stroke
457.28 Imp. Gals.
Displacement of stroke
114.32
Average piston velocity per minute
102.66 ft.
Average number of strokes per minute with both Pumps 25.4
Average sjteam pressure in Boilers
48 lbs.
"
"
"
Engine
45 "
Average vacuum
28 "
Average water pressure
96.7 "
Temperature of feed-water
il3° F.
Average temperature of water in well
33J^° F.
Average distance from centre of pressure gauge to water
in pump-well
13J^ ft.
Measured head from water in well to surface of water
in reservoir
216.60 ft.
Total working pressure on Pumps, including frictional
allowance of one pound per square inch between
water in well and gauge on force main
103.45 lbs.
42,916,185 gals, x 10 lbs. x 238.93 ft._
161,324 lbs. coal consumed.*
A duty of 63,561,306 foot-pounds with 100 lbs. of coal.
TEST OF WORTHINGTON ENGINE AT LOWELL, MASS.
The undersigned, having, at the request of your Honorable Board,
tested the performance of the Worthington Pumping Engine at the pump
ing station, and submitted a brief statement of the result August 2d, here
with submits a detailed report of the same.
The mode of conducting the test, as specified by the terms of the
contract, is as follows :
"One test shall be made to prove the ability of the Engine to deliver the
stipulated quantity of water (5,000,000 U. S. gallons in 24 hours), under a
head of about 165 feet, and to do this when running at a piston speed of not
over 100 feet per minute, by weir measurement or any other system of
♦Ashes etc. not deducted.
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measurement agreed to by the experts. Another trial shall be made to prove
the aforesaid duty of sixty-five millions (65,000,000). This duty test shall be
calculated by the formula p *
; wherein P represents the pounds of
water delivered per stroke, as ascertained by calculation of plunger displace
ment ; V the number of strokes made during the trial ; H the head-press
ure, as ascertained by a gauge placed on the force main or force chamber
of Pump. The indication of this gauge, when the Pump is running, shall
be added to the measured distance from the center of said gauge to the
surface of water in pump-well, with no allowance forfriction through thefootvalve, supply pipe, or any oilier part of the Pump, neither for any friction or
increased resistance caused by bends or angles anywhere between said gauge and
surface of water in pump-well. F represents the number of pounds of coal
actually used during the trial. This to be of first quality run of the mine
coal, without hand-picking or any other special selection. At the close of the
trial, fires and water to be in the same condition as at the beginning, no
deduction to be made for ashes or clinker. In case the contracting parties
do not agree among themselves as to fulfillment, a regular duty trial shall be
made under the direction of disinterested and experienced mechanical engi
neers, expert in this department, one to be chosen by each party, themselves
to choose a third, their decision to be conclusive."
In order to have the test thoroughly and carefully made, it required
seven assistants for the day watch and seven for the night watch, besides
myself. The more important positions were filled by assistants from the City
Engineer's office.
The Engine was started at ten minutes before eight o'clock, A. M., June
29th, 1876, and was run at a speed of about 11T5ff strokes per minute until
ten o'clock A. M., when the quantity test commenced. The assistants were
stationed as follows : One in the boiler room, who kept a record of all coal
used, the pressure of steam, time of firing, etc. ; one in the engine-room,
who recorded the counter, pressure of steam, water of vacuum gauges, and
distance from gauge to water in well ; four at the sides of the Engine, who
recorded the loss or deficiency of each stroke; and one at the reservoir, who
recorded the height of water on weir. The contractor was represented by
Mr. Jenkins and Captain Johnson, with a corps of assistants, who kept
an independent record for their own use. At the reservoir the same weir
was used for this test that was used at the trial of the Morris Engine,
excepting the edges, which were bound with iron plates with planed edges.
The length of the weir was 4.278 feet, and the average depth of water on
the weir during the quantity test (3 hours 45 minutes) was 0.7267 feet, taken
from a hook gauge placed outside of the gate-chamber in the embankment.
The discharge was calculated from the formula adopted by Mr. Francis at
the test of the Morris Engine, which is Q=3.326 [L—0.2 H] Hf
The discharge during the quantity test was 859,902 U. S. gallons, and
the Engine made 2,838 revolutions as per counter, which is at the rate of ,

f
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5,503,373 U. S. gallons per 24 hours, with an average piston speed of about
109f feet per minute. To pump 5,000,000 U. 8. gallons in twenty-four
hours, the piston would move at a rate of about 92 feet per minute, which
would fulfill one of the conditions of the contract. The weir measurements
were also recorded every five minutes during the duty trial. The quantity
pumped from 1.45 P. M., June 29th, to 1.45 P. M., June 30th, was 4,965,200 U. S. gallons. There was a slight leakage from the weir chamber, and
a portion was caught in a pail and measured (23 pails), which amounted to
75 U. S. gallons during the whole time (27 hours, 45 minutes). The quantity
delivered over the weir from 12 M. to 1 P. M, June 30th, was 210,141 U. S.
gallons, and the estimated capacity of the Pump for the same time was
215,000 U. S. gallons, which gives a loss of two and one-fourth per cent.
This is probably a little larger than it should be, as there was a slight leak
age at the weir, but this time was selected because the water in the reservoir
was higher than at any other time during the test ; therefore the leakage
must have been less. At 1.45 P. M., June 29th, the condition of the fires in
the furnaces was carefully observed, the amount of fuel estimated from
measurement, and the steam pressure noted, and also the level of the water
in the boilers; then the duty test was commenced and continued until
12.31 P. M., June 30th.
Three boilers were used for running the Engine (the same boilers that
were used for the Morris Engine), and one small boiler furnished steam for
the cylinder jackets.
The coal used was " Old Company's" Lehigh coal, egg size, taken from
the pile in the coal-house without being selected or picked in, any way. The
coal was weighed off in piles of 300 pounds to each boiler, and fed to the fire
with great care and skill. The amount of coal used, as recorded, is as
follows: For starting fires and pumping before test commenced, 3,306
pounds; during quantity test, 1,617 pounds (time, 3 hours, 45 minutes),
during duty test, 9,400 pounds (time, 22 hours, 46 minutes); 500 pounds of
coal were used after the trial to continue pumping, which makes a total,
for 30 hours and 30 minutes, of 14,823 pounds.
On the morning of the 30th, the ashes under the furnaces were picked
over, and 122 pounds of cinders taken from them and returned to the fires.
The amount of cinders (to be re-burnt) taken from the furnaces the next
morning, was 530 pounds, assuming that fifty per cent. of this was incom
bustible, and this added to the quantity of ashes and clinkers (1,460 pounds),
would make the total amount, 1,725 pounds, equal to eleven and six-tenths
per cent.
The coal used at the test of the Morris Engine was known as " Sterling
Lehigh," and was carefully selected. The "quantity of ashes and other
incombustible material which fell through the grates during the eighty hours
of trial was 2,112 pounds, equal to seven and one-half per cent. ; and if we
add the quantity of ashes and clinker raked out of two and one-half of the
three farnaces the next day after the trial (some part of which should doubt
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less be added, although it would probably be excessive to add the whole
quantity), amounting to 916 pounds, we should have 9164-2,112=3,028
pounds, equal to ten and eight-tenths per cent."
During the test, the loss or deficiency of every stroke that the Engine
made was recorded. To ascertain this, wooden scales were attached to the
connecting rods, between the steam and water cylinders, just under the ends
of the pointers. This was done to obtain the average stroke during the duty
trial, as the length of stroke in this style of Engine is not governed by a
crank, therefore it is not a constant quantity. The greatest loss at one end
of the stroke during the test was two and three-eights inches. The full
length of stroke, north Pump, is 4.038 feet; south Pump, 4.022 feet. An
average of over fifteen thousand observations of loss or deficiency of stroke
was—north Pump, 0.1243 feet, south Pump, 0.0722 feet; thus making the
average stroke of the north, Pump, 3.9137 feet, and of the south Pump,
3.9493 feet. The diameter of the plunger of the north Pump is 22J inches,
and of the south Pump, 22 inches.
The observations were checked every ten minutes by striking a gong in
the engine-room, the time being taken from a chronometer (nautical); by
this method the records were kept remarkably accurate. At the same time
the counter was taken, which served as another check on the number of
strokes, and also the water-pressure, steam pressure, vacuum, and the dis
tance from the gauge to the surface of the water in the pump-well were
recorded. The steam-pressure did not vary over two and one-half pounds
during the trial, the average pressure being about 45 pounds.
The depth of water in the pump-well varied only ten inches. The
water-guage was attached to the Y piece between the Pumps just below the
air-chamber. The average distance from the gauge to pump-well during
the 22 hours and 46 minutes was 14.668 feet, and the average pressure on
the gauge was 62.618 pounds. The temperature of the water in the pumpwell was about 75', the temperature of the engine-room was about 80°, the
temperature of the hot-well varied from 154° to 166", the average being
156'. The feed-water at the boilers averaged 155. The donkey-pumps
exhaust into the hot-well. The vacuum varied from 263^ to 27% inches.
The average of the barometer was 30.20 inches.
The water was forced through a 24-inch cast-iron pipe, distance of
about 2,670 feet. The static head of the water over the weir above the level
of the water in the pump-well was 154.24 feet. At the close of the test the
fires were observed and estimated to be in the same condition as\ at the heginning; although the fires had not been thoroughly cleaned since -starting,
but had been frequently shaken by the rocking grates, and barred once.
The steam-pressure and the height of water in the boilers were exaictly the
same as at the beginning of the duty trial.
The computation of the duty is as follows:
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Plunger displacement, per stroke
312.51 U. S. gallons
Number of strokes made during test, as per counter
15,637
Average reading of water-gauge (62.118 lb9.) reduced to feet,
head
159.548 ft.
Total number of pounds of coal burned during trial, no deduc
tion being made for ashes or clinker
9,400 lbs.
Weight of a U. S. gallon of water, at temperature 75°
8.319 lbs.
Duty
*8-3">* 1w
i°°=fi9, 000, 438 foot-pounds per 100 pounds
9400
of coal.
In the above calculation, nothing has been added for friction of water
in Pump, caused by bends or angles between pump-well and pressure-gauge.
At the test of the Morris Engine (July, 1873), an addition of one pound per
square inch, for friction and bends between the guage and pump-well, was
made as stipulated in the contract. After the trial the water-gauge was
tested by Mr. Moore of the American Steam Gauge Company, and found to
agree accurately with their standard gauge. The Pumps were opened, and
the diameters of the plungers and piston-rods carefully measured.
The guarantee of the contractor provided that the Engine should give
a duty of 65,000,000 foot-pounds, but the result obtained exceeds that
amount by 4,000,438 foot-pounds, or five and eigth-tenths per cent. ; there
fore, that condition of, the contract is fulfilled. The duty trial was con
tinued under the same conditions for our gratification until 1:45 P. M.,
June 30th, making a run of twenty-four hours, but the result was nearly
the same as the above, and it was thought not of sufficient interest to en
cumber the Report with the calculation
While making arrangements for the trial and during the same, I was
greatly assisted by Mr. E. A. Thissell, of the Water Board, and Mr. S. P.
Griffin, Superintendent.
Respectfully submitted,
GEO. E. EVANS,
City Engineer.
TEST OF WORTHINGTON ENGINE AT FALL RIVER,
MASS., 1877.
Page 3. The Worthington Engine, which was in operation at the
date of our last Report, has since that time been subjected to the various
tests required by the contract, and has more than fulfilled its requirements,
and is highly satisfactory in all respects. But what more than the tests
commends it to our special approval, is, the practical ease with which it
works and adapts itself to special wants, admitting of a varying pumping
capacity from 20,000 gallons to 220,000 gallons per hour, with an eco
nomical use of fuel.
Page 44. During the first five months of the year the Boston Engine
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pumped nearly all the water used by the city, and since then most of the
work has been done by the Worthington Engine, the Boston Engine being
run two or three days each month in order to keep everything in good work
ing order.
The Worthington Engine has proved to be a very substantial and eco
nomical machine, requiring very little care and consuming much less coal
than the Boston Engine in doing the same work.
October 4th, 1876, a trial took place to ascertain the duty—the capacity
having previously been tested and found to be about 5,500,000 gallons in 24
hours, the guaranteed capacity being 5,000,000 gallons.
The details of the duty trial are as follows : The trial began at 9 :30
A. M., and ended at 10:30 P. M. Observations were taken every half hour
of the number and length of strokes, water and steam pressures, vacuum,
height of water in the pump-well, weight of coal put into the furnaces,
temperatures of feed-water, pump-well, etc.
Total number of strokes, 31,376.
Average number per minute, 40.23.
Average length of stroke, 49.7 inches.
Capacity of Pump per stroke, 82.3 gallons.
Total amount of water pumped, 2,582,245 gallons, or 21,535,922 pounds.
Diameter of force main, 16 inches.
Length of force main, 1,500 feet.
Surveyed height from lake to surface of water in stand-pipe, 202.83.
Friction in force main and suction pipe, 14.69 feet.
Total lift, 217.052 feet.
Totat weight of coal (Hazelton Lehigh) put into furnaces, 6,600 pounds.
Guaranteed duty, 65,000,000.
Duty during trial, 70,977,177.
It may be thought that the trial should have been continued for a longer
time, but this could not be done without considerable trouble and expense,
and although it must be admitted that if the trial had lasted 36 or 48 hours
the duty would undoubtedly have been less, because the boiler tubes would
have become more or less obstructed, and it would need more coal to make
steam, still the result obtained proved to the satisfaction of all concerned
that the Engine was fully equal to the requirements of the contract.
After all, the most satisfactory test of this or any Engine, is the actual
working duty from day to day, charging the Engine with every pound of
coal put into the furnaces, without any allowance for banking fires, or for
ashes and clinkers. Judged by this practical standard, the performance of
the Worthington Engine is exceedingly creditable, especially when it is
remembered that as there is no reservoir, the Engine cannot pump at the
uniform speed which is found to be most economical, but must adapt itself
to the ever-varying demands of the city. Especially during the night time
must the Engine be run under very unfavorable conditions, the speed being
often but one-eighth of that which has been found to be most economical.

w
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All the details of the work of the two Engines will be found in Tables
5 and 6, and it will be noticed that the daily working duty of the Worthing
ton during the last four months has averaged more than 51,000,000.
This result, as well as the substantial and thorough manner in which
the Engine is constructed, reflects great credit upon the ability and honesty
with which Mr. Worthington has fulfilled his contract, and the city is
fortunate in the possession of a Pumping Engine that has proved itself so
satisfactory in every respect.
TEST OF ENGINE AT NEWARK, N. J.
Newark, N. J., Feb. 3, 1870.
To the Newark Aqueduct Board:
Gentlemen.—The Pumping Engine built for the Board by H. R.
Worthington, is complete and in regular operation. As its acceptance and
final payment on the contract are contingent on the performance, by it, of
certain requirements, I have made a careful test of its capacity and perform
ance, and submit the following report :
By the contract, a copy of which is herewith presented, the Engine is
" to be of capacity sufficient to elevate five million U. S. standard gallons
one hundred and sixty-five feet high in twenty-four hours, through seven
thousand feet of thirty-inch main, and to perform this work when running
at a piston speed not exceeding one hundred and ten feet per minute ;" and it
is further guaranteed to be in all respects equal to the pumping machinery
of similar kind furnished by him for the Water Commissioners of the city of
Charlestown, Mass. : to wit, in regard to economy in the use of fuel, oil,
etc., cheapness of attendance, exemption from liability to accident, and
excellence of material and workmanship.
The experimental test was made on Tuesday, January 25th. As the
test was one of duty, or economical use of fuel as well as of pumping capa
city, careful observations were made of all essential points, at half hour
intervals.
The pressure of steam in the boilers and Engine was marked by guages
at each point. The state of the vacuum was shown by a guage attached to
the Engine. A pressure guage connected with the delivery pipe indicated
the water pressure on the forcing side "of the Pumps, the height from the
water in pump-well to center of pressure guage being indicated by a float
and gauge rod attached. The number of strokes of the Engine were indi
cated by an attached counter, the length of the stroke carefully measured at
intervals, as before stated, and the temperature of feed-water taken. The
coal consumed was carefully weighed and noted.
The fires were started fresh at 9.24 A. M., there being at the time two
pounds of steam in the boilers.
At 10.19 commenced running. At 10.54 the fires being in a good con
dition for fresh coal, the test commenced with 394 pounds of steam at the
boilers.
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At 6.54 closed test with fires and water in boilers, same as at starting,
steam 38J pounds.
Duration of test
8 hours.
Consumption of coal,
3,200 lbs.
Strokes of Pumps,
21, 776
Average length of stroke
48.09 inches.
Strokes per minute,
45.366
Average steam pressure in boilers,
38 lbs.
Engine,
35.5 lbs.
" vacuum,
26.5 inches.
" water pressure,
68.15 lbs.
" distance from center water pressure gauge to water in
pump-well,
17.35 feet.
Total working pressure on Pumps, 75.68 pounds, equivalent
height,
174.82 feet.
Average temperature feed-water,
132°
Water in pump-well,
48°
Area of plunger
373.85 square inches.
Displacement per stroke,
10.4042 cubic feet.
It was the design to measure the actual delivery of the Pumps by
measurement of the reservoir, and for this purpose the water was shut off
from the pipe leading to the city, and the measurements taken at 10.19 and
1.22. A violent rain storm was prevailing at the time, and the measure
ment showed an excess of the calculated capacity of the Pumps. As there
was no means of determining what quantity of water was due to the rainfall,
a second measurement was made this day.
The measurement of the reservoir for the observed time gave a delivery
of 830,466 gallons. The measurement by capacity of Pumps was 838,633
gallons, showing a loss of 8,167 gallons. A part of this loss is due to
absorption by the banks, and a slight leakage which was found to exist
through the gate on the main leading to the city. But allowing the same
proportion of loss for the quantity pumped during the test of January 25th,
would give the following result:
PUMP.
LOSS.
PUMP.
LOSS.
ACTUAL DELIVERY
February 8February 3.
January 25. January 25.
January 25.
838,633 :
8,167 : : 1,694,605 : 16,502
=
1,678,103.
1,678,103 gallons delivered in eight hours, is equivalent to 5,034,309 gallons in
twenty-four hours. The speed of each piston making 45. 366 strokes per min
ute, as during the test, is 90.9 feet per minute. The maximum speed by con
tract to deliver five million gallons in twenty-four hours is 110 feet per minute.
At this rate of speed the Pumps will deliver in the reservoir 6,092,123 gallons
in twenty-four hours, an excess over the contract requirement, if the actual
delivery is taken, of 1,092,123 gallons in twenty-four hours.
The Engine was guaranteed to be equal in all respects to the Charles-
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town Engine. I understand there has never been a formal test of the duty
of that Engine, the Commissioners being satisfied with its performance with
out such test.
From the Charlestown Reports of 1807 and 1868, the following results
are gathered: In 1867, the Engine, running an average of 6.06 hours per day
for the whole year, raised 54,565 gallons one hundred feet high, with one
hundred pounds of coal. In 1868, running an average of 8.06 hours per day,
the performance was 56,698 gallons raised one hundred feet high with one
hundred pounds of coal. In both cases, the Eugine is charged with all the
coal used, including that for keeping and raising steam, as well as that con
sumed during the actual working.
It is apparent that an Engine running continuously, when all the coal
consumed is performing some actual work, will show a better result than
when a part of the fuel is used to raise and keep steam whilst the Engine is
lying still. The Charlestown Engine, if run continuously at the same rate
of consumption as for the actual running time, would raise 75,332 gallons
one hundred feet high with one hundred pounds of coal, deduced from the
measured capacity of the Pumps.
Taking the performance of the Newark Engine in this test, we have the
following result :
Gallons
high
with 100100lbs.ft. coal.
174.82
X
4

92,570
100

Making liberal allowances for losses and wastes which might occur in con
stant running, it will be seen that the performance will still be in excess of
that of the Charlestown Engine. In the matter of cheapness of attendance
and exemption from liability to accident, the Engine being of the same con
struction, there is no difference, and in regard to excellence of material and
workmanship, it is certainly equal, and in many respects superior. I believe
the contractor has spared no pains to make it a first-class Engine, and fully
believe he has succeeded in furnishing the most perfect and economical
Pumping Engine in the country.
For proof of this, I append the Reports of some of the most economical
working Engines in the country. They are extracted from a Report made
by the Engineer of the Brooklyn Water Board, giving the result of experi
ments for testing the duties of five different Engines, as follows, expressed
in pounds of water raised one foot high with one hundred pounds of coal :
Brooklyn (first Engine), double-acting Beam
60,140,700
Belleville (Jersey City), Cornish
62,823,300
Hartford, 3 experiments, Crank
58,779,300
to
64,699,400
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Cambridge, 2 experiments, Compound single water-cylinder
Worthington
66,941,100
to
67,574,600
Spring Garden, Philadelphia, Cornish
58,905,300
The same mode of conducting these tests was adopted as with our own
Engine, in each case the duty being the effective duty, or actual delivery in
the reservoir.
The duty of this Engine is thus stated :
Area of Plunger. Pressure in pounds. Load in pounds. Feet per hour by Plunger.
Duty.
373.85 sq. in. x 75.68 = 28,293 x 10,908.4 x 100
= 73,157,840
Coal consumed, 400 lbs. per hour.
or in another way, thus :
#
Cubit
ft.
displacement,
per. stroke. Strokes per hour. Lbs, cub. ft. of water. Height in feet.
Duty.
10.4042 x 2,722 x 62.5 x 174.82 x 100
— 77,358,478
Coal consumed, 400 lbs. per hour.
As the loss of water in delivering to the reservoir, amounts, as before
shown, to about one per cent., that amount should be deducted from these
duties for actual delivery, giving 76,386,262 and 76,584,894 by the two
modes respectively.
'
The Engine is thus shown as performing a better duty than any of those
before given, and these were selected as being the best of the several kinds.
It is performing all the requirements of the contract, and the contractor
is entitled to the 20 per cent. retained as a guarantee, and the order for the
second Engine as the contract provides.
Respectfully submitted,
GEO. H. BAILEY, Engineer.
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STEAM ENGINE INDICATOR AS APPLIED TO PUMPS.

I copy from the well-known treatise of Mr. Chas. T. Porter, the follow
ing description of an Indicator, its nature and use:
"The Steam-Engine Indicator is an instrument designed to show the
pressure of steam in the cylinder, at each point of the piston's stroke. It
does this in the following manner: A pencil moving up and down with the
varying pressure of the steam draws a line on paper, which has, at the same
time, a motion backward and forward, co-incident with that of the piston.
The paper is placed on a drum, which, while the piston is advancing, is
caused to make about three-quarters of a revolution, by means of a cord
connected with a suitable part of the engine, and while the piston is receding
is brought back to its first position by the re-action of a spring. The
pencil is attached to a small piston, moving, without friction in a cylinder,
and the motion of which is resisted by a spring of known elastic force.
" The pressure of the atmosphere is always on the upper side of this
piston, and when the communication with the cylinder of the Engine is
closed, it is on the under side also ; and if then the motionless pencil be
applied to the moving paper, it will draw a line which is called the atmos
pheric line. When the communication is opened between the under side
of this piston and one end of the cylinder of the engine, the piston will be
forced upward by the pressure of the steam, or downward by that of the
atmosphere, as the one or the other preponderates ; and if now the pencil
be applied to the moving paper, it will describe, during one fevolution of
the Engine, a figure, each point in the outline of which will show, by its
distance above or below the atmospheric line, the pressure in that end of the
cylinder when the piston was at the corresponding point of its forward or
return stroke. The spring which resists the motion of the Indicator piston
is so proportioned in strength, that a change of pressure of one pound on
the square inch, shall cause the pencil to move up or down a certain frac
tional part of an inch.
"The variety of diagrams given by different Engines, and by the same
Engine under different circumstances, is endless, and there is perhaps nothing
more instructive to the student of engineering, as there is nothing more
interesting to the accomplished engineer, than their careful and compre
hensive study, with a knowledge of the modifying circumstances under
which each one was taken. Lines which at first appeared meaningless
become full of meaning ; that which then scarcely arrested his attention,
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comes to possess an absorbing interest ; he becomes acquainted with the
innumerable variety of vicious forms, and learns the points and degrees as
well as the causes, of their departure from the single perfect form ; he be
comes familiar with the effects produced by different constructions and
movements of parts, and competent to judge correctly as to the perform
ance of Engines, and to advise concerning changes by which it may be im
proved ; he ceases to be a mere imitator of material shapes, and learns to
strive after the highest excellence, and at the same time to comprehend its
conditions. No one at the present day can claim to be a mechanical
engineer who has not become familiar with the use of the Indicator, and
skillful in turning to practical advantage the varied information which it
furnishes.
" This brief summary of the uses of the Indicator would be incomplete
without calling attention to the importance of applying it to boilers, as a
means of testing the accuracy of the pressure gauges, and to Pumps, for
the purpose of ascertaining the causes of any inefficiency in their action,
and also to the condenser, and the air-pump of condensing Engines "
Referring more particularly to its use upon Pumps, the writer says :
" The relation between the pressure in the pump-chamber and the velocity
of the flow as affected by a variety of causes, also that between this pressure
and the power required to produce it, and the variations of pressure and
motion of the fluid and violence of the concussion, technically known as the
"water-hammer"—all these relations are made by the Indicator fully to
appear. In fact, the instrument will often tell more than the engineers want
to know, or at any rate, to have others know about their work. "
The application of this instrument to Pumps is well called important
by Mr. Porter, not only as pointing to the cause of any failure in action, but
also as exhibiting the exact amount of pressure under which the Pump
may be acting at each and every point in its stroke.
In his testimony before the Commissioner of Patents, Mr. George H.
Bailey, Chief Engineer of the Newark Water-works, referred in the following
terms to an indicator card taken from a Worthington Pump at the Belmont
Water-works, Philadelphia :
"I annex below what is known to me to be an exact copy of a water
card I saw taken from a Worthington Engine of five million gallons in
twenty-four hours capacity. I attended this test as an expert. The card
shows no rounded corner, nor wavy, nor jagged connected lines whatever.
This proves the perfect seating of the valves and the practical uniformity of
motion of the water column. I have never heard or known of any approach
to such a perfect result under the water card test on the part of any other
Pumping Engine. In my judgment it demonstrates of itself the great
practical superiority of that Engine to any other Pumping Engine known."

A fac-simile of the original card, referred to by Mr. Bailey,
is here exhibited precisely as left by the pencil :

I also insert a copy of another card from the same engine,
as tlie basis of some additional explanation.
90
8G

0
J610
ter Cardsfrom Worthington Six Million Engine, Belmont Station, Philadelphia Water-works.

No. 3.
Direct Acting Beam Engine, Brooklyn L. I.

No. 4.
Cornish Engine, jersey City.
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The figures upon the right hand side of the card, indicate the pressure in
pounds per square inch. The stroke or travel of the pump-plunger was
from right to left, commencing at the right hand lower corner.
The horizontal line with a cipher at each end is the line of atmospheric
pressure. Let us suppose the left hand pump-chamber full of water, with
the;plunger at the extreme end of its stroke, and just beginning to move
from right to left. Almost instantly, and before an appreciable movement
has been made, the pressure rises from 7i pounds below to its maximum of
88 pounds above the atmospheric line. The plunger continues to move
against this pressure until it arrives at the other terminus of its stroke
marked b, at the upper left hand corner of the figure.
Now it starts on the return stroke, thereby placing the Indicator in
communication with the supply. As this can only be got by exhaustion, or
suction, so called, the pressure immediately drops again to its minimum of
7-J pounds below the atmospheric line. The quickness with which the
above described changes are made, is indicated by the sharp corners and
rectangular shape of the figure described by the pencil of the Indicator.
The uniformity of pressure through the stroke is shown by the steadiness
of the top line and its parallelism with the atmospheric line. Even a casual
comparison of this card with several others which follow it, will enable an
observer to estimate the unusual steadiness of action upon the water column,
which is a peculiar characteristic of the Engine from which it was taken.
In the year 1860, an unusually elaborate and complete series of duty
trials was made upon the Brooklyn, Hartford, Belleville and Cambridge"
Engines, by Messrs. Copeland, Worthen, Graff and Smith, under the direc
tion of the Brooklyn Board of Water Commissioners, by whom the results
were afterwards published. The cards following, numbered 3, 4, 5, and 6,
are taken from this report :
No. 3, is from the Pump of the direct-acting Beam Engine at Brooklyn.
Only two Engines of this form were ever built, and one of these has since
been altered into a Crank Engine. They were similar in general arrange
ments to the Cornish Engine, except in being double-acting. The motion
was slow and uniform, and the water card is therefore a very good one.
;#No. 4, is from the Cornish Engine at Jersey City, which at that time
was working without a stand-pipe. Its severe action upon the water column
under this condition is fully shown in the card.
No. 5, was taken from the Pumping Engine of the Hartford Water
works, which was of very peculiar construction, and one not since repeated.
It was furnished with a fly-wheel, and the power was transmitted to the
Pumps by a pinion gearing into two spur wheels. These gave motion
through the intervention of a system of cams to eight Piston Pumps inge
niously intended to equalize the irregular motion of a Crank Pump. That
it failed, however, is plainly shown by the water card.
No. 6, was taken from the Engine of the Cambridge (Mass.) Water
works, which was a Compound Annular Engine, working directly upon the

No. 5.
Crank Cam Engine, Hartford, Conn.

o

Oldform of Worthington Engine, Cambridge, Mass.
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Pumps, without the intervention of a crank or beam. It was erected by the
writer in 1856, and has since been superseded in his practice by the Fourcylinder Engine. The cards sufficiently declare those defects of its action
which stimulated further improvement.
In 1873, the Cincinnati Board of Councilmen ordered an investigation
into the condition and management of their Water-works. It was entrusted
to Messrs. Theo R. Scowden and Charles Hermany, from whose exceed
ingly valuable and comprehensive Report I extract the following pump-cards,
numbered 7 and 8 :
No. 7, was taken from a direct-acting, non-rotative Engine of great
size and cost, known as the Shield's Engine. It has a steam cylinder of 100
inches in diameter, 12 feet stroke. Its success has not been complete, and
has never been duplicated.
No. 8, is from a Crank and Fly-wheel Engine of ordinary construction.
In the year 1848, a Compound Crank Engine, with a peculiar arrange
ment of Pump, known as the Bucket and Plunger Pump, was introduced
by Messrs. Simpson & Co. It has since been known as the Simpson Engine
or Thames Ditton Engine, and has always maintained its place as an excel
lent one.
A good example of it was erected a few years ago at Spring Garden
Water-works, Philadelphia, and more recently another at the Lowell Water
works. A modification of this Engine, designed and patented by E. D.
Leavitt, Jr., Esq., and introducing several important changes in the
arrangement of its parts, has lately been put into use at the city of Lynn,
Mass. These two last-named Engines have attained great celebrity through
the Report of a committee of experts, which gave them credit for an almost
unprecedented duty.
Card No. 9 was taken from the Lynn Engine. It fully expresses the
result of high speed and the use of highly expanded steam. The card is
below the average in point of smoothness and indicates a concussive action
upon the water column.
Still later another Compound Engine with Pumps constructed under the
patent of Mr. William Wright, has been erected at Trenton, N. J. No. 10
was taken from this Engine. It exhibits more or less irregularity of action,
but may be considered a reasonably good card.
No. 11 is taken from the Pump of a Quarter-crank Engine supplying the
city of Fall River. The motion of the Engine is very slow and the card
tolerably good. Its varying dimensions, however, indicate deficiency of
action.
The following cards of the Chicago Crank and Fly-wheel Engines are
taken from the Report of the Board of Engineers upon the Water-supply in
1875. They exhibit nearly all the faults which belong to Pumping Engines
of that character when running at ordinary speed. I also present the fol
lowing miscellaneous water cards taken from various Pumping Engines:

No. 7.
The Shield Engine, Cincinnati, 0.

No. 8.
Crank Engine, Cincinnati, 0.

o

No. O.
Leavitt Comp. Engine, Lynn, Mass.

No. lO.
Wright Engine, Trenton, N. J.

No. 11.
Crank Engine, Fall River.

o

No. 13.
Cornish Engine, Philadelphia.

No. 13.
Worthington Engine, Newark.

No. 14.
Worthington Engine, Salem.

No. 15.
Worthington Engine, Cambridge .

No. 16.
Worthington Engine, CharUstown.

No. 17.
Worthington Engine, Poughkeepm.

-A/%|

No. 18.
The McAlpin Engine, New Bedford.
55
50

b

^

~~

—
No. 19.
The same.

3KTO. SO.
Oarafc Engine, Brooklyn.

0
5
10
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Card No. 12, Cornish Engine, at Spring Garden Water-works, at Phila
delphia.
Card No. 13, Worthington Engine, Newark Water-works.
14,
"
'*
Salem
Card No. 15, Worthington Engine, Cambridge Water-works.
16,
"
"
Charlestown
"
17,
"
" Poughkeepsie "
"
18, McAlpine Pumping Engine, New Bedford Water-works, East
Engine.
Card No. 19, McAlpine Pumping Engine, New Bedford Water-works, West
Engine.
Card No. 20, Ridgewood Crank Engine, Brooklyn Water-works.
The foregoing examples prove the value of the Indicator as an instru
ment for deciding upon the mechanical condition and performance of a
Pump. It gives no uncertain testimony. It speaks not only of defective
action, but gives its exact amount and the precise point where it occurs.
As an expression of respect for the admirable instrument known as the
Richards' Indicator, let me say that when the photographed card of the
Belmont Pump was first produced, its regularity of outline suggested a sus
picion of the Indicator. One of the Committee sent for a Richards' Indi
cator of his own, as one on which he could depend. Additional cards were
taken and proved to be in every respect so nearly identical with the first set
as not to be distinguished from them, so accurately did these two instru
ments, brought together for the first time and made by different hands, per
form their delicate functions.
An instructive way of presenting the action of a steam Pumping Engine
upon the water column will now be referred to. The Indicator again assists
us to our conclusions. In fact, without it, such an illustration could not be
made. Referring to what has been said in regard to uniform action upon
the water column, it is plain that this must depend upon the pressure of
steam within the cylinder at the different points of the stroke. Let us for a
moment consider the quality of the resistance the Engine has to overcome.
It is uniform from the beginning to the end of the stroke, and in its nature
opposed to any sudden retardation or acceleration of motion. It is plain,
therefore, that an Engine would best meet its requirements which should
commence its movement with no more power than is required for over
coming the resistance, passing through every point of its stroke with the
same exhibition of force and speed until the termination. In a word, perfect
action would be produced by applying a uniform propelling force to a
uniform resistance. The Indicator will show us which Engine approaches
this desideratum the nearest. For this purpose we now have to take steam
cards and combine them in a way to show the available pressure at a
sufficient number of points in the stroke.
The following diagram, No. 1, is deduced from steam cards of the Wor
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thington Engine, at Belmont, Philadelphia. The lower and darker area
represents the amount of power derived from the high pressure steam
cylinder, and the lighter area above it, that from the low pressure. The two
combined, as in the figure, represent the total energy of the Engine expended
in overcoming work and friction. The dotted line shows the line of
resistance produced by the column of water, the small area above that line
being all that is sacrificed in overcoming useless resistance. The three
diagrams are put together to represent three strokes following each other.
If the figures were bounded at the top and bottom by parallel lines the pro
pulsion would be exactly uniform. The practical departure from uniformity
is seen at a glance to be so insignificant as not to be noticed in its effect
upon the water, which maintains an unbroken steadiness of resistance and
movement as indicated by the dotted lines.
The next diagram, No. 2, is compounded from cards taken from the
Leavitt Engine, at Lynn, before referred to as having achieved a very high
duty. The same general explanation will serve for these diagrams, which
are also placed in running order to represent the continuous action of the
Engine, stroke after stroke.
Mere inspection shows that the conditions of propulsion in this Engine
are very different from those last described. The steam piston is smitten, as
it were, at the commencement of each stroke by an accumulation of press
ure, which rapidly diminishes as the stroke progresses, until at the end, it
it has nearly disappeared, having been less than the resistance for well nigh
one-half the travel of the piston.
The fly-wheel is called upon to receive this excess of pressure at the first
half of the stroke and distribute it to the last half. But as this reception of
power is marked by an increase of motion, and the parting with it by a
decrease, such giving and taking can not be accomplished without such
disturbances of the water column as is shown on the diagram we are con
sidering upon the line of water resistance. The Compound Engine does
much, however, toward rectifying the irregularities pertaining to the use of
steam upon a crank under high rates of expansion.
As additional illustrations, I offer
Diagram No. 3, constructed from Cards of Worthington Engine, at Cam
bridge, Mass.
Diagram No. 4, constructed from Cards of Wright's Compound Engine, at
Trenton, N. J.
Diagram No. 5, constructed from Cards of Crank Engine, at Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Diagram No. 6, constructed from Cards of Worthington Engine, at Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
It hardly needs to be said that noisy and concussive action is never
harmless in a Pumping Engine, and is almost always dangerous. As the
constant dropping wears the rock, so the pounding of a piston or the slam-
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ming of a water valve which, heard casually, appears insignificant, becomes,
when repeated fifty times a minute for days and years, a sure cause of
fatigue of material and ultimate breakage. As an exponent, therefore, of
the characteristics of an Engine in regard to durability, the Indicator is the
most important witness we can summon. No pump can be said to be run
ning correctly that does not, when running at proper speed, furnish a water
card of respectable character as to square corners and smoothness of outline.
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THE
Direct Pressure System

of Supply.

The subject treated of in the preceding pages demands a few words in
reference to this somewhat recent plan of distribution. Not stopping to
inquire into the exact time or circumstances of its introduction, it may be
conceded that its present extensive use is due to the efforts of the Holly
Manufacturing Company, by whose name it is almost universally known.
As the discussion of its merits has been too often marked by utter con
demnation on the one side, and extravagant eulogy on the other, it is for"
tunate that it has been in use long enough to have written its own history in
unmistakable terms.
Premising that the writer's connection with Water-works is limited to
the Pumping machinery, it may be allowed that a desire to promote the
general interests of the subject is his only inducement either for upholding
or opposing any plan of working or of distribution. In fact, his Engines
have already been applied to several direct system Works. The one at
Rahway, New Jersey, furnished in the year 1871, has not once suffered from
interruption or failure. At the time of its erection, the engineer in charge
put on a regulating apparatus intended to obviate sudden changes of press
ure. The Holly Company attacked this appliance as an infringement of
their patent ; upon which it was withdrawn without producing any trouble
in the working of the Engine, which thus proved to be well adapted to the
liabilities of this peculiar service.
Let us now look carefully at the abstract claims of this system, dis
connected from the merits or demerits of the propelling machinery. For it
is plain enough to see that if a better Engine is all it needs to make its suc
cess complete, it will soon secure that.
First.—It delivers water directly into the pipes of distribution, thus
saving the cost of a reservoir.
Second.—It delivers water at higher or lower pressure, and in greater or
less quantity, to suit the varying demands of the city, claiming that the,uni
form head entailed by a reservoir is oftentimes more than the service
requires.
Third.—In case of fire, increased pressure is made upon the pipes of
distribution to a degree sufficient to make the hydrants serviceable as fire
streams, thus dispensing with portable fire-engines.
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These claims appear to comprehend directly or indirectly, all that the
system depends upon for its hold on popular favor.
As to the first claim, it is undoubtedly true that reservoirs are costly
appendages to Water-works. A system which dispenses with them would,
therefore, appear to have quite an advantage. But whether on account of
the increased cost of the distribution, or for other special causes not at
present necessary to inquire into, the statistics of cost do not verify the
anticipation.
An extract on page 121 of this pamphlet bears upon this point, and the
writer is willing to assert, after many opportunities for close comparison,
that the Holly Water-works are not remarkable for small cost, but, on the
contrary, are often more costly in proportion to the number of water takers
than other Works.
The advantage claimed in the second point, while of much less practical
value than its mere statement would indicate, is at the same time one which
is shared by the stand-pipe system.
To secure economical results, it is necessary to proportion a Pumping
Engine carefully to the work, and to the proposed boiler pressure. An
Engine designed to deliver 5,000,000 gallons per day, under a pressure of
250 feet, would not be working advantageously when crawling along under
onerthird or one-half pressure, with a delivery of only a few hundred
thousand gallons.
The discrepancy that usually exists between actual demand and maxi
mum capacity in reservoir works, is met by running the Engine, not at less
speed, but for less time. As an illustration, the Leavitt Engine, at Lynn,
Mass., during the fifth year of its performance, only ran an average of
eleven days per month, at the same time recording the remarkable duty of
76,500,000 on total coal used. Anything like this would have been impos
sible, had the same amount of pumping been distributed through the whole
time. If to this is joined the expense of maintaining the double set of
attendants required for constant running, the point under consideration
involves a loss more often than a gain. In Works of this kind the records
show that at least twice as much coal and wages are required as by a fairly
developed reservoir service.
The third point, being the only one left for consideration, is undoubt
edly a very plausible and taking feature of the system. Opinions here are
of very little value, as compared with the full and conclusive records of
practice. Now, what do these records say, and what are the opinions of
insurance authorities ? The latter part of this question is answered by the
following quotation from ' ' The Report of Delegates to the Convention of the
National Association of Chiefs of Fire Departments of the United States,"
held in St. Louis, October, 1874:
"The Committee report that a printed blank was prepared several
months since, and sent to all of the departments known to the Committee to
be supplied by a Direct system, and to others where it had been contem
plated.
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"These blanks, one of which is appended hereto, were designed to
elicit all facts as to the operation of the system, and the judgment of the
head of such departments as to the prudence of relying upon that system
without the collateral aid of auxiliary movable fire-engines.
" Replies have been received from a large proportion of those depart
ments to whom the blanks were sent, and the judgment expressed by those
who may be deemed to be practical experts in regard to that system, is quite
in accord with the tenor of the discussion of the subject at St. Louis, prior
to the commitment of the matter to the Committee then appointed.
" It then appeared that the Direct system had some decided advocates,
and that in a few instances these were willing to rely upon it alone without
the alternative aid of movable engines, while much the larger part of the
body held a contrary opinion.
"The replies to Question 23, 'Do you consider portable fire-engines, and
a force of either paid or volunteer men, necessary as a support to your Direct
service system? ' are, in a few instances, in favor of a sole reliance upon the
Direct system, but a very large proportion of them are in very earnest oppo
sition to reliance solely upon that system. To Question 37, the replies, with
few exceptions, favor a reservoir system under the circumstances stated, and
in several instances the opinions expressed are interestingly emphatic.
" The objections to sole reliance upon the Direct system, in some cases,
are evidently based upon the inherent propriety of such a conclusion; and in
others, upon experience of the failure of the Direct system at times of fire.
" From all the facts and opinions gathered, the Committee are more than
ever impressed with the superiority of the reservoir system over all others,
and they think that only insurmountable financial or topographical reasons
should permit the introduction of any other in preference. While a large
reservoir is desirable for purposes of storage, it is not indispensable for fire
purposes. A comparatively small reservoir, placed at such moderate eleva
tion as might be gained without great expense for stone or brick work,
where no natural facilities exist, would afford all supply needed for Engines
at fires. The amount drawn from the Hew York reservoir for fires is rarely
so great as to be even perceptible.
" The advantages of any system which exerts a uniform pressure upon
the distribution pipes, must be obvious to all. In the proportion that the
hours in a year, during which no conflagaration is taking place, exceed the
hours of such conflagration, any steady pressure is preferable to any irregu
lar one. There may be found defects in the pipes under any system; but in
case of a constant and uniform pressure, breakages are less likely to occur,
and if they occur, the probability is very great in favor of their taking place
at a time when the exigency of a fire is not coincident with the breaking.
"There are many other considerations in favor of a regular and con
stant pressure, but the Committee regard it unnecessary to pursue that
branch of the subject in any of its phases further.
" In the judgment of your Committee, no system of water supply justi
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fies a reliance upon it to the exclusion of auxiliary movable fire-engines, and
least]of all, does a Direct service system justify such reliance.
" The contingencies which attach to systems generally, are still greater
in regard to that system; but whether under that or any other, in the judg
ment of the Committee, the members of this Convention owe it to themselves
to declare that no system can safely dispense with the aid of auxiliary
movable apparatus.
_ .
Respectfully submitted,
George T. Hope, A. C. Hendricks, James Battle,
M. McFadden,
Martin Cronin, Law. S. Gibson."
New York, August 6th, 1875.
And by the following extract from the Report of Delegates at the same
meeting:
" 1.—Does the existence of any Direct-acting service system justify
reliance on that system alone for the extinguishment of fires without the aid
of auxiliary movable fire-engines?
"2.—How far are paid fire departments applicable to small towns and
villages?
"The Committee on these topics to report at the next meeting.
" An interesting 'and important discussion was had upon the first topic
before it was sent to the Committee appointed to consider it, and the tenor
of the discussion fully justified the report of the Committee, which was, in
effect, that while the Direct-acting service had often performed excellent work,
it had also frequently failed, and that it was injudicious and unsafe to rely
upon any such system, however complete, to the exclusion of auxiliary
movable fire-engines, and that such auxiliary engines should always be kept
in perfect order, and in such condition to be manned and operated at the
shortest notice. The importance of this discussion and conclusion at a time
like this, when some towns have such a Direct-acting service and nothing
more, and when other places, having introduced such a system, are selling
their auxiliary fire-engines at nominal prices, in blind reliance upon that
system alone, cannot be overestimated.
(Signed)
Geo. T. Hope,
Jas. M. Rankin,
Henry H. Hall."
The following editorial, taken from The Spectator, an American Review
of Insurance published in New York, will show in what estimation the
above opinion is held by the competent editors of that Journal.
" Much has been said in this Journal during the past two years on the
subject of the Direct service system of water supply, or the " Holly" system,
as it is more familiarly called. We have endeavored to impress upon the
public and upon underwriters, that the reliance of a city wholly upon this
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means of supply, for the extinguishment of fires, is extremely hazardous.
We have shown that in the Direct service system everything depends upon
the works being perfect in all their parts. A flaw anywhere may be the
means of cutting off the supply of water without a moment's warning; and
if this should happen when a large conflagration is raging, the city, which
has been so dependent on this single method of supply, is left literally at
the mercy of the flames. In quite a number of places where the " Holly"
works have been erected, all auxiliary means of suppressing fires have been
abandoned. Cities and towns have actually sold off their fire extinguishing
apparatus, or the larger part of it, and have given themselves into the hands
of Holly for salvation. If the Direct service supply fails they are gone.
And that failure is possible under some circumstances, we have demonstrated
in several articles.
" We are gratified that the Convention of the chief engineers of Fire
departments in New York, last month, took up this matter and expressed
itself with much emphasis in accordance with the views we have presented.
The Committee, to whom the subject was referred, reported that ' no system
of water supply justifies a reliance upon it to the exclusion of auxiliarymovable fire-engines, and least of all does a Direct service system justify
such reliance.' The full Report will be found in our regular account
of the proceedings of the Convention, and it will be seen that the
opinions expressed by the Committee received the unanimous indorse
ment of the chief engineers present. At least, we are permitted to
infer as much, for not a voice was raised in opposition to the Report. But,
the most significant feature of this business is, that the Report that received
the signature of every member of a Committee composed not only of known
opponents of an unaided Direct service system, but of Fire department chiefs
of cities in which this system is in operation. For example, the Holly
Works are in use in Memphis and Rochester, and the chief engineers of those
cities were signers of the Report. In the first of those places the system is
acknowledged to be, virtually, a failure. In Rochester, so far, it has appa
rently been a success, but the chief of the Fire department is not the less
ready to express his belief that sole dependence upon it will be a very dan
gerous error. The Committee, it should be remarked also, was composed of
several of the most intelligent and experienced of the Delegates in the Con
vention. Besides chiefs McFadden, of Memphis, and Gibson, of Rochester,
there were on the Committee, Mr. George T. Hope, representing the National
Board of Fire Underwriters, who acted as chairman, and chiefs Hendricks
of New Haven, Battle of Detroit, and Cronin of Washington. A report,
coming unanimously from such men, must carry with it great weight and
influence. We trust that it will have the effect of directing the attention of
the public and the insurance companies to the dangers attendant upon a sole
reliance of cities upon the Direct service system of water supply."
It is also in point to present the following extracts from a morning
paper, with comments by the editor of the N. T. Engineering and Mining
Journal :
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" Binghamton, N. Y., March 10.—A boiler at the City Water-works ex
ploded this morning at half-past eight o'clock, blowing the boiler-house to
atoms and killing David J. Smith, the engineer. Pieces of the machinery
and building were scattered a distance of one thousand feet, the body of the
engineer being blown a hundred feet.
"The city is at present without water, but the two boilers which are
left will be put in operation as soon as the rubbish has been cleared away
and the necessary repairs made, which the Superintendent thinks will take
twenty-four hours. The total loss is estimated at ten thousand dollars. The
Holly Pumping Machine is not much injured.
"The Water-works are the chief dependence against fire; and the
Mayor has called a special meeting of the Common Council, to appoint a
large special force to patrol the streets and watch the fires. A very strong
west wind is blowing.
"Binghamton is supplied with water by what is known as the ' direct
system '—sometimes as the Holly system ; a gentleman of that name hav
ing been principally instrumental in its introduction, and being the patentee
of several contrivances used in connection with it. It is very simple, con
sisting of an Engine, which forces the water directly into the distributing
mains, under a pressure varied to suit the varying demand as to quantity and
power. There is no reservoir; when the Engine stops the water stops; when
more water is wanted the Engine must work harder, or another Engine must
be started to help it. The telegram above quoted affords a striking indica
tion of the inadequacy of this kind of supply ; and since a good many other
towns have been persuaded into this dangerous position, we make the nar
row escape of Binghamton our text for a short sermon on this subject.
"It needs no argument to prove that the water supply of a city should
be made as permanent and reliable as human forethought and skill can make
it. The old dependence on wells and cisterns is soon superseded by the
general introduction of water into a town, and nothing remains as even a
feeble dependence in case of interruption to the general supply. A city,
the Water-works of which are suspended in operation, is thus worse off for
the time than if it never had any; and the more complex and complete the
system has become, the greater is the misery caused by its sudden suspen
sion. Only the withdrawal of food or air could surpass this evil. Where
the water supply is relied on, not only for consumption, but for floating off
the sewage and refuse products and for extinguishing fires, pestilence and
conflagration, as well as famine, are threatened by its loss. Is any imagina
tion vivid enough to depict the consequences of such a failure in our
metropolis?
"But we need not argue the importance in this matter of the most ex
treme and anxious protection against even the possibility of accident. No
penny-wise policy finds a proper place here. The question should be, What
is the best and safest thing to do ? How shall we most surely avert the dan
ger of interruption, bringing so many awful perils and certain evils in its
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train ? Serious consequences these, of ill-advised, ignorant, or penurious
dealing with an all-important subject.
"Think of Binghamton as it stood on the night of March 10th, and ' a
very strong west wind blowing,' with nothing to do in case of fire but to
stand inactive, and see the city burn. And such destruction threatens, in
proportion to their size, all towns in which the pipes of distribution are con
verted into hose pipes for fire purposes. Let but one joint fail, one weak
pipe burst, in any of the numerous ramifications in and out of houses,
factories, stables, streets, and lanes, and the fire may rage unchecked. Or,
let one of the many things happen to Engine and boiler which may, must,
and will happen—requiring a few minutes, perhaps a few hours, perhaps a
few days for their repair—and the same serious consequences may ensue.
The result may, perhaps, be even the destruction of the city, which, in a
momentary fit of false economy, decided to ' do without a reservoir,' and to
attribute infallibility to a complex imperfect machine. Do what we may to
fortify ourselves mechanically, we cannot be sure that an engine-driver, or
his inexperienced assistants, called from their beds to fight a furious con
flagration, may not do, in their excitement, the very thing they ought not to
do—close the valve they ought to open, increase the pressure they ought to
decrease. It is not safe to trust a city's safety implicitly to the intelligence,
capacity, and correct conduct of its employees.
" The explosion of a boiler might be looked upon as a remote catastrophe,
but it is, in fact, a present danger, especially under systems involving haste
and excitement. The wild enthusiasm usually found at the fire-engine is by
' direct system ' transferred to the engine-room of the Water-works. The
further away the fire, the more difficult to get an effective pressure ; the
more 'crowding,' the more danger.
" It is one of the favorite arguments by which cities are urged to adopt
the 'direct system,' that it does away with steam fire-engines, and the
accompanying force of trained, ambitious firemen. Much is said about the
saving of first cost thus achieved ; but we hear little about the saving of
property and life, In truth, this argument is one of the strongest against
the system. Reservoirs of supply and powerful engines for application,
directed by skillful and brave men, are protections against conflagration
which no city can spare; and a system which proposes to get rid of them, is
for that reason, if for no other, bad."
After the above failure, the Commissioners of Binghamton consulted
the eminent engineer, Prof. Robert H. Thurston, of the Stevens' InstituteIn submitting his Report to the Mayor and Common Council of the City, the
Commissioners used this language :
"From the time the Water-works first came under our control, we have
been convinced of their great deficiency in point of economy in the use of
coal and repairs and attendance. Also, of their inefficiency and incapacity,
not to say utter worthlessness, to perform the duty of supplying the city at
all times with a water supply sufficient for fire, domestic, and manufacturing
purposes."
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The Report of Prof. Thurston deals with some of the defects of the
system, and suggested remedies in the following words :
" The system of water supply now in use at Binghamton, known as the
Direct system, is a much more wasteful method of supply than the more usual
plan of drawing from the reservoir, into which the Pumps deliver the water.
* * * I believe it to be the general experience that the cost per gallon,
by this system, is at least three times the expense per gallon by the ordinary
method. The duty now done by your Engines is 7| millions. * * * The
average speed of the Engine for the 24 hours was about 75 revolutions per
minute, equal to 55 horse-power. The minimum speed was, at night, not
far from 50 revolutions, giving 35 horse-power. But it was properly propor
tioned to do its best work at from 125 to 150 horse, and its loss of economy,
in consequence of the small power developed, must be considerable during
the day, and very great at night. This irregular action of the Engine
produces an irregular demand upon the boiler, and a consequent loss of
economy. Its fires are at one time driven excessively, and at another time
are barely kept alive. The leakage of the pumps is an important item, and
aggravated by sudden variations in speed. The disadvantages of this system
of water supply, even where it is well planned, and where all details are well
carried out, are very serious. I cannot assert that they are not sometimes
more than counterbalanced by the advantages of comparatively low cost,
and facility of obtaining promptly a supply of water at fires, where, under
the reservoir system, sufficient pressure could not possibly be obtained.
" It rarely happens, however, that such a pressure as you use as a
maximum cannot be readily obtained by the reservoir system. It is not
40 pounds per square inch, and a reservoir 100 feet above the city would
give a higher, more uniform, and, reliable pressure than your pumping
machinery can now give when working directly into the pipes. Small towns
can never obtain as good duty as larger cities, because larger Engines are less
wasteful than small engines.
"A duty of 65 millions, about nine times that you now obtain, should,
however, be secured without difficulty. The duty indicated by the trial at
Binghamton is less than at any place in the world, of which I have records,
with a single exception.
*********
" Accidents are much more liable to occur than when the machinery is
driven regularly at a proper speed. And should it occur when the Engines
are forced up to a high speed during a fire, it would be sure to produce
losses, in comparison with which, the injury to the machinery itself would be
insignificant.
" The necessity of driving the Engines uninterruptedly night and day,
compels the employment of attendants at all times. This is another
important item of expense. The strain thrown upon the mains nearest the
Pumps, when fires occur, is considerably in excess of what would suffice
under ordinary circumstances. * * *
"These pressures are not, however, as injurious as the shocks due to
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sudden changes of velocity, and to the accidental occurrence of pressure far
in excess of that which it is desired to carry. I have seen it rise 60 per cent.
above the intended maximum, with almost the suddenness of a blow through
a slight inadvertence on the part of the engineer.
" Such occurrences are certain to take place occasionally, and are liable
to cause serious expense by the bursting of pipes or the straining of joints.
" The comparatively small first cost of this system is undeniable,
*
*
*
but its adoption is a simple extravagance in the case of any city
able to pay its bills for properly-planned and well-constructed Water-works.
" The system has not, at Binghamton, the advantage which is consid
ered its strongest claim. It is not a satisfactory protection against fire.
*
*
*
The bursting of a pipe under the high pressure necessary, or acci
dent to the machinery, may at any time produce disastrous effects.
* *
*******
"It is an extravagantly expensive method of water supply. It is ineffi
cient, and, above all, it is extremely unsafe. The most economical method
is that which provides a reservoir of ample capacity. The first cost is a little
greater, but the real economy, as compared with the Direct system, is enor
mous."
The following extracts from public prints are offered as additional testi
mony.
From Cincinnati Gazette, May, 1875:
" Yesterday morning the Holly water system had a grand chance for
vindicating its reputation as a fire annihilator. Its success was at least ques
tionable. An alarm was sounded at half past six from Box 19 at the
corner of Montague and Pike streets. The cause was a fire that had been
discovered in one of the sheds attached to Neimeyer's Brewery, which is
situated on Pike street, a little way east of Montague street. Before the
alarm had done ringing, Hose companies 1 and 4 were on the ground
and had laid four lines of hose from the plugs in the vicinity. The water
was turned on, but failed to run. The call for more pressure at the enginehouse, at the foot of Main street, was followed by a weak stream that poured
out a few feet beyond the nozzle. At another call for additional pressure it
was raised to 120 pounds. The effect of the added pressure was scarcely
noticeable. Finding that reliance on the fire-plugs was out of the question,
some of the firemen unhitched the horses from some of the hose carts, and
hastened back to the house on Sixth street, for the purpose of getting the
engine. The delay that ensued was ruinous. The fire spread rapidly from
the shed to the main building, and by the time the engine had reached the
ground the whole establishment was a mass of flame."
From Buffalo Courier, Oct. 19, 1874:
" Superintendent Williams, of the Fire Department, made a test of the
water supply, in order to ascertain if anything could be accomplished with
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out the services of steamers. Going about the matter very quietly, he caused
hose to be attached to four hydrants in North street, each stretch 400 feet
long. The hose used was 2J inches, with
inch nozzle. The water at
this one hydrant was then turned on. Instead of the 40 pounds understood
to be kept up all the time, the gauge indicated a pressure of but 12J pounds;
and the stream, which measured but 45 feet long, would not have reached
much higher than the top of an ordinary wood-shed. The other hydrants
were turned on, and with the four streams going, the pressure averaged
about the same. Having satisfied himself as to the ordinary pressure, Super
intendent Williams caused the alarm to be sounded from the signal box No.
91. Two minutes thereafter there was no pressure, this being attributable
to the fact that the action was being shifted from the piston to the rotary
pumps at the pumping-house. Six minutes after the alarm was given the
gauge indicated five pounds. The test was continued a full hour, observa
tions being noted as follows :
Pounds pressure.
Minutes.
Pounds pressure. Minutes.
21
21
0
1ajtf
23*
o
25
28
27
6...
. 5
35
27*
8...
.10
9...
25
.15
40
27
10*.
45
.20
28
13...
.22
50
15...
" At this point three streams were turned off, leaving but one at work.
51
30 I 58
30
55
31 I 60
28
"In the time occcupied to bring the pressure up to 20 pounds, Superin
tendent Williams claimed {hat three steamers ought to be on the ground at
work. The greatest pressure obtained, with but a single hydrant in use and
the machinery at the pumping-house in operation as for a fire, was but 31
pounds, whereas it ought to have been 90 or 100. Twenty-five minutes after
the alarm had been sounded, and when the pressure was indicated at 23i
pounds, the stream was measured horizontally, and found to be 68 feet 6
inches. The Superintendent estimated that the supply of water would have
been about sufficient for one steamer throwing two streams.
THE RESULT.
" The results of the test above given certainly demonstrate that the
great amount of valuable building property in the Holly district is ill-pro
tected from the danger of a conflagration. After completing his observa
tions, and before the signal to shut off was given, Superintendent Williams
drove down, to the pumping-house where the machinery was in active mo
tion. The engineer asked 'if the fire was out.' The object of the alarm
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being explained to him, he asked what the pressure had been, and was in
formed that 81 pounds was the greatest. This, he said, could not be, and
pointing to the Pump gauge, which indicated 70 pounds, he proceeded to
argue that upon the principle of the Holly system the pressure must be the
same throughout the length of the line."
From the New York Insurance Monitor, Sept., 1877 :
THE HOLLY SYSTEM AT HYDE PARK.
"Hyde Park, the summer resort of Chicago, has been visited by a de
structive fire. The hotel, worth, it is said, $100,000, and insured for half
the amount, was destroyed on the 12th ult. Much difficulty was experienced
in securing a supply of water. The town of Hyde Park is dependent upon
the Holly system, and it was found that there was not sufficient pressure in
the pipes to enable a stream to be thrown on the building. Not till the fire
had been burning six hours, and the building was consumed, could a suffi
cient pressure be brought, and then not till the supply of water for private
use in Hyde Park and the town of Lake adjoining had been shut off.
"It was this grave defect in the Holly system that we pointed out when
its merits were being so extensively extolled. When in good working order,
under favorable circumstances, its efficiency is undisputed. The weak point
lies, as in the present case, in the danger of relying upon it to the exclusion
of the ordinary extinguishing agencies. No single appliance of this kind
can well be trusted to be in order at all times when needed, while with sev
eral steamers there is a moral certainty that most of them will be ready for
ns tant action."
From the Evening Mail, N. Y., July 10, 1877 :
" Considerable excitement has been created in Sacramento, California,
by the discovery that the Holly Water-works System, recently adopted by
that city, has proved to be a failure. This is not the first time, by any
means, that the system has been shown to be untrustworthy as an exclusive
dependence against fire perils, and the experience is useful to other places
whose people have allowed their confidence in it to expose entire communi
ties to destruction.
"Whatever its value as an adjunct, it will clearly not answer as a sole
dependence, to the exclusion of a well-equipped and efficient fire department.
Overweening confidence in a costly and complicated system, once out of
order, places the whole community at the mercy of fire—to say nothing of
less serious domestic deprivations."
"An admitted authority among underwriters is F. C. Moore's Book on
'Fires : their Causes, Prevention, and Extinction.' He says : 'AH systems
of fire extinction depending upon a Direct-acting service, without auxiliary
movable Engines, are not to be relied upon.' "
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From the iV. Y. Review, August, 1880 :
"Speaking in Time.—Chief Engineer Brackett, of Minneapolis, urges
the adoption of a system of cisterns for the better protection of the city
against fire. He says : ' The question of the city depending entirely upon
our Direct or pumping system of water supply for fire protection is, in my
opinion, a risk that is dangerous, and may prove calamitous. While I do
not wish to disparage our present system of water supply—for no doubt it
is as good as any Direct pumping system—it is the opinion of all leading
chief engineers throughout the country who are using this system, and it is
also mine, based upon our experience here, that the Direct pumping system
is not safe without the auxiliary supplied by reservoir or cisterns for the
use of steamers. For this reason, there is a possibility of machinery giving
out, no matter how well constructed or how closely watched or guarded. It
might not happen for years, but it is possible to happen at any moment. Do
you realize the position the West Division of our city would be placed in if
some accident should occur to stop the Pumps at the Water-works ? Under
possible circumstances their stoppage an hour, even fifteen minutes, might
cause the destruction of our entire city. Without this water supply from
the pumps, the thousands invested in our fire department would be of little
account, as we have no available supply except in a few localities on the
river; in fact, our entire dependence for protection against fire is based upon
the uninterrupted operation of the machinery at the Pump-house. While it
may seem impossible to guard against all contingencies, this is one of such
vital importance, and one that can be guarded at such comparatively small
expense, that I feel it my duty to urge immediate action in this direction.' "
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Having shown that the economic results of the Holly system are inferior
to those of other systems, and having introduced important, if not incon
trovertible testimony against its claims as a plan of fire protection, it is fair
to admit that its extensive use indicates one or two comparatively unrecog
nized truths which may be profitably considered.
It would have been called doubtful, if not bad, engineering, not many
years ago, to involve the service of steam for the supply of a town, if a
gravity supply was attainable ; and after steam was introduced, the linger
ing doubts as to its reliability had much to do with perpetuating the
enormous reservoirs pertaining to the gravity system. In other words, they
were made large under the gravity plan, to furnish storage against a dry
time, and under the steam system, to keep up the supply in case of accident
to the Engine.
The stand-pipe had no function as a distributor of water in those days,
but was only an expedient to relieve concussion, and keep the water steadily
moving through the forcing main into the distant reservoir. At the Jersey
City Works, located at Belleville, on the Passaic River, the Cornish Engines
force the water into a stand-pipe, 6 feet in diameter and 160 feet high,
standing adjacent to the Engines. From this pipe it flows by gravity
through the rising main into the reservoir, about 6,900 feet distant, and at
nearly the same level as the top of the stand-pipe.
These Works were started without the stand-pipe, but the Engines
refused to run at the proper speed without severe concussion. It may be
stated, in passing, that one of the primary advantages of the Worthington
Engine is its ability to run perfectly well without this appendage.
By and by stand-pipes were resorted to for the supply of small districts
of high ground not within the reach of the head under which the general
service might be working. Its subsequent application as a substitute for a
reservoir seemed to be almost forced in the case of Works constructed in a
level country where no elevated reservoir could be obtained. And thus
gradually it has been made apparent that if suitable duplicate Engines are
provided, and pains taken to insure strength and durability, it is not neces
sary to make provision for large storage capacity. Undoubtedly the Direct
system has helped to reveal this truth, although by pushing it to a dangerous
extreme.
The stand-pipe, like the reservoir, confines the working pressure to a safe
limit, and secures the service against over crowding, either from excitement,
neglect, or incompetency. With closed pipes, the temptation is almost irre
sistible to furnish effective fire streams at any point where they may be
demanded, no matter how far away from the engine.
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To do this, dangerous and oftentimes destructive, pressure is made upon
the circulation contiguous to the Engine, and the plumbing within the houses
is suddenly visited with, perhaps, doubled or quadrupled pressure. These
evils grow rapidly as the Works are extended, or the number of water takers
increases, and almost seem to assign a limit to the practicability of the sys
tem. It is this consideration that in good part accounts for its temporary
popularity in places where, after longer use, it has fallen under condemna;
tion.
Despite the best possible provision against leakage or fracture, it never
has been, and it never will be, good practice to expose the distribution pipes
to sudden increase of pressure, especially when associated with the constant
jarring or water hammer produced by the reciprocation of the pumps. Such
shocks can be better withstood by the short, strong pipe leading to the reser
voir or stand-pipe, whose office it is to propagate the pressure quietly and
without undue irregularities, through the distribution pipes.
Under these favorable circumstances. the pipes gradually settle into a con
dition of permanency, so that many old pipes are serviceable after being so
much weakened by corrosion as to forbid their removal without fracture.
While the stand-pipe may be looked upon to a certain extent as an alter
native for a reservoir, it fails in one or two very important points, as we shall
proceed to show.
First, by reason of its lack of capacity, the Engines are compelled to
run night and day. In this it resembles the Direct system, as it does also in
having many variations in pressure, although not of the same hurtful kind.
Second, it allows no time for repairs. To meet these cardinal demands a
reservoir of large size seems to be indicated. But it is always expensive,
often impossible, and under a good system of construction and duplication,
is not absolutely needed. Some sort of compromise between the ordinary
stand-pipe and reservoir is to be looked for in the case of towns of moderate
size or in a level country. The writer is ready to say that he considers the
conditions necessary to permanent and satisfactory results with his Engines
fairly secured on a storage capacity of not less than one day's supply. This
will give reasonable opportunity for minor repairs and adjustments, and
confine the running of the Engine to convenient hours, thus saving in attend
ance and insuring a good rate of duty.
This view has been well involved in the practice of J. D. Cook, C. E.,
of Toledo, Ohio, the constructing engineer of several large Water-works in
that part of the country. He advocates a very large and high stand-pipe,
holding at least a night's supply, and giving an effective flre pressure. The
results of this practice at Sandusky, Ohio, are given in this pamphlet, page
123. It fully sustains the propriety of depending upon such an arrangement
in all cases where a small reservoir cannot be obtained.
Every succeeding year strengthens the conclusion that it is worse than
folly for towns of considerable size to depend upon Direct pressure for Are
service, to an extent which supersedes the use of portable fire engines.
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As bearing upon the relative cost of work, it will be found in the case
of small towns that the amount of water required for fire service is often
much in excess of what would be required for all other purposes; also, that
the power of the Engine must be unduly increased to meet the fire require
ment. In July, 1871, a Direct service at Rahway, N. J., was started with
Worthington Engines. The population was 7,000 and the city a dead level.
With a reservoir, a provision of 500,000 gallons a day would have been suffi
cient, at least for some years to come. An Engine, therefore, of 1,000,000
gallons capacity in 24 hours, with power enough to work against a head of
one hundred feet, and a high pressure auxiliary of 250,000 gallons, would
have been a good provision for their supply. But to meet the probable
demands of a large fire, duplicate first-class Engines, each of li millions
capacity, against a head of 275 feet, were put in. This exemplifies the exag
geration of cost which the Direct system often entails in one direction—
although it may save in another.
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The Worthington Water Meter.

The working parts of this machine consist of two hollow brass plungers
made very thin, light, and air-tight, to secure their floatation. They work
through brass packing rings, and act reciprocally each upon the valve of the
other, in such way as to produce a motion that is positive under all con
ditions, combined with an absolute steadiness of delivery, whether the
stream be large or small.
The working parts are few, and excepting those that pertain to the con
necting gear, there are no rotary or oblique motions. The details of its con
struction have been gradually reformed by the teachings of long practice,
until now the machine seems to be in a condition to meet every reasonable
requirement. A recent trial made of one, after eleven years' constant
service in the Croton Department, gave a result within t$ per cent. of abso
lute correctness. It may be said, therefore, that the mechanical desiderata
have been fairly met.
The Meter is presented to-day as a durable, reliable, effective machine,
requiring almost no attention, ready to respond to the smallest draught of
water, as well as to the largest, within its. capacity; always able to start at
any point of the stroke, never needing to be oiled or adjusted, making no
noise, neither interrupting the flow nor materially reducing the effective
head. We are left, therefore, to discuss only the general policy of applying
meters, either as restrainers of waste or adjudicators of value.
The popular impression that water should be "free as air," is disposed
of by saying that the charge is for transportation and distribution much
more than for the fluid itself. But the more reasonable idea that it may cost
less to waste water than to save it, is the one upon which the controlling
view of the subject depends. And it must be admitted that this is very
often true.
Take, for example, a town with Works capable of supplying 10,000,000
of gallons daily, but during their minority not called upon for anything like
that quantity. As all the permanent expenses of construction and distri
bution remain the same, the question of annual cost, made up in great part
of interest on expenditure, is not materially affected by the supply of a few
thousand gallons more or less per day. But here comes the evil. Habits
of waste are encouraged and established, which, as the number of con
sumers increases, threaten to tax the Works beyond their power. Then
arises the demand for increased facilities with all the attendant expenses.
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The pipes of distribution prove insufficient; the working pressure—enfeebled
by the inordinate draught—will neither supply demands at high elevations
nor maintain a suitable fire-pressure.
Statistics of general practice prove that the consumption has gradually
increased within the last forty years from about 10 gallons per day to each
inhabitant to more than 50, and, in some cases, even to 100 gallons. When
the Cochituate Works were projected, an allowance of 30 gallons was con
sidered beyond any probable requirement, and the Works were built in the
full expectation of meeting the city's growth for many years to come. But
long before calculation justified, the Works were embarassed by demands
that could not be filled without overcrowding the aqueduct, securing
additional sources of supply, using meters, and resorting to every other
possible expedient.
The same is true of the Croton and of almost every other Water-works
that has reached maturity, so that now the calculation for supply is more
than twice what was considered necessary only a few years ago. By all this
expensive and disappointing experience, the truth has been plainly written
that no provision for supply can keep pace with the reckless waste that
characterizes the use of water.
It is safe to say that there is hardly a Water-works in this country, under
anything like full development, that is not called upon to distribute at least
twice as much water as the convenience and comfort of its consumers
require. A similar experiment was tried upon the first introduction of
illuminating gas, by estimating the consumption, but the lesson was speedily
learned that a rigid system of measurement was the only thing between the
Companies and utter failure.
After gaining assent to the proposition that the proper way to distribute
water is to measure it, the question remains as to which form or class of the
many water-meters presented to notice is preferable. In general terms they
may be divided into two classes:
First.—The positive.
•
Second.—The inferential.
To the first class belong all forms of piston-meters, whether reciprocat
ing or rotatory. To the second, propeller-wheels, rotating vanes or similar
devices propelled by the current, and indicating the flowage by the rate of
revolution.
The distinctive difference between the two is, that the positive meter
measures water by means of a chamber alternately filled and emptied.
Therefore the flow of water ceases when, by any derangement, the motion
of the piston is interrupted. But neither the motion nor the stoppage of
the inferential meter has any effect upon the water delivery, so that at times
a large amount of water may pass unrecorded. Another important mechan
ical difference is that the motion of a piston-meter is slow while that of the
inferential wheel is rapid ; and this has much to do with their relative dura
bility.
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The chief practical objection to nearly all, if not every one of the in
ferential meters, is that they will allow a stream of some size to pass through
without registry. In England, where they have been much used, this defect
was dishonestly taken advantage of, by many consumers, to keep a constant
stream running into a tank at a rate below the indicating power of the
meter.
In regard to cost, the two varieties are not now so far apart as either to
settle or largely influence the question of preference. It may be said, in
general terms, that the difference is in favor of the inferential meter, espe.
cially for some of the larger sizes. On the points of durability, reliability,
accuracy of record, and ease of repairs, it is, in the writer's opinion, no in
justice to say that the best piston-meter is superior to the best inferential
meter. But there are many of both kinds, some being of comparatively re
cent construction, and nothing but the experience of years can settle these
points incontrovertibly.
The writer, desiring to avoid the charge of disparaging competitive
machines, contents himself with saying that the proper application of the
Worthington Meter will be rewarded with satisfactory results in almost
every case. It has been before the public for many years, applied many
thousand times, and the occasional exception to its complete success has been
found in the Injurious wear produced by the turbid water of some of our
Western rivers. Yet even in several of those places it still maintains su
premacy. A recent order for 15,000 speaks well for the estimation in which
it is held and the place it takes in competition with other forms.
A word as to the objection, often raised, that the use of meters encour
ages so penurious a use of water as to injure the sanitary condition of
sewers. This difficulty is easily and properly met by charging each con
sumer a certain amount suflicient to cover a full use of water, to be collected
whether the quantity it represents is consumed or not. This leaves the meter
to stand, as it should, not a restricter of the proper use of water, but a restrainer of waste.
It is not surprising that the casual observer is embarrassed to select
from the numerous forms of meters that appear from time to time, or that
he should wonder at their number. The fact is, every form of steam Engine,
whether reciprocating or rotary, as also many forms of Pumps, pneumatic
Engines, and water-wheels, can be easily converted into a water-meter, their
principle of operation being almost the same. The records of the Patent
Office, in the departments of rotary Engines and Pumps alone, will show
that if all these are to be reproduced, as water-meters, which there seems
some reason to fear, it will be a long time before the question as to what is
standard will be thoroughly answered.
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